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Sketebes of Army Life.

FARM GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.
this department brief suggestions, facts and
xpenenecs are solicited Hum housekeepers,
a act's and
gardeners. Address Agricultural
iitia Journal Office, Ucltast Maine )
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I'nder this head the Boston Journal of
Chemistry names several dangerous substances which lind their way into households. There are two or three volatile
liquids used in families which are particularly dangerous, and must he employed,
if at all, with special (air.
Benzine, ether and strong ammonia,
constitute this class of agents.
Tin
two first-named liquids are employed in
cleansing gloves and wearing apparel,
and in removing oil stains from cat pets,
The liquids are highly
curtains, etc.
volatile, and tlasli into vapor as soon as
the cork of the phial containing them
is removed. Their vapors are very combustible, and will ini! utie at long distances from ignited candles 01 gas liames.
consequently they should never be used
in the evening, when the house is lighted,
explosions of a very daugerous nature
will occur it the vapor ot these liquids is
pennitted to escape into the room in conIn view of the great
siderable quantity.
hazard of handling these liquids, cautious
housekeepers will not allow them to be
brought into their dwellings, and this
course is commendable
As regards ammonia, or water ot am
inotiia, it is a very powerful agent, especially the stronger kinds soul by drug\n accident in its use has recentgists.
ly come under our notice in which a young
lady ioM her life from taking a few dropthrough mistake.
Breathing the gas
under certain circumstances, causes hilt m
to the lungs and membranes of the mouth
and nose.
It is an agent much used at
-lie present time for Cleansing purposes,
and it is unobjectionable it proper care is
used in its employment.
The phiais
holding it should be kept apart from oth•rs containing medicines, etc., and ruber .stoppers to the phi ds should he i scil.
Oxalic acid is eons,.jerably employed
i:i families for cleaning brass and copper
i ensils.
This substance is highly poisnous, and must be kept and used with
great caution. In crystalline struct tin
it closely resembles sulphab- of magnesia
or F.psorn salts, and therefore fiequetti
’n stakes are made and lives Inst.
i'very agent which goes into families
an: ug inexperienced persons, should be
kept in a safe place, labelled properly,
and used with care.
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Vi's, ihit while his cultivated fields
,iii- disfigured and cut
up with stone
dis. Ins pastures, nine times out often
ire fenced with hoards,
rails, poles and
: :~11.
which, while they cost but a trifle
compared with wall, oiler far safer en,-urcs than the best of wall.
Hut this
■!..glomerate beats the wall forbad looks :
1 a-an
posts and boards or rails for the
pasture, and no fence whatever for the
cultivated fields, should be the rule. The
census brings out some curious facts concerning farm fences, about which even
the fanner himself seldom thinks.
It is
believed that when the returns from all
the States are received and tabulated, it
will be found that the cost of erection
and repairs of farm fences will exceed the
value of the live stock they confine.
In
eleven States the cost of building and repairing farm fences in H?!> was sI:<..**(55,“Id.
[Ossipee Valley News.
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improved farming is the amount of land needlessly wasted even on the best of farms by stone
heaps, bushes and weeds. The stones
are too often gathered into unsightly
heaps in the fields or thrown into the
corners of the fences.
Perhaps the best
use to which they can be
put, if there is
to

need of them for the purposes of drainage. is for utilization in road beds. [Bosno
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Budget.

surt, Phil,” ho said, “an’ there's boats in
the oilin’, bad div\ A schooner’s just
gone to pieces, an’ a big steamer she's
lost her smoke-stack, an’ she’s a-beatin'
an’ a-beatiu’. They want
you.”

iOHN' GKKENLKAl

WIHXXIER.

A drear and desolate shore !
Where no nee outbids its leaves,
And uovor the spring wind weaves
Green grass for the hunter's tread
A land forsaken and dead,
Wh«*re the ghostly icebergs go
And come with the ebb and flow
Of the waters of Bradore!

was tucked
neatly into a litdepression in the cliff Across a w ild,
sea-worn gully, close at hand, a mile of
the northern shore was plainly visible

tle

from its w indows, but the southern, where
stood the hotel and the pier, was hidden
by the projecting height of the headland.
Frant busied herself for a few minutes
about her work. Then she fixed her lire
and her light, put on her waterproof
cloak, drew the hood ovei her head and
started up the headlands, hoping to see
something of what was going on below.

■

his feet there stood
A block of fiumoth larch wood
Beside a rock losed cave
By Nature fashioned for a grave.
Safe from the ravening bear
And tieice fowl of the air.
Wherein to r«*s*t was laid
A twenty summers' maid
Whose blood had eijual share
Of the lauds of vine and snow.
Halt French, half Eskimo.
In letters uictlaced.
[ pon the block were traced
The grief and hope of man.
And thus the legend ran
“11* load her !
11'. ,fs oniiot V'll hole ,rrl1
U> load ha !
God lot 1 her
1.
[tied her home fr> ;** trt and
11V /.• ha !"
»
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gathering

over Cape John.
Thin logs rose from the sea. and, at first,
drilled hither and yon at the sport of a
light wind.
Chen they grew thicker and
thicker, till the revolving lights at Brimrnei town 'v*;*re almost lost to view, and
even
tin* great Fresnel burner on the
h<
i: i:;-i shone dimly. A man and a woman who were sitting on the edge of the
chil talking earnestly, began, at last, to
>bserve the threatening aspect of the sky
and -e.i. ..lid H
slowly and unwillingly
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■Yes, it would have been just as well
if I had died,” the girl went on in a kind
of despairing way.
If you had known,
you needn't have dragged me over the
stones and bushes and nearly killed yourself.
I'm a poor, unhappy girl!’’ And
she began to sob afresb.
“1 don t think so, said 1- rant., who was
a member of the little Methodist church
at Biimmcrtown.
"You ought to thank
G«d for saving you. It’s for some good
Don't you ever pray f”
purpose.
‘■I’m a Catholic," said Norah Harney,
“or I used to be.
I am not a good Catholic now. JL haven’t been'to a confession
for years.”
“Never mind,” said Frant:
“God can
love you just the same.
You have much
to be thankful for—your good looks and
youth. ”—Frant's voice trembled : “and
then vou've some education- I can tell
that.”
“No,” said the giil bitterly, “my good
looks and my youth have all been against
me, and I’ve no education, only I was
brought up and lived as waiter-gill in the
city, and so I've picked up their ways.
Oh, I'd like to be educated!”
So would I,” said Frant eagerly, inclining more and more toward this frank
yonug stranger. “I've read all there is
over on the shore here, and sometimes
the minister at Brimmertown lends me
books.
But Philly don’t like to read.”
•■Is ‘Philly’ your—your—”
The girl was not to blame. She had
not been oil her bed since she had been
laid there, but Frant felt that she could
not bear to bear her say, “your son."
"lb' is my husband." she spoke in has-

me

waves.

Frant.

A storm was

ni\s

tone.

great iigiu-uouse
made the darkness gray around her, hut
though she could hear the sound of
voices in the occasional pauses between
the gusts, she could see nothing. Accustomed as slie was to storms, however,
she could readily supply the scene hidden
beneath the pall of fog. She could see
the bending masts of the schooners and
the pitching of the dismantled steamship. She could hear in imagination the
wails for help, and could sec the life-boat
putting off to the relief of the sufferers.
l-'or an hour she strained eyes and ears
to see and hear something beyond the
baffling mist and the deafening fog born
and the gathering and bursting of the
mighty waves. She felt as though there
was work to do; she wanted to do it, and
though she was drenched through, she
determined to feel her way down the cliff.
There, at least, she could see tho great

The stranger paused and read
o winter land !" he said,
Thy right to be I own :
Hod leaves thee not alone.
And if the fierce winds blow
over the wastes of rock and snow.
And id thy iron gat< s
The gh. -stly iceberg waits.
Thy homes and hearts are dear
Thy soirow o'er thy sacr» d dust
Is sanctified by hope and trust ;
Hod's love and man's are In re
Still whereso'er it goes
Love makes i*s atmosphere*
Its flowers of paradise
Take root in the eternal ice.
\»i'j bloom through Polar snows

Batter.

The girl sank gratefully into the low
chair which Frant placed for her.
“My
name’s Norah -Moral) Harney,” she said,
with a slight Irish accent, and with a
faint color mounting into her pale face.
“But 1 don't—live—anywhere.”
“Poor girl!” Frant's big heart swelled within her at the sadness of the gil l’s

The cabin

Looked around him. awed, subdued.
By the dreadful solitude.
Hearing alone the cry
Of sea-birds clanging by,
The crush, ami grind of the floe,
Wail nf w ind and wash of tide
"O wretched land' he cried.
Laud of ail lands the worst.
Hod forsaken and curst
The giU-3 ot r ck should show
1 he words t:.o Tuscan seer
Bead in the Realm of Woe
>f h'.-f /
liojie :•
I.

you live?”

dol i.ii?

|

The cliff was rough, and she found
plenty of points to cling to in her descent,
till at last she stood lace to face with the
gray-green thunders, which flung their
white spray all over her.
Suddenly her eye caught something on
tin incoming wave, thrown out into feeble
relief by the rays of the headland-light.
Was it a box, or a fragment of ship timber, or—something else ?
In came the wave again, tumbling almost against Frant's brave l'cet.
Again
she saw the light, white burden borne
back by the retreating tide.
She clambered up a little higher, and waited for
tho wave to come again. This time it
cit-ared the beach, and hearing on its
crest the same white burden, crashed past
her into the gully.
When it went back,
there was nothing hut foam on its shining
surface.
She rushed in upon the track of the
wave and felt distractedly about the
ground. Suddenly her hand caught in
something. It was a mass of dripping
human hair the long, flue hair of a

P’s been like the old times, Frant,”
said tiie man tenderly.
Alt. like the old times," responded
woman.
Frant gave a shriek of horror and drew
woman in a voice onee sweet yet full
of power.
-Now that we are fairly set- herself away, but it was only for an intled in the new cabin. Philly, we’ll have j stant: the wave was coming. She seized
:ia !.v att evening out. here together."
the woman by the arms and began to
"It's easier coming when we’re so drag her through the wild plum bushes
near,” said Phillip Harrow affectionately. and over the rough stones, and out ot the
To think we've spent the last day in the reach of the hungry waxes.
old shanty. Frar.t ! Hut it's a happy time
She was thinking hard all the time.
s’, e’ve had here, after all."
1’erhaps the woman was hot dead. She
"Happy enough," said Frances Harrow, had seen people revive after they had
whose speech, like her husband's, bore been a long time under water, and,
the broad but not unpleasant accent of though there was no feeling of life in the
the cap.-* ••It's five years since you mar- woman, she determined to try and save
ic'ii me, Philly.
I wish I wasn't so much licr. Oil, lor a light. Oh, tor Plnlly ! I Jut
ohier! —Hut you've been happy, haven't she began to drag her limp, wet harden,
is
ter
treipjently damaged by over-ehnm- you,
half carrying it up the steep, rough hank.
Philly
iug: it is quite .in eiror to Kipj-*<e that
‘What talk, IVantie!" said the young It was a plump young figure, hut not
after I. itter once forms, more can he ob
fellow, hts handsome, sunburnt face dar- large, while Plant was strong and tall:
tained by further churning : ever revolu"I'm twenty-live, and growing and in a little time it lay in Frant's new
tion a't«r the granules i*** i.hoot *)-,,. size kening.
eater eveiy nay.
Tl,eie isn't a girl on white bed, and Frant herself, with a flush
of Indian corn or small nuts, deteriorate.the cape could wean me away from you. on her pale, steady face, was rapidly
the q ility.
Haven't 1 been true to you for live years, stripping oft' the shreds that remained of
•'1.
butter should not be toadied by
Tiaat /
Ami why shouldn’t it be so al- the poor girl's clothing and applying reband.
Hie water should be expelled by
storatives.
At last the warmth and moways ?"
means *f a butter worker.
"I don't know." The woman's face tion penetrated to the numb young heart,
grew even graver. "It's ten years since I and just as Phil’s step sounded at the
An Unhealthy
Winter.
was twenty-live,
Philly, and seems like 1 door, Frant's task was done; for the
Them are all the indications of it.
The
grow old faster : but likely,” and her lips girl, whose face, even in its death-like
weather will lie uncertain ; we shail have
parted in a smile which transformed her pallor, was very lovely, opened her eyes
no se\ -re frost, but much damp, rainy
plain lace into actual beauty, "likely it's feebly.
weather, exceeding fertile in creating mi- i .met bee in se I'm tired that 1 feel so—
Phil came in. noisy and staring, but
asma n the air and propagating malaria
we've worked so hard getting the new Frant lifted her linger.
What—what is
Tliroa: diseases are sure to prevail, perhouse to rights.”
it ?" he stammered.
haps tore so than those of the chest. ;.s
'id you like it, don’t you ''’ asked
“I found her,’’ said Frant briefly and
the organs of the throat are quicker at,
Phil Harrow for the hundredth time.
to the gir!
“A great wave tosspointing
tacked by the damp air.
Nervous disAll, lad." brightly. "Maybe, in spite ed her into the gully, and I got her."
eases will also prevail, as the low, dull
of my being so sad-like to-night, we’ll
"You got her?” said Phil, with a strain
tempt- ature will lessen vitality still more ha' e happy times here too. Hut look! of awe creeping into his voice.
in these who already possess little. Loss how'll we ever
There was no awe about Frant.
She
get back to the cabin,
of api-tite will also trouble us. and digesPhilly ?"—for the storm had gathered was very practical. “I.ift her head, Philtion is lot improved by damp.soft air. Ma- faster than
they knew. She stood erect, ly,”she said, ‘‘while I change her wet pillarial fevers will attack crowded houses,
resuming the strong, quiet manner that low.’'
so small pox and all blood diseases will
was habitual to her.
The girl opened tier eyes again and
"The storm's right
find
fertile soil to grow in.
These near.” As she
she put out her tried to speak.
The neatness, the
spoke,
damp, low winters, though perhaps easier hand to him and swept the western hori- warmth, thejight, Frant's tender, clingto tit;
than the sharp, frosty, cold sea- zon with her keen, dark
eyes. The pallor ing touch, the strong look on her face, ail
son, avc generally fruitful in disease,
it of her
steady face, the pallor of an intense seemed to combine to soothe and quiet
will require great care to keep out of it.
vitality and not that of weakness, show- her. “Thank you,” she whispered. Then
Wh it are the safeguards against dis- ed
strikingly under the angry light. A site went oft' again to sleep.
ease ?
Thorough ventilation in houses gust of wind and ruin blew in their faces.
Phil stoo
like a man under a spell.
propei -lothing for head, throat and feet;
He took her hand and they hurried on “She looks like an angel,” he whispered.
nutritious
good tvercise;
living, and all together, till, just as they entered the
“She isn’t,” said Frant, laughing a trifle
avoidance of taking cold.
Immediate broad, low
of their new home, uncomfortably.
“She’s only a poorgiil
doorway
remedial action, when this has taken the storm broke full over the headland.
that I lugged up the gully myself. I had
In
such
winters
as
these
we
must
place.
As they entered, Phillip Harrow laugh- gone to the cliff to see if I couldn’t find
not all'ivv colds to grow upon us, they
on joyously; a man you would have said,
something of you. The tide brought her
*
! without
bring her troubles in their rear.
an. of the finer qualities, affee- in and I lugged her up."
<'ne meat prevention of taking cold is
Phil, however, did not seem to think of
j inmate and playful, like a handsome
to new: remain in wet
clothes, and to I young Newfoundland, but coarser and Frant, of her peril or her heroism. His
use outside
wraps that will absorb wet ; weaker than the woman who walked begaze was still fixed upon the fair face on
and not allow- if to penetrate. Above all side
him. It was her more aspiring soul, the pillow with rapt admiration.
to av* i wet feet; also to keep the feet
one could see
Frant wished vaguely that he wouldn’t
plainly, that bound and
warm, and if a eoid has been caught, to |
him to something higher than his look any more. Somehow her hold of him
; held
use mustard and hot water for the feet at
i own ideals. Yet she was evidently not a seemed to slip. “Philiy!” site cried at
once.
The foot bath must not he taken cultured
woman, though bearing the last.
fFood and marks of native refinement and of
higher than the ankles.
I
latent
“Oh, brant!' he said turning toward
Health
force
Ibr print dress was coarse and her ; “she's party as an angel, isn’t she ?”
!
but spotlessly neat, and her rich,
“Yes,” said Frant, a sudden faintness
The mason, says a contemporary, that faded,
red-brown hair, which matched her beau- coming over her. “I’m very tired, Philly.”
the s-.M-r-t potato keeps so poorlv is betiful ’'yes. was gathered smoothly hack
Then he remembered what she had
cause,
place of the starch principle in i into a knot behind.
Her forehead was been
“You shouldn’t go down
the common potato, it contains
large 1 o, broad and picturesque; but there her in thethrough.
dark to the shore, Frantie,” he said
percentage of soluble sugar. The proba- |i
ended.
Her nose was irregular, tenderly.
“The shore’s different here
ble rea- m is that the sweet potato will beauty
her mouth large, though kind and decid- from what is was over by the
shanty. The
not stand a damp atmosphere.
When
ed, ami her cheek-bones high and prom- waves don't come in alike, either.”
kept v.arm and dry it keeps perfectly. inent. When she
“But if 1 hadn’t,” said Frant, stroking
smiled, however, her
[ Lowell Courier.
"bite teeth shone, and a new and charm- the damp, curling hair from his forehead,
I akc a good-sized lobster, chop line,
log look overspread her whole face. Hut “if 1 hadn't 1 shouldn’t have saved the
put on the tire with a little water; have | she smiled seldom, and the harder and girl.”
“Sure enough," said Phil fondly. "It's
ready a quart of milk, one-fourth pound | deeper lines of middle-life had driven
of butter, rubbed together with a large away from the features the roundness of a brave one
you are, Frant. ’Tisii't many
table-spoonful of fl >ur, a little salt, mace I youth. Yet she had an influence over women can save a life like that. Aii’
or parsley ; add to the lobster and boil
her docile husband which the vulgar fish
who’d a thought of working over her afabout live minutes : strain before sending 1 wi\ es of the Point wondered atandemu- ter such a tussle with the breakers?”
to the table.
“I was bound I’d do my best," said
| luted, but could never attain : for, added
to her strong and noble character, she
Frant modestly: “and then”—with a
lied pepper and brown soap
applied to loved him with an abandonment of devopang —“then she's young, Philly. Young
the wood work of a stall occupied by a
tion that only "omen of her stamp can people can bear a great deal.”
cribbing horse will, it is said, cure the
The next day the girl, though weak
know,—with a strange blending of wifeanimal ol the habit.
love and mother-love,—as all kind, warmand feverish, was conscious and able to
hearted, large brained creatures love take food. She asked how she had come
Brighton Cattle Market.
whatever is young and clinging and there, and Frant explained
something of
Dec.
•>.
Wednesday,
it briefly.
Aiiioimi
l .stork at market: Cattle, |i»13; >h<op
comely.
“Oh, yes,” she said with a
and lambs, .1540; swine, 10,170; veals, 55; number
i neir new Home was, .titer all,
only an shudder; “I remember. The boat broke
of western cuttle, 72s; northern and eastern cattle,
old mill weather-beaten cabin, which, by up. Oh, it was wful.”
285
Prices < : beef cattle ¥ 100 !t> live weight, extra
a refill saving and
“Don’t think of it, said Frant, soothcontriving, they had
quality, $0 75 g 7 50; first. $0 oOg'J 50; second, $5 at last succeeded in
buying and fitting ing her white forehead tenderly. “You’re
5og5 873*;third, $4 02‘ag53im2 ; poorest grades of
coarse oxen, bulls, etc., $3 25g4 50.
up in a style far superior to anything safe now ; and I’ve the sense to know
Brighton Hides, Or ¥
; Brighton Tallow,
they had ever enjoyed before.
that you shouldn’t talk." And she sat
8c ¥ ft,; Country Hides, 7<- ¥ R*; Countrv Tal
Frant stood in the doorway, looking beside her,
low, 5c ¥ tt.; Calf Skins, 12gl2‘2c. ¥ It,; sheep and
soothing and comforting the
Lamb Skins, $1 gl 55 each.
out on the ocean, and watching the
light- tired young thing, till she went off into
Working Oxen—We quote sales of
ning play over it, while Phil felt his way another quiet sleep.
1 pair girth 7 ft., 0 inches, live weight 30o0 tt,, $112
inside, striking a match now and then iii
1 pair girth 7 ft.,0 inches, live weight 2010 tt*. $135
In the meantime, the news spread over
1 pair girth », ft.. 7 Indies, live weight 2500 tt*. $115
a vain attempt to find a candle.
“I sent the cape of what Frant had done, and
1 pair girth G ft., 10 inches, live weight 2000 It*. $11'
1 pair girth H ft C inches, iive weight 2500 tt*. $ioup a box of candles in the load, Frant,” she became a neighborhood heroine, as in
I pair girth 7 ft., 2 inches, live weight 3400 tt,. $|C;»
he said at last doubtfully, “but l can’t fact, she always had been, in a small way.
Milch Cows—The demand has not been sogomt
Phil Darrow was very proud of her.
and prices realized for them have fallen off from ! find them."
$5gl0 ¥ head from those obtained a few weeks
Fr mt laughed, and hurrying In, moved “And, oh, but the gill's a
purty one ,” he
since. We quote sales of 4 Milch Cows at $135. 12
here and there in her own, even, quiet said to the clump of rough fishermen who
new Milch Cows and Springers $30g5o,
1 extra
Milch Cow at $05; 3 at $55: 4 at $45.5 at $47 50 each.
had gathered about him to hear the story.
way, till soon a light gleamed brightly
Store Cattle—Yearlings, $iogi i; 2 year olds, $15
the little window, and tlie warmth “A purtier girl never was seen on Cape
from
g28; 3 year olds, $25.g45 each. Prices’of small cat
tie depend much upon their value for beef.
and pleasantness of home asserted them- John.”
Swine—Fat hogs— Prices6u7c ¥ lb, live weight.
selves in the humble building.
“Hey!” said one of the men coarsely.
Store Pigs sell dull at prices, ranging from Tg hic ¥
The storm raged on, but Phil and Frant “What do you know, Phil Darrow, of
tt*. live weight.
had built a blazing lire, and heated wa- what’s purty 1 Naught—by the looks o’
Smart she is, but not purty !”
j ter in the bright new tea-kettle with a yer wife.
The Babylon (L I ) South Side Signal
quotes ; view to a social cup of tea before they
The men laughed, and Philip Darrow,
from a Missouri paper: Mr. Wm F. (Juiulau,
Crys- should
go to bed
tal City, Mo., suffered occasion
turning a fiery red, flung a stone after the
ally Iroui ri.eu- ;
While they were drinking it, a man retreating figure of the man who had
matie pains in his knees, tor which he successfuli knocked at the door. “There’s a bad dared to speak so lightly of his wife. Then,
ly tried St. .lacobs Oil

■

tily.
"Oh !"

The girl spoke in a little sur"lie is very tall and strong
and handsome," she added.
“I like to
wateli him from the window."
■■Yes." Frant's little thrill of pride was,
somehow, vaguely modified; but slie had
taken the girl right into her great heart,
and was determined to love her.
Theie was a pause.
“You see," said Norah Harney, “you
see, I was going—you saved my life, and
you have a right to know—I was going

prised

to run

way.

away.”

“To ruu away f
Frant was a good
deal startled.
"You see. I lived with the Blairs—do
you know about them ? Oh, weren’t you
ever in the city ?
Well, they are grand
'”
people,—and, oh, you never will tell
■No,” said Frant, gazing steadfastly at
her with her truthful brown eyes, “I'll
never tell.
You wuuld'nt mind mv telling
Philly r
.lust then she heard Phil’s quick step

approaching.
•'No, ho." said the girl nervously ; not
anybody. Hr might find me.”
■He? who?"
Mat Norah Herney lifted
her hand, for just then Phil broke in upon them.
The young girl looked more beautiful
than ever in Frant's neat, plain wrapper,
her blue eyes bright and her cheeks pink
with returning health, and her long, light
brown hair wound neatly about her small
head. At sight of her, l’hil stopped short
and beamed with admiration.
Then he
met Frant’s earnest gaze, and, shaking
off the spell, he said heartily : “Guess
you’re getting better. Front’s great on

nursing.”
Thank you,” said the girl wistfully
“I shall be well soon. I don’t know what
1 shall do when I'm well.
I had a little
money saved up, but now 1 haven't any
money, and I've no home
Frant looked at Phil.
“Never mind
that,” she said softly. “1 guess we can
fix it
“You saved my life,” said the girl, her
beautiful eyes glowing liquid with feeling.
“I want to do something for you, hut I've
lost even my clothes on the steamer,
i
suppose you don’t need mo to work for
you ?"
“No,” saiil Frant doubtfully : “1 can do
all my work alone, and more.
1 help
them at the hotel sometimes. Maybe you
could do something fur the hotel folks.”
“That’s it," said the girl in a pleased
way. “I’ll go up there to-morrow, 1 shad
be strong enough.” Then she rose and
ielt the room with a certain lady-like
grace which Frant felt powerfully and
which struck Phil dumb.
He heaved a
great sigh. “Oh, Frant," he said, “it’s a
great thi g to be party as that!"
The woman's face turned a vivid red ;
hut he was still looking at the doorway
through which the girl had vanished, anil
did not see n to rotico it. Then the red
died down, but '.here was a weary look
left in her beautiful eyes.
The next morning Frant prepared a
simple breakfast and took it in to her
patient. The gill had slept soundly all
night for the first time since her rescue.
She looked round all dimpled and bright.
Frant set her little tray down a tritle
nervously and said, “You didn't tell ine
all your story. Phillv’s gone.
Who was
it?”

■
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and went
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Slow
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linishiug the braid of her
long light hair. “Nothing, only I lived
with these people from the time I was a
little girl.
They were very good to me.
There w as a man who used to come there,

...

j

on

and he touk me to ride, and twice tie took
rue to the theatre, and I
thought it was
line, for he was a grand gentleman, till I
found he had a w ile and big house on a
grand aveuue. I had thought it was
strange, too, that he wouldn't let me tell
my mistress that I went with him, and
that ho always met me at the corner.
When 1 found out, I was very angry, for
I’ve been brought up well; I have, in-

deed,’’ protested Norab Harney gently,
“i told him to leave, but he said I must
go with him, and one day he followed me

|

and teased me and threatened me, and 1
didn’t dare tell anybody, and I was afraid
to go out anywhere, and i couldn’t stand
it.
I cried all night,—oh! many nights,
—and then I went to the dock and bought
my ticket, and took just a few tilings in
bundles, and ran away. 1 thought in a
now city I'd get a plaee and never see
him nor be afraid of him again. Oil, I
hate him so!” The girl stamped her foot
and sobbed passionately.
“Here,"said Frant soothingly,—“here’s
some breakfast.
1 shouldn’t have made
you tell me till after your breakfast, but
1 wanted so to know.
I thought of it all
night. I’m your friend. Don’t cry.” She
bad indeed dreamed that the mysterious
man had come and demanded Norab Harney, but that she had bought him oil'.
“Yes” said the girl, pressing Front's
large, warm palm between her small
hands, “I like, you
Somehow I depend
on you. 1 like to think how you dragged
me up the hill in the rain and the storm,
and how you worked over me.
Howtired you must have been. You seem
like a dear kind mother to me.
Frant’s heart sank. “It is because,”
her heart whispered, “I am old. Oh, I
am much older than 1'hilly.
It seems as
though I grow old faster,—a great deal.”
And a pang deeper than she could account for wrung her great, gentle heart.

went on, unconscious of the
she had aroused. “Yes,” she said,
“I’ll go up to the hotel right away. You’ll
go with rue?”
“1 went up yesterday and saw the
housekeeper,” said Fraut slowly, “and
she knows all about your being nearly
drowned, and want's to help you.”
“I can do tine ironing and all light
work, and 1 can do young ladies’ hair
and tine sewing,” said Norah Harney
eagerly. “I hope I’ll get some money and
be able to pay you something.”
“Oh, no!” quickly; “I'm paid to see
you do well.” The extreme youth of the
girl—she could not have been eighteen,
Frunt knew—the way she leaned upon
Frant's streugth and goodness, her honest
desire and eagerness to work, and the
beauty of her girlish face and form appealed more strongly than ever to the
elderly woman’s feelings. “I love her,”
she said to herself as she went back to
the kitchen. “1 believe she has told me
true.
.Stic can stay witli Philly and me.”
Then the pang that had wrung her before

leges—and then, looking eagerly around,

again, run s iook—sue could not
forget it; but Bhe remembered how completely be had always deserved her confidence. She would not believe that any
one could wean him away from tier.
He
would get used to Norah’s beauty. She
would be like a sister to him. or like his
own child.
Oh, if God had only sent
them children! Frant had grieved over
this many times; now she grieved more
than ever.
“But Philly’s very fond of
me,” she murmured to herself: yes, he is
very, very fond of me.” And she began
to s'og a low song as she went about her
work.
The girl came in, borrowed Frant’s
hat, and started out with a steady step
for the hotel.
Frant went to the door and looked out
at the sea; she stepped to the edge of the
gully and looked into its rough, yawning
month
How strange that she should
have happened to go down there on the
night of the storm! How strange that
she should have happened to see that
mysterious white burden on the waves!
How strange that any life should have
been left in the tender young thing!
How strange that Pliilly and she should
have moved just that day into their new
house! An expression of quiet ioy came
over the plain face of the woman, as she
thought what a blessed thing it was to
save a human life !
Just then quick steps came running
around the foot of the headland and a
girl Hew into the gully, and began to
climb wildly up its nigged face.
It was
Xorah Harney, and, before Frant could
advance to help her trembling steps, the
girl was by her side and hurrying her into the little cabin.
“Hide me !” she said
passionately ; “Oh. hide me! he is at the
hotel,—that had man. He is coming;
oh, 1 know he saw me ! I ran out as soon
as I caught a glimpse of him, and ran
down the cliff and kept close under it,
but I know he saw me?” The girl began
to cry bitterly. “I told you it would have
been better for me to die!” she sobbed,
“Ob, if I only dared to throw myself into
the sea!”
“That's wicked,” said Frant soberly
hut with large sympathy in her heart
with the haunted young creature.
“1
will go up to the hotel,” she continued
kindly, “and see where he is."
“What if he should come while you are
gone!" cried the girl, her eyes wide with

There
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girl

feeling

came

terror.
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said Frant, smilingly, “and he would
have to meet me. Tell me his name, and
I'll find out something about him.”
Norah Harney told her, and Frant
started otf.
How ready she felt to help
this girl, who—Frant could not deny it
to herself— was coming to be a burden to
her!
“1 wonder," thought the woman with
a dim perception of the angelic quality in
herself, “I wonder is it rather grand of
me,—or haven’t I spirit, or what ?
Why
don't 1 let the man come, and the girl go,
and not lift a finger f
How do 1 know
that she has told me the truth?
But 1
I'd tight for the innocent little
couldn’t.
thing. 1 wonder does Philly know how 1
I wonder does he understand.”
feel.
The vague pain at the woman’s heart
deepened at the thought; but soon she
reached the hotel, and found the housekeeper. The man, even then, was going
away. Norah Harney need not lie troubled
He had not seen her.
He had run
down from the city for a day’s fishing,
the housekeeper had learned,—as she
learned in some inscrutable way the business of everybody under her charge,— and
Frant hurried home to tell the good news
to the distracted girl. But the occurrence
made Norah Harney very nervous, and
she clung to Frant and Phil with an almost

touching timidity.

As the fall advanced, “the shore" settled down into the calm which always
pervades it except during the heated
term or when an occasional storm strewed the shore with wrecks. A hammock
had been swung for Norah Harney in
Plant’s little attic, and she had become
a regular inmate of the lowly fisherman’s

family.
She was a happy, bird-like thing, and
looked at Frant and talked with her as
though the unsophisticated woman was
ol a superior order. With Phil she would
romp and play, racing witu him through
the gully, and even into the surf.
It did
not seem to occur to her that Frant—sober,
elderly Frant—could ever feel distufhed
at the fondness she undeniably felt for
Phil, or at Phil’s ardent devotion to lu r;
and every day the fresh sea-breezes
brought fresh color to her cheeks, deepened the blue ot her liquid eyes, and rounded the curves of her light and exquisite
figure. Frant did not wonder that the
bad man had coveted her.
She did not
wonder, in the heavy, weary moments
when the jealous pain at her heart seemed about to break it, that Phil would
rather walk or run with Norah than sit
quietly with herself on the door-stone or
out on the headland.
with us?” said Frant to her

kindly

one

day.
‘•Oh, 1 love you and Philly—and Pm
afraid when I get far away from you,”
said Xorah ingeniously.
‘•But don't you want so see some of
your friends?”
“No; 1 don't want to see the people 1
used to live with, for he would find me;
and they took me out of the asylum, you
know; so I have no relatives. No, I
love you and Philly better than anybody
else.”
“But if you were in the city you could
have companions of your own age and go
to parties,” urged Frant.
“But Philly is about my age—and you,”
the girl added quickly.
Frant would not notice it
“You’ll
want to ho married by and by,” she said,
“and there’s nobody fine enough for you
here.”
“Why should 1 want to get married ?”
laughed Nora. “I’ve gotyouand Philly,
and 1 can make enough here to pay you
something and buy my clothes.” This was
true.
Norah was always ready to work,
and the ladies in Brimmertown had heard
of her skill and often brought her sewing
and embroidery to do, while from the
hotel and the shore village she received
the pay for many an honest day’s work.
Her money she always gave, to Frant.
“It is yours,” she would say, caressing
her in her own demonstrative fashion.
“Pm your girl you know, Frant.”
Every day when Phil came in strong
with the smell of fish and of the sea, he
would kiss Frant—who was always at the
door to meet him—she was more careful
now than ever before to do all her wifely
duties and to claim all her wifely privi-

rose

and

went aoout her

rimac," a government steamer of something over
2,000 tons burden. We had hardly taken possession of our new quarters between decks, when we
heard the sound of drums and the loud cheers of
the people upon the wharf—and the 36th Massachusetts regimeut, a gallant body of men, 1,200 in
number, also embarked on the ‘Merrimac," and
became

parture

the

;

plank

tiery

With moist eyes aud

harbor—I knew not where

strangely throbbing, 1 stood in the midst of
the crowd pressed against the rail of the steamer,
and looked at Boston, now fast receding from view.
1 saw not the lofty domes and spires of the great
city. 1 noticed not the great business blocks covheart

heard not the rush
ering so many square acres.
and hvam of traffic that tell upon the ear like the
1 was thinking of,
music of a distant waterfall
and seemed to see, like

a

picture

a

a

they stood with tearful eyes to say good bye,
when I had taken my departure Irom home. A
sickly sensation came creeping over my heart, a
groat lump gathered in iny throat ; but just at
a*«

that moment

sergeant, who

a

Boston
the

sat

read

to

week

preceding

a

telegrams that had sent
through thi loyal

—

mourning and consternation all
North.

Pope succeeds General

General John

“Major

old battle held of Bull Run,

which the Union

in

havo been disastrously defeated and are re
treating upon Washington “A terrific encounter

lor

’cs

between the right of Pope's army and Stonewall
Jackson at Chantilly, twenty mile" from Washing
Gen
ton, in which the Unionists aro defeated.'’
eral Stevens aud brave Phil
“L.

the slain."

si'll

e

is in danger"
Northern soil."

Kearney are among
“Washington
advancing

‘The

be transferred to

to

war

It would be difficult to describe the emotions of
the listeners

as

the

news

was

read
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Iii a personal interview following this
letter the President repeated his request
that Mr. Blaine should remain until De
There was never at any time
cent her.
tho slightest misunderstanding between
the President ami Mr. Blaine about the
latter’s retirement, and their personal relations continue, as they always have
been, friendly and cordial.
Senator

Frye

at

FhUadelptiia

The Philadelphia Press, in introducing
its report of Senator Frye’s speech at the
New England dinner in Philadelphia,
says:
.Mr.

Rollins turned toward Senator
of Maine, and said :
For many years the representatives of
that State in both branches of our national Congress have been such as to give
the State great weight in national affairs.
Mr. Elaine, “the man from Maine,”
[applause,] though born in Pennsylvania,
served well that State—both States—all
the States—first in the House—then iu
the Senate—and when he left the Senate
for that high office which he has graced
so much and has just laid down, it was a
great honor to be chosen his successor,
but the man elected had earlier aud
greater honors, in this that his long
service in the House had been so brilliant and successful that no other man
He is
but he was really thought of.
here, a grandson of the first general commissioned by the Constitutional Congress
and entitled to speak to this sentiment by
I have
inheritance as well as invitation.
the honor to introduce Senator Frye, of
Maine.
The Senator from Maine, a dignified,
handsome man of medium height, with a
gray moustache and hair slightly silvered,
arose and was greeted with long and conHis ringing voice and
tinued applause.
clear enunciation could he distinctly
A hush
heard in every part of the room.
fell upon all as he spoke in response to
the toast, “New England.”

Frye,

The watchmaker can’t afford to do a
cash business because he makes his profits
on time.
[Wit and Wisdom.
Peacock feathers

They
tail.

are

point
[Picayune.

serve to

a

emblems of vanity.
moral and adorn a

Everyone has his forte, if he only knew
how to hold it.
[New York Commercial.

of the

son

old Bay State, from the hills of Berkshire, climbed
up in the rigging of the steamer and cried, “Three
cheers for old Abe,’

anl

least

at

a

thousand

responded to the cCl. Three more were
proposed for “Little Mac ;" and then “three times
voices

three for the red. white and blue."
until

j

they

were

hoarse

the air

was

Men cheered
filled with

fly

i: g caps and the good steamer “Merrimac" shook
from s;em to stern.
utrgdJi it}

uua

wiu c uu tur mt-.iu,

in ai

iim >

and exciting to my boyish vision.
The steamer's space between decks had been filled

thing

was

new

with rudo bunks, and in those

we w^ro

stowed

until every square foot of space was occupied,
and then hundreds of men were compelled to re
main on deck The lirst night was one of unneees
sary anxiety. Several rumors were flying. “The
lower hold was said to be filled w:ih powder and
munitions of war," and “Oue of the confederate
had been seen cruising in the vicinity

privateers
within

short time, and we should probably be
blown to the stars by their firing a

a

captured

or

M

shell into the magazine under our feet
“borne
wondered what we should do if the boat

one

should strike

a roek and go down
rolls in the swells of the ocean

sickening and

monotonous

The steamer
There

of the

roar

is

the

machinery.

Th>*

atmosphere grows thick and foul Sleep refuses to come to my relief At last all is still,save
the rumble of the machinery and the tramp of
feet overhead.
is

sleeping Suddenly there
Fifty voices shout “She has
Fifteen hundred men spring from
All

arc

fearful crash.

a

struck

a

roek

a mighty surge rush for the
gangway. The panic is terrible. Men push.swear,
crowd, strike and rush on but to our horror the

iheir bunks, and with

hatch is fastened down and there

Washington, Oct 13, list
When 1 pi:* tuy res
dear Mr President
ignation in your hands on the ‘hi 1 of September,
you intimated your wish that ail members of thCabinet should retain their places until the meet
As Secretary Win
ing of Congress in December
dour's expected return to tho S>'t;ate may precipi
late the vacancy it. the Treasury Department in a
tew days. I have thought it might also render a
earlier construction ot your Cabinet desirable to
you. hi that event I trust you will not he era
barrassed, at le«st so tar as I am concerned, by
vour previous assignment of a date for withdrawal
it will be entirely agreeable tome to turn over the
Department to my successor on any day that will
prove most desirable and convenient for yourself
I intended to say Ibis to you yesterday, "but from
tho pressure of other tilings forgot it
Yours verv respectfully,
James (i lit,aim:"
(Signed)

Mc-

Clellan in the command of the army of the Potomac.
“A terrible battle has been fought on the

tened the boat.
T hat night Phil came home, read the
little note, turned pale is death, and
started with all haste for the buoy and
the boat.
But when he drew up alongside, it was empty. [Lippi neott’s Magazine.

■‘My

high pile of

on a

paper just purchased in
It contained the condensed telegrams ot

baggage, began

very still when Frant

Wasiiwc.ro\, Dec. 2~. To correct
certain misstatements that have been
made in regard to Mr. Blaine's withdrawal
from the Cabinet, the following has been
furnished for publication: On the 22d
day of September, immediately after
President Arthur had taken the oath ol
office, administered by a Chief Justice of
the Tnited States, a full meeting of the
Cabinet was held in the Vice President’s
At this meeting
room, in the Capitol.
even member of the Cabinet tendered
his resignation in writing. On receiving
the several letters President Arthur said
it would be agreeable to him to have the
members remain in their positions until
after the regular meeting of Congress in
December. Three weeks afterwards Mr.
Blaine addressed tho following letter to
the President:

the distant

ou

great forest, a small clearing on the hill side,
little cottage home and a circle of dear friends

sky,

hoisted quietly the sail of the “Frances
Dairow,” and made for the buoy at the
mouth of the little harbor. Then she fas-

The Correspondence Between the President
and Mr
Blaine.

pulled

was

off. the great engine began
life, and we glided down the

cast

were

throb with a

to

made

rapidly

were

in the lines

Good-by. Philly. I lovo you That’s why I go
away. 1 think I am a little erazv : hut 1 l--v** you
l am dead. Philly, so dm t ook for tn**
The boat
is fastened to the harbor buoy
Good by. Xorah
[>o not leave Philiy
Your loving
Fkant
was

regi-

The two

neighbors.

intimate

our

ments, including officers, numbered some 2,300
men. and occupied every square foot of the space
afforded in the steamer. Preparations for our de

was a

The shore

of the State of Maine,

motto

acd the great crowds upon the streets lustily
cheered the stalwart boys from the old Piue Tree
State At the wharf we embarked upon the “Mer-

work.

vague effort within her 'o
rouse and set in motion the kind sophistries with which she quieted herself before ; but no such effort could ever succeed again. She had seen that day a new
look on their faces.
“It is over,” said
Frant to herself as she walked slowly and
heavily about the Fttle. kitchen—the
kitchen that had looked so bright to her
on that fata! night when she and l’hil had
drunk their first cup of tea there together
—“it is all over f” and a hundred times
she said to herself quite unconsciously,
“It is all over.”
The next day she rose as usual, and
when her morning work was done she
went out on the cliff. Phil had gone over
to Brimmertown with one of his mates, and
the “Frances Harrow,” 1 is sail-boat, lay
at anchor down beside the other lishiug
boats. There was no ice yet, and there
was an Indian summer softness in the
air. Xorah had gone up to the hotel to
do a day’s work.
Frant was alone.
As she sat an the cliff she talked aloud
with herself—something which was not
habitual to her, and which seemed quite
at variance with her character. “I think
I am a little crazy,” she said, dreamily,
“but somehow i can’t seem to see any
other way. God will understand it.
I
couldn’t stand in the way of their happiness.” A. moment later she added, "I
saved her; yes, and I’d save her again.
She’s so innocent and pretty ; I've mulling against tier. Oh. no ! I’d save bet ;
but 1 didn’t save her for this—no, not for
this."
There were some ships in the distance.
“1 think,” said Frant, "1 think that
when those sails go out of sight, I think
that’ll lie the time.
But I must steer for
a buoy and tie the boat. PhilUTl want it,
for it’s a good boat. He said be wouldn’t
have named it the ‘Frances Harrow’ if it
hadn’t been a good boat.”
The ships glided slowly out of sight.
Frant strained her eyes, hut she could
not follow them any longer.
Then she
went into the house and wrote on a little
piece of paper—

grand

broad seal and

lie would say, “Where’s Norah ?”
“Ah,” Fraut would say to herself wearily, “I thought Phil appreciated my
love.” Hut she saw now that the love of
almost any other kind, neat, careful woman would have been much the same to
him.
One day Norah stood in the door as
Phil climbed the cliff in a mild December
twilight. lie had a net in ins hand to be
mended, and he held it up before him.
“I’ll mend it,” shouted Xorah, springing to meet him. She stumbled and he
caught her, and they came up together,
his arm around her, and her face looking
up into his, laughing and rosy.
Fraut watched them from within,
breathlessly, and as Phil entered he
caught the almost stern look in her eye.
His arm dropped and a dogged, red look
came over his face. Then he approached
her slowly and kissed her; but it seemed
to Frant that life and love had died out
of his kisses.
hue

a

they

NUMBER 1.

__

liis breath, he went
home. But he had felt for a moment,
what he had never felt before, ashamed
of his nohle, true-hearted Frant.
On the third day after the “resurrection,” as Phil culled it, Frant’s patient
came walking slowly into the kitchen.
“You'll he well enough to go home
soon,” said Frant pleasantly. “Where do

was gone.

wanderer, from a land
By summer bic* zea fanned,

__

muttering tinder

Phil Darrow was as brave as he was
strong and handsome. The light changed
in bis eye.
“Til be there,” he said.
He
kissed Frant—he always kissed Frant
when ho went and when lie came--and
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in closing a private letter, Mr. James
Moulof the Ay deslmi v Dairy ( moany,
cereals,
Loudon, bug., wa in s:
...
Biyswater,
.1 ; tde l.y itself,
ecu
iie!
and horti- se 1 you a copy of oui rule; foi uittor
ti.li-i.
making.'' Though not new to the old but: h;s [■: .inchof farm
i ard xvork for us. tet makers, they are worthy of printing
! ioi the benefit of those w ho are beginning
s
ist, from ne■: ; me.
•-"!’.:
t skill, of i m the business, as well as those who
i
mi •" mes grow careh ss or i i
ic
taste for such an oecu1.
The cream should be removed from
'b,.i '.-d if-.>m 'is pursuit
tin milk before the latter has become sour.
must ever monopg 11 a.
The reason for tin- is easily explained:
-• ad"!: products and, in
as s on as the milk begins t > tun. curd
m.u
kets.
egetabii
I- pi tdiiced, an-,1 it is then impossible to
ver lead in dairy
f product
and num c tin' nearn w ithour taking oil' s-une
t
of th
so
Curd means cheese,
;u
i .'
eotton planter,
and f curd is made up with cream into
ei.
e gr tin t inner,
V
i»utter, the latter must necessarily have
till
-! 1
T
illliiv. h.*l li
> ■,
-k 1 ami kiumledge a chi.e.sy flavor, and vili in a very mi >rt
li:< civ sen specialties. time teeoiii ■•strung" and very inferior
in qi. ility.
: its
c
a. all
: r;_
■:
i.»- stock,
i ho
•.
t
a granular
mil while s
->sii.-ni of mixed ptat
bis et ergies and state he tiuttenuilk .should be run off.
I’lent. of coid water should then he
.-•••a4 .mi absorbing
thrown into the churn, and the butter
lb--.
,spread
1- s. t ken a,i with many wash* 1 by turning theehum a lew turns :
two or uoiv lots *'f water should he use* I unso untitled for
til the butter ■-thor'oughly cienn.-ed. Hut
•!
t : breeding of tborm.
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It was
one of the principal wharves
difficult task to tell the State from which
came for upou one of their bauners was the

of march to

1 rrt> years ago the potato crop was
:t > n-c a quantity and good in quality,
i
'in touv to live hundred bushels per
re was
n average crop of (’benangoes
front
without manure.
oxii
en
en cciiis per bushel was the
t,
Hie Pong Red was a
nitj11:i put-,d’he
a:;,', which jieldedheavily.
•,
p. an and so this variety was
Then followed the
a
sti-ck.
o
.laciison, and tirono. The
.. these varieties were less
it the puce per bushel was
l b Maine .lackson was a fait aikets, Philadelphia and
b,
g mote or less of them
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WASlilNOTON.

On the second day of September, 1862, a re£i
merit of uniformed but unarmed men, eleven hundred strong, stepped from the cars at one of the
depots in the city of Boston and took up their line

«oria.

xvisteri’okt,

xivvoon,

NUMBER ONE
FROM BOSTON TO

one,

>-»me

I

ror mo ursi

the alarm

nine,

is

discover?

The boat had noi struck

a

no

escape

.i.t*car.s1 .u

rock—but

a

'n:.g tier <1 bunks insecurely fastened, had fallen
upon the tiers below and all had gone down together. A general laugh followed the discovery

—

ill

declaring that they had not been frightened—
>md He r• tur to our rest wiser and l hope braver
men
Tlius davs mid nights passed The weather
tine, and the

was

the

day

we

ocean

like

studied the

of glass. Through
changing sea dotted

a sea

ever

and there with snowy sails, and watched the
T the tish
At

here

flight of the birds and the playing
night we dreamed of home and b

n

mi

or

of

the

carnage toward which we were hastenOn the morning of Sv' -inb-i rth o.
ing
steamer drew up to a wharf at the eity of Alexan«>r

.-eeues

dria. Virginia, sgven mi -s below Washington
this point the Potomic rivi-r is a mile in width,
and in this harbor the large.-* vo.-sois can find anThe lauding was math and our regiment disembark'd and stool for thj tirst time up

chorage

Sacred soil of Virginia.
was a city of some PJ.OuO inhabi
tants at the breaking out of the war. aud was of
the

»n

Alexandria

considerable commercial importance. At this time
it was occupied by a small Union force, and the
ami

stars

stripes
We

buildings.
and

so

town

went

we

were
were

forth to

had ever

dated town

tiling troin several
to

remain

explore

seen.

It

public

for a short time,

the tirst Southern
was

an

old, dilapi-

Darkies, dirt aud demoralization

the eye in every direction
places of interest to visit.

There were but

-t
>w

The most importaat

the "Marshall House." from which Pol K R
Ellsworth removed the scccssi' n flag on the *J4th
of Mav, 1 Sol. We c imbed to the root from which
the flag had been torn, and sto«>d on the stairs
when* the blood of the brave, patriotic colonel had
mingled with that of the secessionist Jack-on As
we stood on the s’airs, an l cut sraa ! pieces of
wood from them to hear away as relics, we seemed
to draw an inspiration fr< in the memory of tin*
brilliant soldier, who there gave his life to his
country. At night we encamped between the two
Our blankets were unrollo and w»* laid
cities.
down to rest. The air was balmy and scented with
We were wearied with the exSouthern mint
G >d’s stars twinkled
citement of the past wn.-k
overhead, as if to asMire us of his protection and
care, and amidst the falling shower of mist and
dew. we passed our tirst night or Southern -s,,il
Breakfast
At sunrise the reveille awakens us
is eaten, and we are ordered to march to Wash
ington aud receive our guns and equipments
We marched across the L >ng Bridge and erm r-*d
the city
The eapitol of our country in It5o2 reAs wo
sembled but little the eapitol of l^8*J
marched a ong the streets the demoralization of
Ev ry one was
war was visible on every hand.
excited over the defeats recently suffered by the
Union army, and the rapid advance of General
Lee
Regiments of soldiers tilled every square
Squadrons of cavalry were dashing along the streets
Batteries of artillery, long lines of baggage wagons
and ambulances were seen in every direction. Wo
marched to the United States Arsenal, which
Dismounted cannon
seemed to be war incarnate
were piled up around the building until they resembled the piles ot logs we had left upon the
Great stacks of shot and
fields in Eastern Maine
The building itselt was
shell surrounded them
packed with guns of every design, from the old
flint lock of Continental times, to the rifle ot most
modern make
Our regiment was armed with En
held rides, and unto each man was given forty
We then imagined we
rounds of ammunition
were model soldiers, and marched away endeavto
to
the
music of an untrain
keep step
oring
ed drum corps
E ich musiciaa played a different
tune, aud each man in the undrilled regiment took
Old soldiers sneered, the people
a different step
We marched, walked, ran,
laughed and cheered
galloped aud stood still in our vain endeavors to
We
recross»*d
Long Bii tge, marched
keep step
up on Arlington heights, and just as the darkness
of night came creeping on. reached the 3d Brigade
of the 1st Division. 5'h Army Corps, to which com
mand we were assigned, and thus became a part of
the Army of the Potomac Our guns were stacked
The army was
and we encamped for the night
under marching orders to move on the morrow, to
encounter the rebel army under General Lee
The men were greatly excited over the grave
situation of affairs The retreat from the peninsula
had been closely followed by the defeats at Bull
Lei* had thrown his army
Run and Chantilly
across the Potomac near Leesburg and had enter
ed Maryland, while a largo division of the rebel
army under the irresistible "Stonewall Jackson,”
was

reported moving swiftly towards Harper’s
Ferry, intending to crush and capture the command of Colonel Miles, and then rejoin the main
was

They were also wild
army under General Lee
with delight over the report that General Me
Clellan, in whom they had so much confidence,
\v s again to assume the command
A large portion of the array had already moved across the
river and were marching through Maryland,—and
through the entire night we could hear the steady
tramp of infantry, the clatter of cavalry, and the
rattle of passing artillery
In mv next letter 1
will tell you something of th long march to Antietam. aud >f the bloody batil* in whi« h it termi
nated.
Ax Old Pbivate

Frightful Accident

on the Boston and Maine
Railroad.

Maine
XF.WR AND

TilK PORTLAND TRAIN BREAKS THROUGH A BRIDGE
AT WELLS
l'OCK CARS FI.CNGE DOWN AN EM
BANKMENT AM) TAKE PIKE
ONE MAN KILLED
AND A NUMBER SEVERELY WOUNDED.

GOSSIP

MAINE'S MILITIA—97,510 SOLDIER8.
to chapter 2*25, Public Laws of 1880,
tha selectmen of the various towns in the Mate

Matter*.

FROM ALL

OVER THE STATE

The Belfast Journal calls Saturday “drunkard's
in that town. And the name would fit other
in Maine besides Belfast. [Lewiston Ga-

Portland, Jan. 2. The through express train on the Boston and Maine railWe make the assertion, and we think the
road, due here at 12.45, ran through a ity of ihe business men on Water street willmajorbear
bridge over the highway at Boothhy’s us out lu it, that for many years there has not been
crossing, three miles above Ivennebunk, a season when there has been so much drunken
this afternoon at 12.15 o’clock.
The ness and dis'urbance on our streets as there has
been the past season. [Gardiner Reporter.
train was fifty minutes late, and owing
Several parties who have been celebrating
to the snow storm was attached to two Chr'slraas by “hoisting
Jn” a quantity of liquid
have been hauled up for aggravated
engines, and at the time of the accident damnation,
ssault
and
battery, with a fair prospect of having
was running, as near as can be ascertainan
to reflect upon the error of their
opportunity
ed, about thirty miles an hour. Some ways
Behind the bars of Houlton jail. [Aroostook
say more, others less. The engineers of Republican
How long is the open sale of rum to go on right
the train say they were running not over
in the center of the village I Have we forgotten
twenty miles an hour. However that
Benjamin Crossman ! Are not others on the same
may be, they must have been running toad I These are serious questions we should ask
with considerable speed to have succeed- ourselves and the sooner they are answered the
ed in dragging the tender of the second better for the boys and young men of this village
Register
engine and the smoking and parlor cars [Boothbay
The Biddeford I'nion and Journal is doing yeo
across the chasm.
The bridge is an or- tnsn service for the cause of
temperance. It not
dinary iron structure, about thirty feet only reports and encourages the efforts of the
to enforce the law. but positively refuses
long, and is comparatively a new one, as officers
the road has been built but a short time. to compromise with criminals by omitting the
names of convicted rttmsellers from its news reLast week the railroad commissioners ports It justly sats. “a
paper which will suppress
were over the road and inspected the important news for the benefit of a rumseller is
unworthy of the name ofa newspaper and of
bridges, this one among the number. alike
the public confidence
The track crosses the highway at a sharp
There is altogether too much truth in the Bos
angle, which accounts in part for the po- ton Globe's suggestion that “some ot the best
sition of the cars. The first engine went people in Maine and Vermont do not mind having
a prohibitory law on their statute book, but when
over ail right and the second one was
ttD attempt is made to entorce it then a howl goes
half over when the engineer felt the rear
up." The enemies of prohibition, knowing full
driving wheels settle under him, but for- well that they cannot sweep the system from the
tunately the first emrine nulled the sec- statute books, seem to have united in an effort to
ond over, for bad the scalding steam been render the law a dead-letter by opposing every
movement
secure its impartial enadded to the w reck the loss of life and forcement calculated to
rBridgton News
I he latest drunken affray m this godly city of
suffering must have been greatly increased.
Both engines together pulled the temperance occurred Saturday night, when one of
citizens, Mr. S W. Simpson, was waylaid by
baggage car over and also the drawing our
two drunken ruffians, one ot whom struck his
room car, literally
the
trucks
scraping
young son down by a brutal blow in the face;
from under them as they scraped along whereupon Mr. S grappled with the two of them
over the edge of the abutment.
The end and laid them both out on the side-walk. One
of the smoking car, which was next to soon recovered himself however sufficient to get
up and hurl the empty half pint bottle he took
the drawing room car, crashed into the from
his pocket, full at Mr Simpson's face, strik
abutment and glanced off toward the left, ing the left temple, inflicting a severe wound and
falling about fifteen feet and sliding along shattering the bottle by the force of the blow.
the wall of stone, and was smashed into [Lt-wistou Gazette
That the prohibitory law is as well enforced in
kindling wood. The next car, a new pas- Lewiston and in Auburn asthe laws against arson,
senger car, went down into the chasm larceny and other crimes, is well understood
and stood on end, followed by another That the moral phases of temperance work are not
undervalued here, is shown by the fact that, the
passenger ear, also on end, with the uppast year, every Sunday has witnessed two enend
on
the
per
brink, these cars thusiastic temperance reform ir.-etiDgs in our two
resting
being badly broken and wrecked. The cities, while the activity of other temperance
mail car, the last on the train, kept the workers is not inconsiderable. That moral and
track but telescoped with the car in front, legal suasion together work well, is shown by the
almost phenomenal immunity of our population
smashing in the ends of both cars and of thirty thousand people from crimes and the
breaking the stove in that end of the pas- comparatively small amount of drunkenness It
senger car and scattering its contents, goes for something that there is not an open bar
and almost instate jy both cars were in a m our two cities The record of the year in our
two cities which we publish elsewhere, we com
blaze; being newly varnished, the flames mend to the careful attention of those who scan
ran with
lightning rapidity through these dalize the Maine law We ask them to match a
cars, and in live minutes all four of the community of thirty thousand people, made up of
such young elements as ours is, in the matter of
cars were in flames.
order and temperance,
fLewiston Journal.
The mail car. one of the first to catch
The crusade against the rumsellcrs which we
tire,burned so rapidly that the agent and spoke of in our last issue has been kept up during
his clerks had just time to grab the reg- the week aod there is no sign of any let up as yet
istered letter box and a few packages of The good effects have been very apparent, it was
said by old residents that last Sunday was the
registered letters and rush out of the car, quietest Christmas which has been known here
and even then the fire singed the hair of f'*r a long time. Not a smgle drunken person was
the agent. All the rest of the mail was seen on the public streets The citizens are beto realize that thry have in their own
burned, there not being time to save ginning
hands power enough to suppress the traffic when
another thing.
The baggage car, al- they can be aided as they have been bv the officers
though it had crossed over the bridge, Men of high standing and who have the respect of
left the track and ran down over the the community arc engaged in the movement.
want stiff others to take hold of the matter
embankment, throwing the five men in They
with them and keep up the contest until the rum
it. together with the baggage, promis
>cdler will be obliged to close his doors. Men sell
cuously into the front end, bruising and rum to make money, and if their fines and costs
The express consume all of their profits a short time will be
jamming them severely.
sufficient to convince them that the) can be in
agents and the baggage master were more profitable business [Biddeford
Union and
cut
about
the
head
and
bruised Journal. Dec 30.
badly
with the heavy trunks and parcels.
THE ACTION OF THE COUNCIL ON THE NOMINAHenry Downs, one of the oldest employTIONS.
ees of the road, was in this car and was
Previous to their adjournment Saturday the
thrown into the end of the car and w;is
Executive Council acted upon the nominations for
crushed by an enormous sample trunk,
As far as
county officers, made by Gov. Plaisted
which had to be lifted oil' him before he
possible they confirmed the nomination of Fusioncould be released.
He was found to he
ists in Fusion counties and rejected the nominainjured internally and very severely, and
tions iu counties where Fusionists were named to
an internal
hemorrhage having set in, succeed
Republicans Several Fusion nominations
there are but slight hopes of his
recovery
where withheld by the Governor, which would
convinced
that
he
should
Being
die. he
made his will, after being conveyed to a have been confirmed by the Council had they been
neighboring farm house. The other per- presented.
sons who were
Joseph M Hayes of Bath was confirmed as Clerk
injured were Lewis T.
of Courts in Sagadahoc county.
( ark, of Portland,
express manager, and
Messrs Hamilton Joy of Ellswoith, Alonzo I)
M. A Atkins, Lewiston, cut about the
Kennedy of Jefferson, and George Mitchell of
L -;.d and legs. Fortunately the accident Cambridge, were confirmed as
County Commission
occurred near some farm houses to which ers
The follow ing is the result of the action of the
tlie most severely injured were
conveyed, Council:
car doors and cushions
being transformed
Sheriffs
Androscoggin County, Rodney F
into stretchers upon which the victims Ft>88, Auburn : rejected.
Hancock County, Wm B. Mitchell, Ellsworth
were placed.
\\ idow Boothby’s was the
nearest house and to this the worst cases rejected.
S'merset Countv, Wm. Philbrick, Skowhegan:
were
immediately carried, and the small withheld
house was soon filled with sufferers. The
CLERKS
Androscoggin County. James Nash,
list of dead and injured, so far as ascer- Lewiston rejected.
Cumberland County, John T Hull, Portland ; re
tained, is as follows: An unknown man
black hairand mustache, with face smash- jected.
Oxford County, Charles F WbitmaD. Norway :
ed almost to a jelly and
terribly crushed. rejected
From his appearance a laboring man.
Sagadahoc County. Joseph M Hayes, Bath; con
sup- firmed.
posed to be A. 0. Kidder of Haverhill, as
County Attorneys. Franklin County, E. 0,
there was a note in his pocket
payable to Greenleaf, Farmington : rejected.
the order of such a person,
lie also had
YorkCounty. John a Derby, Ssco : rejected.
County Commissioners Androscoggin County,
an open faced silver
watch, and in his
Turner, Turner; rejected.
pocket some physician’s prescriptions. Henry
Cuuibt*rlaua County. Isaiah Elder, Peering: reHe lived hut fifteen minutes,
breathing jected.
with difficulty when carried into the
Franklin Connty, Geo W Clark, New Vineyard
house. Henry Downs, Berwick, mention- rejected
Hancock Count}. Hamilton Joy, Ellsworth : coned above. C. K. Tibbets,
Boston, badlv finned
sprained ankle, broken nose and badly
Kennebec County, J. M Winn, Clinton : rejectbruised about the head. Janies Kennev, ed.
Knox County, Augustus M. Jameson. Warren;
at present working in
Lowell, hut a na- rejected
tive of Pittsfield, right
jammed.
leg badly
Lincoln
Alonzo D Kennedy, Jefferson :
Leland Kenney, same place as’above, in- confirmed. County,
about
the
Oxford
G.
W Hammond, Paris: rejecthead
and internally. The
jured
County,
ed
ease of these brothers is
unusually sad as
Penobscot County Thomas F Holt, Garland
they were on their way to Pittsfield, to withheld
visit their mother who was
Piscataquis County, Albert W. Chapin, Monson ;
dying. Oliver
Winn, York, arm broken. L. D. Parrish, rejected
Sagadahoc
Salem. injured about the head.
County, Wm. S. Hogan, Richmond
Win. G.
Mills, Portland, face and head bruised. rejected.
Somerset
I. S. Dennett, Weld, bruised about the confirmed. County George Mitchell, Cambridge
head. J. L. Keep, Wilton,
\Valdo County, Crosby Fowler. Unity ; withheld.
hip bruised.
J. H. Smalley, Boston, injured about the
Washington County, George E. Burrill, East
head and internally. Annie M. Haskell, Machias; rejected
York County, Gilbert Hasty. Waterboro; rejectPortland, wrist hurt. John Sutherland, ed
X.
Pictuu,
S., back injured. Win. HeselTHE PRESS ON PLAISTEIl’S APPOINTMENTS.
tine, Lowell, rib broken. Dray HeselLast week Governor Plaisted illustrated bis astine, young son of the above, badly hurt
about the head, and face mashed almost sinino character once more by doing the very thing
which a wise man in his place would not have
to a jelly.
Mrs. Henry G. Timmons and done [Rockland Free Press
The deadlock at Augusta is in some respects undaughter, Portland, both bruised. W. H.
but the inconvenience is slight and
Purdy, Old Orchard, eve, head and leg fortunate and
the discussion may lead to some
temporary,
injured. Lewis P.
Clark, Portland,

cut

badly injured.

lue

wnicn

is

to

meet

Androscoggin.

Portland, Jan. 3. The Rennebunk
bridge is up this morning and in running

Seven wounded .ire still at the
Maine General Hospital. Smalley, of Boston, injured about the head went home

order.

this morning. The others are
progressing
weil.
Jan.
3.
The
Coroner’s
Kennebunk,
jury met to-day, orgnized and adjourned
until Thursday, January 5th. The
body
of the man killed yesterday has been
identified as Daniel Hodgkins, of Haverhill, Mass. He was 49 years old and
leaves a family.

LEWISTON’S MANUFACTURING INTEREST.
The Lewiston Journal publishes the following
recapitulation of Lewiston's manufacturing inter
ests: No manufacturing corporations, 14; No.
ccttoa mills, 12; No woolen mills 3; Capital in
vested in manufacturing, $7,200,000 ; No
spindles,
291.776: No sets woolen machinery, 15; No. water wheels, 40 ; Annual consumption coal by manufactories. 17,000 tons: Annual consumption cotton. 25,000.000 pounds, or about 55.000 bales; Power
used for cotton mills, 4,556. power used for other
purposes. 500 power, exclusive of drouth unused,
2.766. equal to 7.510 horse ; No females employed,
4,100; No males employed, 2,700; Total annual
disbursements in this city, of Lewiston manufacturers, $3,000,000. or $250,000 per month for all
purposes; Production of cotton and woolen goods
in Lewiston yearly, 53,857,077.

The convention of the Maine Teachers Association held in Biddeford last week, was the fifteenth
annual session The attendance was not large but
the proceedings were interesting. Many valuable
papers were read. Ou the last day of the session
Supt, Tash, of Portland, was requested to present
the history of this organization to the next meeting of the Pedagogical Society. Resolutions commending the efforts of State Superintendent Luce
to secure the uniform examination of teachers, ex
pressing satisfaction upon the formation of numer
ous county institutions,
commendatoiy of the
work of the Pedagogical Society, in condemnation
of the presen' district school system, were adopted
The association adjourned and will hereaf'er
work with the Maine Pedagogical Society.

THE STATE COLLEGE FARM

•

Mr. T G Rich, the efficient farm superintend
ent at the State College, ha6cutlhi§ year one hun
dred and fifteen tons of hay, and has raised crops
as follows, viz: 101 ^ bushels of wheat on 3$ acres,
159 bushels of barley on 4 acres, 400 bushels of
oats on 7$ acres. 800 bushels of onions on 2$ acres,
500 bushels of turnips on one aero 400 bushels of
marketable potatoes on 4 acres. 115 bushels of sugar beets, 2.600 heads of cabbage, 6 bushels of
beans, and sweet corn, squashes and garden vegetables enough for use of the family. After support
ing the family for the year, furnishing the seed for
the next year and paying all farm bills of the year,
he will have more than five hundred dollars left
as profit on the farming operations of 1881.

5.732

Aroostook.. 5,385
Cumberland.13 092
Franklin. 2,753
Hancock. 6,412
Kennebec. 7.830
Knox. 4,971
Lincoln. 3,688
Oxford. 5,068
Penobscot.11,147
Piscataquis. 2,247
3 064
Sagadahoc
Somerset. 4,882
Waldo. 4 979
Washington. 6 691
York.. 9 569
Total. 97,510

3.033
3 160
11.157
2 415

5,479
5 663

4,436
3.023

4,052
9,264
1.906
2.549
4,567
3 935
5 583

8,151
78.376

2.699
2 225
1.935
338
933
2 167
535
665
1.016

1,883
341
515
315
1.044
1. 108

1,415
19,134

IN GENERAL.

lilac tree in Portland is budding.
The Bath Times wants a cat show.
Secretary Blaine subscribed $1000 to the Garfield
Hospital fund
*1188 Alice liongieuow aauguter or me poei
spent Christmas in Portland
Pink eye is very prevalent among Portland
horses.
Everybody seems to have been remembered
Christmas. Our exchanges teem with notices ot
A

gifts

The winter meeting of the Maine Pomological
will be held in Biddetoid .Ian 2t>
W. Clark of Ea-t Kumford raised last season, on
one acre of land 28^ bushelsot Lost Nation wheat
Nine head of Maiue thoroughbred Snort Horn**
have been sold to go to Nebraska. This is believed
to be the first shipment ot the kind from Maine to
the west
The latter part of 1881 has been a penoJ of increasing busiuess in Bath, although some brai.dies
of industry have not felt it. and the prospects tor
1882 are good
Morrill Prescott of Monson, Me an honor-.1 citHe had been Deputy
izen, died Dec 25. aged 80.
Sheriff, member of tt e Legislature, etc .and was a
Mason of forty years' standing
Oscar E W Hinckley, ot Uidtowu, a veteran ot
the old sixth Maine, has been appointed assistant
clerk in the United States Railway Postal service,'
between Bangor and Boston
Henry VY Longfellow, the poet, will be 75 years
The Transcript sug
old the 27th of February.
gests that Portland, the city of his birth, shall
suitably commemorate the event.
A silo was opened at the Broadacres farm at
Riverside, Yassalburo, last week. It eouUiua
about 100 tons, and the ensilage comes out very

Society

nicely.

Two new organizations are reported in Portland
A Cora huskiug Machine Co., with capital of $25.
000; and an Ozone Inhaler Company tor mmuUc
tumdg drugs and chemicals, with a capital of

$50,000

The railroad survey from Uoulton to Presque
Isle was completed Dec. 24th, the two crews having met at Bridgewater. The station at that point
will be about half a mile west of the hotel
.John H Gowen, who many} ears ago was one
of the leaders in the Maine law movement in Saco
and vicinity, died Dec 27th at his home in Saco,
aged about t»8 years He had been cot lined to the
house for several months by a disease tit the kid
nejs
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Journal, will please so state i<» the Court.
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H H Bowles, of Cherryfield, shipped by the
New York, Dec. l‘Jth. for the markets, seven sad
dies ot venison. 250 rabbits aud a large, black bear,
that weighed nearly 300 lbs
The bear was killed
by Charles Corliss, at ninety paces
The Aroostook Republican says:
An Irishman
in town, a day or two since, having been accused
ot driukiDg. indignantly denied the charge, saying
he had been to a druggist, who analyzed his stum
ach and said there had been no liquor in it for six
years
Alvin Willey, «f Belgrade, broke through the
ice in Great Pond, last week, and was so chilled
before he got out that he died almost immediate
ly. He was a single man, and was to have been
married at an early day
Harry Stevens was
drowned in the same pond a lew days before while
it
on
skates
crossing
The annual meeting of the Knox Agricultural
and Horticultural Society was held in Rockland
last week
Mr. Leander Weeks. Treasurer, read
his annual report, from which it appears that the
has
a
cash balance of £242 in the treasury
Society
and is in a better financial condition thau last
year. Tne following board of officers were elect
ed for the ensuing year: President, Joshua Adams,
Camden; Vice Presidents, John Wooster, Camden; H C Chapman, Rockland : George Campbell,
Thomaston; J J Emery, So Thomaston: T B
Trustees, E A Emery,
Fernald, Lincoluville
So. Thomaston: E S Craodon, Thomaston ; W.
J. Robbins, Rockville; Obadiah Gardiner. Rock
land; Wm. Russell, Camden. Treasurer. Leander
Weeks, Rockland. Secretary F W Smith, Rock
land It was voted to hold the next annual fair on
the 26th, 27th aud 28th of September
While returning from Houlton leeeutly to his
home three miles distant the horse of Moses 0
Stiles became unmanageable, threw Mr Stiles out
ana inflicted probably fatal injuries about the
IJ

..

u„..

_i

*_

_

Mr John Burr, of Freeport, a successful florist,
is to decorate the parks on the lino of the Maine
Central R R the coming seat-on, with flowers,
shrubs, etc. Mr. Butr has over J5,000 pots of verbenas growing, and other plants in proportion
Otis Fisher ot Bowdoinltam, mate oi the ship
James Drummond, was lost overboard on the pas
sage from San Francisco to Havre August JO'it
Gov Plaisted has appointed Prof. Carmichael
of Bowdoin College, State assayer
The Zion's Advocate says of Maine Baptist
churches
The religious interest in the Baptist
church in Watcrboro is increasing. There have
been a few conversions, among them the youngest
son of the pastor. Rev J G
Sanborn_Sunday
was a good day at the Second Baptist church in
The
Bangor.
pastor. Rev G B llsley, at the
close cf the morning sermon, haptiz. d seven
Others are inquiring the way
In the evening a
Christmas sermon was preached_There is a
good work ot revival progressing in the Baptist
church in Warren.
The Gazette says (he water supply of Rockland
is getting poor and it is difficult to determine the

Solid—for

Protection.

is

question

Shipbuilding
dis-

vigorously

cussed by the Southern press, and the
tone of the articles indicates that the
South is, or soon will be, solid for protection. The Courier-Journal is almost alone
in clamoring for a tariff “for revenue
only,” without reference to protection ;
and this in face of the fact, as asserted by
a leading Southern paper, “that the Kentucky Democracy of to-day is leavened
with the American policy of Renry Clay.”
The same paper emphatically denies the
claim of the Courier-Journal that the
Democratic party and especially in the
South, are committed to its views. The
Mobile Register lias not only published
several strong articles in favor of protection, but has undertaken to prove that
the Democratic party has never been a
free trade party, although “there
much diversity of opinion as to
amount of

protection needed.”

was

the

The lat-

ter statement was and is true

of North-

Democrats, possibly; but before the

ern

Maine.

in

year 1881 shows a gain of more than 50
percent, in tonnage over 1880. To be

exact, the total tonnage of 1881 is 58,-

1)92.03, against 35,847.15 in 1880. The
following is the tonnage in the several
districts in comparison with former years:
1880.

1879
82 81
Frenchman's Bay 283.35
Machias. 1,523 93
Castine. 608 67
Bangor. 159 31
Belfast. 2.598.29
Waiduboro. 5.475 20
Kennebunk. 2,438.02
Wiscasset.
41.06
Portland.7,200 39
Bath.17.383.59

PaBsamaquoddy

1881.
182.00
31.3'
393.3"
1.390 3.
1.042 75
5,677 4"
8,551 00
1,956 09
1.316 O'

28 89
1,007 53

1,845.99

83 89
2,257 7 2
4 312 94
1 746 47
278 69
3,090 11
22,185 92

2.087 10
36,334.13

58.992 93
35,847 15
Aggregate.37,584.61
The aggregate tonnage for 1878 was

41,0450.80,

having 0,238.18; Hath, 15,039.24; Kennebunk, 4,877.10. Bath leads, and indeed built more
Portland district

than half the total tonnage of 1881.

The

recapitulation of what her enterprising
shipbuilders accomplished is as follows—
Vessels.
9
•1
1
5
31
5

Tons

ships.17,2213 1!
barques. 2,992 2b
373 !*i
bri*r.
steamers. 2,502
schooners
13,105 05

sloops.

71> 3i

55

Around

World

tuk

Missions.

A Universal

Tour

Correspondence

Christian

ok

Survey

Bain bridge.

since a

Europe

It is not so very many years
the Atlantic and a tour through

of the Journal.

The eastern end of the State of Maine is a very
curious place. Sometimes the fog is so thick it can
he cut w ith a knife—if the knife is sharp ; it will

William F.

By

trip

across

Weather.

Washington County

Literature.

The complete list of vessels built in
each of the customs districts during the

an
extraordinary journey, and books of ! enjoy a season of three weeks of cold northeast
European travel were read with eager interest : rain, even in summer; while at other times the
L'he “Pencilling's by the Way," of N P Willis, ! weather will be delightful for a day or two, and
Bayard Taylor’s “Views Afoot,” and^Mrs Stowe’s then go ofl again into a tit of sulks. At this pres
“Sunny Memories of Foreign Lauds." will be pleas ent time, the dwellers in this eastern most county
antly recalled by many. Now a-day's no more is are endeavoring with what patience they possess
was

to

thought of crossing the Atlantic than of going to
Saratoga or Newport, aud those who go abroad

might

almost be said to exceed in number those
who stay at home, of the same class
To make a
tour around the world is now less of a distinction
than it was to have “done Europe a quarter of a
century ago. Last year Cyrus VV. Field, desiring
rest from business labors and cares stepped on

made the

journey

they

Bunbridge

principal

mission

Two years were do
Ou his return to America, 'dr

voted to this work
was

the

urged by

the executive

there

days

are

in

month.

a

are

mistake but

fortunate

enough

to

have them,

as

well

boots, shoes and clothing for the children.

up to January first.
A little nflection would

misapprehension

j

such

j

vicinity.

!

several of the missionary societies of the different
branches of the Church to publish a record of hi-*

personal impressions concerning th

as
no

County

|

officers of

can

Last year at this time there had been full six
weeks of traveling on runners in Washington

opportunity for sightseeing, the end he had in view j

primarily, was to examine
throughout the world.

to

as

a

holds

he

poor people will
hail this weather with delight, as favorable to the
wood pile, the hay mow and the potato bin. where

*n

different way and for a different purpose
Al
though his object incidentally was to improve the

the conclusion that they never saw
We have had almost as

changes

many

an outward bound steamer, and some three
months later landed in New York, having com
pleted, meanwhile, the circuit of the Globe The
us

to

weather before.

There

board

mthor of the book before

come

such

are

mild

The facts

usual at all

It may
weather of

less,

want

ile accepted the
commission, aud the present Id mo volum * of
nearly »V)0 pages embodies the result of his labor-*.

season.
ur.

on

ti

serve

have

we

are
e sea

to

never

the

correct

before had

that open winters
coast or in its near

be somewhat unusual that the
the present time covers the

area of the entire State
Washington County
frequently has open winters u^heu the western and
more northerly portions are favored with snow,
The lumbermen ot this county are sutfering more
or

utility and

methods of Christian rnissious

a

not

that

not

so

much for want ot bdow

of cold weather

to

as

from the

seal up the streams and

swamps, although they are now yarding* a good
But this must be excellent weather
many logs
for winter shore fisheries, and what the lumber-

30,334 13
find the Register advocating “incidental
Mr. Bain bridge was tor ten years past*.: of one of
the prospects for the presof
Concerning
home
to
our iron
industries,
protection
men lose the fishermen may gain.
the largest churches in the country, at Providence,
Ono other
THe .Ksputmcan Journal for 1882
furnaces, our cotton mills, our rice and ent year a Hath shipbuilder writes to the ft L, aud the Providence Journal speaks from ohj< et ot interest, which, although not in this
At the beginning of a new year and
Boston Journal as follows:
personal knowledge when it says: ••The writer county, as a matter of fact, yet practically maybe
sugar fields, and to the various other lavolume it has been customary with the
There will probably be built in Maine in 18*0.
so considered, is the cotton mill at St.
was admirably fitted for the task
His heart was
Stephen.
burs now growing up abundantly all over
something like as follows: west of Portland
la th. cause, his enthusiasm was unbounded, his
The mild and open weather will put thousands of
editorial fraternity to pledge themselves
a
be
unless
two
none,
schooner
or
built
at
South.”
The
the
Telemay
Macon,
Georgia,
faith
in the ultimate success of Christianiz ,ig t!-,c
dollars. not only into the pockets of the proprie
to renewed efforts and to promise their
Kennebunk ; at Deeriug two barques and peihaps
graph advocates a similar policy, its edi- two or three schooners: at Yarmouth, two barque.": world was uuwavering, his perseverance in carry tors, but into those of the hundreds ot men who
readers greater attractions for the future.
Freeport and Brunswick, none: at Bath, five or ing out the object of his
tor declaring that “under the changed
long-exten i.*d tour was arc employed in the various branches ot work con
six ships, a steam whaler, and probably as man}
So far as the Journal is concerned, it precondition of affairs at the South our peo- or more schooners and barkentines as this year; unswerving To these qualities ho united a ripe nected with the enterprise. We do not hear of any
fers to be judged by its past record : to
at Phipsburg, a ship of 1 (»00 or 1.700 tons; at
scholarship, a cheerful way of looking at things. | enforced idleness among able-bodied men in any
ple will have to change front upon many Damariscotta,
a ship of 1,800 tons ; Waldoboro
a qui-k and keen
have what it has done taken as an indiperception to help him in form ; ot the towds in this county Farmers are making
not known, probably two or three schooners ano
issues
were
once
upon which they
1,1m I.wt
i.,11
at\A Umurj ki- Kio
-.auuK
a
:
one
i.ay wiucii win ne cneapt-r m tno
cation of what it will do.
at Thomaston,
When the
ship, per
possibly
barque
straightly and solidly aligned.” The haps two, and two or three schooners aud bark personal observation, with excellent judgment ami J spring for ’.hi se who have to buy, and will bring a
Journal passed under its present manNew Orleans Times prints letters in fa- entines: at Rockland, a three-masted schooner candor ia making bis decisions. The book is all j remunerative price, though not high. for those
with auxiliary steam power, and one or two other
agement, Oct. 1st, 1830, the policy of the vor of
that can be expected from the rare union of favor
wh have it to sell. There is
compensation in all
protection, and heads them “Strong schooners, at llockport. one barque: at Camden,
was
thus
outlined—
able conditions, and v« ill interest general readers
the vicissitudes of life, in change*, in
two schooners ; at Belfast, three schoon
paper
probably
lisappoiutthe
Arguments,” and
Picayune of the ers and perhaps one or two more ; at Searsport as well a-, those
It will ba th.' purpose of tho new mamtgoment
specially interested m the object luents and even affliction# Good comes Ir on
a
o.
for
and
same
schooner
and
exto make a paper which shall bo decidedly and tin
Bucksport
Bangor, probably
city argues
protection,
of missions
them all
The fact that the writer travelled r
Harrg
irur

mat

nu.ii

u

m

»

swi-rviugly Republican,which shall present a reliable and interesting weekly digest of intelligence,

which shall make, as heretofore, the news of Waldo county and of this city a specialty; and which
shall leml a helping hand to every worthy pursuit
ami enterprise in which Maine men may beengsg
ed by sea or laud
R -cognizing the ; rime impor
tance of agriculture, it will continue to devote a
considerable portion ot its space to that industry

Whether this
out to the

policy

has been carried

acceptance of

for them to determine

inappropriate
subscription list,

to say

our

readers is

and it may not be
here, that a growing
:

and the many commendations the paper has received during the

past year have been taken not only as
evidences of approval, but as incentives
to renewed exertions. The

perfect

ent. in a

private

A

correspond-

note received some three

weeks ago, offered the following among
4
other suggestions:
If all who employ

help

would

require

their

employees

to be

sober and temperate men, and pay for
such and employ no other, it would be an

inducement for young men to be so, and
would reform many who are now periodical drunkards.

If drunkards cannot ob-

employment they will stop drinking,
leave the State, or go to the work shop
which should be provided to meet such
tain

cases.-7
Beeoher

on

The

Protection.

profound political
Prog. Age the exploded
fallacies of flat money, free ships and free
trade, has introduced Henry Ward Beecher to his readers as an
authority on the
latter subject. There are some things,
perhaps, of which Mr. Beecher can speak
from positive knowledge, but he is above
economist who

advocates in the

all

a

the

ears

sensationalist, and likes to tickle

of his auditors with sayings that
prove to be mere froth when calmly investigated. What he does not know
about the tariff and kindred questions
would make a large library. The Amer-

Ship punctures

bubble

as

the latest Beecher

follows—

Now that the workiugmen of England are calltor Protection, alter having given Free Trade
a fair trial tor
fitly years, it wuuld be well lor Ur
11 W. Beecher to count the cost before
nailing his
colors to the mast. He cannot blow hot and cold
at the same time (outside of tne
pulpit) with any
hope of success His recent lecture wus a farce
The workiugmen on both sides of the Atlantic are
not fools
They will not go to the pulpits aud
colleges for ideas iu regard to the financial inter
e8ts of iheir own special vocations
What does
the lawyer, the doctor, the
preacher, or the col
lege prolessor kuow ot the genius of productiou.
as
developed by brain aud muscle combined ?
Nothing, practically. Let the cobbler stick to his
last

ing

lation which is their

strength. \ Washington correspondent of the New Orleans
City Item intimates that “parties must
change their policies or the (Southern)
people their politics.” lie says
The Bourbon Democracy of the country in
scribed their own epitaph, so far as the campaign
of lSSt) was concerned, upon one plank ot their
platfrui in those dreadful words, "a tariff'for revenue only." and it
requires no inspiration of pro
pheey to predict that notwithstanding the slough
ins oil ot fragments like Voorhees, of Indiana,
Itaodall, t Pennsylvania, and sumo lesser lights,
the old parly will go into battle in '81 cheering on
its followers with the cry of "frpe trade."

As this

threatens the

policy

interest of Louisiana, the
says “the forecast of her
will he
as

profitably

large sugar
correspondent

reflecting

directed to the

men

question

ties her interests should seek the closer

alliance

”

Editorially
people’s and
outspoken in
cludes

the City
not

a

favor

article

one

workmen

Item, which is a
politician's paper, is
of protection. It con-

as

follows

resolved

are

“American

:

not

degrade

to

their freedom and

imperil their independdeuce by a direct competition with the
enforced or but half-paid labor of communities in which the masters pocket all
As to any excess of tariff"
the profits.
revenue, that can readily be disposed of
for years to come by much needed internal improvements.” And in another article the Item calls upon those who are
interested, directly or indirectly, in the
cultivation of sugar in that State, to put
themselves in the strongest possible state
To this end it advises the

of defence.

forming
ly

each place ; east of the Penobscot, probabh
but very little will be done.
The coasting business has been fair the last
year, and altogether there will be a considerable
number of small vessels built the coming year
Our ships, many of them, have had remunerative
freights ot wheat from California and Oregon : m
fact that business is about ail that is left for sai!
ing ships. The building of vessels (wooden) ha.*
nearly ceased west of Maine, and Bath is doing a
larger proportion of the building in this State than
two

ever

of

political alliances

with friend-

in other commonwealths.

statesmen

“Texas wants

protection

for her

Alabama

Pennsylvania
New England
and

iron;

and

for

wool;
their

Georgia for

uieir munmaerures oi cotton ;

soutn Car-

olina for her rice, Louisiana for her sugar,
and so on." The Item thinks that some

far

of the

public

does
on

a

the

its

own

account

are

rallying

practice, though they continue

here this year.
It will be seen that the
Belfast district stood third in the list last
year, Waldoboro ranking next to Bath ;
and the increase in this district over I8?!>
and 188(1

was more

squarely

to lumber

upon the

protective tariff would be.

platform

worse than

Congress.” Altogether

it looks

if the South has kicked clear out of
the old Democratic traces and means to

its

The free trade Demo-

crats of the North will have to catch on,

Vouchees and Hendricks have done,
they will get left.

and pretty soon, too, or
Ij.

A.

answer

the

Large quantities of potatoes are imported annufrom Holland, chiefly for the families of Her
man and Dutch merchants and bankers living in
New York
They come for the most part from
Velzen, Haarlem and the neighborhood of Kafwyk-aan-zee, and their q mlity is considered superior to that of any other variety.
If the statement as to the quality of

ally

these potatoes is correct, it is surprising
some of our
enterprising market

that

gardeners have not procured the potatoes
for planting, so that it would not he necessary to send across the

ocean

for Dutch

potatoes.
That

something

should he done to les-

the amount of business before the C. S.

when it says—
Cases k ivo accumulate'! to suck an extent upon
the Supremo court docket that it would be impossible for the court, in the course of nature, to ever
get through with the business before it. at its
average rate of progress.

Bv .way of Loudon we learn that Sarah
“was rather disgusted with

ers.

Hon.

port,

the customs officers of that port.

the extreme

as

?” but fails to

Emery,

of

Ellsworth,

has

curiosity of American reportan amusing story of one
who wanted to insist on seeing her asleep!
She tells

She declares that it was almost impossible to make him understand how improper

Tiis request was.”

Awfully unsophis-

ticated fellows these American reporters.

Maine's crop of
crop of ice,

summer
arc

prepared an interesting article on the
proposed extension of the Bucksport and The income from
Bangor railroad to Ellsworth. He says— stantly increasing.

travel and win

decided bonanzas.

these sources is

con-

The Canadian ice crop is a failure so
Not a pound has been cut yet, and

far.
a

Montreal

despatch

“An ice

says:

famine is anticipated in the States.”
Don’t worry, neighbors. Maine can supply all the States and the rest of the
world with ice, and ttien have

some

left

over.

In

acknowledging the receipt of a
turkey the editor of the Camden Herald says that “this unexpected
pleasure touched us in a tender spot.”
The donors must have thrown the turkey
by competent engineers and hit Perry on the head.

('areful surveys
and dose estimates show tiiat the cost of
the extension will be fully $300,000, exclusive of

right of way, station houses,
If the project is carried out tho
etc.
present road will be bonded for that
To pay the interest on that
loan, the road must earn net $18,000 per

amount.

Christmas

The

Washington

present session of

Star

predicts that

Congress

the

will extend

far into next summer.

Congress reassembles, to-day (5th) having adjourned
the 21st ult. for the holidays.
An English newspaper condensed the
President’s message into nineteen lines,

year, and to pay the interest and six per
cent on their investment to the gentlemen owning the road, it must earn net

readers would care to know.

$24,000

specimen

per year. As the earnings of the
present road for 1881 are only about
$5,000, it is doubtful whether the road if
extended will earn $24,000 net annually.

the book to
it been

a

Snim.se; Itkms
The machinery ft the new
steamer ■•State of Maine
<-t the Interrath nai

*

'steamship company's line, will ho put in at Port
laud the present week, and the h- v will t o
placed
on the route between Host,
and Sr Ji.hc. via
Portland and Kastport next Mrv
..Schooner Ri

far wider circle of readers than had

merely

a

denominational work

Nurahoul 1

understood that

only topics relating to Mis
and missionary work are discussed
The
wide range of subjects afforded by so exte:. led a

U be

sions

are

scenes

not

arc

overlooked

graphic

:

the

sketches of

men

trow

style of the writer is
thoroughly phasing
devoted to the journey to the
writing of Ohio. Mr. Har.ibridge
:

Four

chapters

are

Facitic coast, and

or

and

and the

affectation and

free

a', of Math, with cotton waste from Providei.ee,
New N ork was discovered on fire when at au
chor in Dutch Island harbor. K. I D_»o •>*
The
easel 7.1* saved by partial! sinking and
ng
■

j

stripi-i

her

.Lisr of vessels built in the district of Wal
doboro 1.1 lSs|
Ship Ger. Knox. ThomasC r.

-1 ton* Joseph B Thomas J.933thi* to say of the temperance cause.
bar«juentine
Devi S Andrews Thomaston, 60'.*: schrs. Nelson
This reform we believe to be principally a r “■*
tion ot Christian home mission work,
f .;ai ab
Bartlett, Thomaston, 670 Lizzie B. Willey. Thom
stinence societies and prohibitory legislate :i mat j
aston. ■.’71: W Abrahams. Waliiobor-;. 7 11. Jen
render valuable aid. but the gr at thing aft* r all is !
FaaniChild Wat
to secure to men a sovereign mastery -o'er the j nie S Kill'., Waldoboro. Id f
evil passions and depraved appetites of their smtu!
daboro. IJd
H-ien Montagu-, Rockford 407 Mil
The temperance pledge, the red ribnoi;
natures.
: >rd. R
kl in l. did: Jei.uio Greenback. Rockland
lathe button bole the regaha of a good ’-mpi ir
L
ric Light. Bristol. 1A.Capr John
are all well enough in
their places, but he who
echoes the words of the Divine Mastei to all ; Gallagher ot Philadcphia well known in
-un-c
struggling human souls, •Without mo ye an d
Don w th the ship; ...g inter- **, died Dec
aged
ho
alone
ha*
in
hand
the
soiut;
:.
>r
the
nothing,”
•
i o established the G illagher s
weekly marine
temperance problem. It is not so much in reso
lotion, ami better companionship, au l the -u v
report.*, and snbse^n-n’!y the Phiiadeiph:a marine
al of temptation, as in the making of a ma; a new
survt
and was the representative there
f the
creature m C hrist Jesus, with diviuely
»rrect
principles lor action, and omnipotent po-.v r f.»r buret 1 veritas of Brussels and the English Lloyd*
.v.d} mastery
The solution which C*Uriamty
it is stated f aat the gram fleet this
year tr- m
proffers is not intolerant of any aid to correct ring San Fran isco will numb. » more than 4\!d
ships of
which c-lues from without
S >me artin;. that j
the iarg st clas* a nu ub»r never before reached
the principle of total abstinence closes t ie op
in any other
portunity of free self restraint, and tha: : robin
port ...Ship Leading Wind, (’apt
itory leg.slation is a violation of natural ughte; -I -ikley. of Bath Me from Amsterdam r< r Batavia,
but if one exercises his freedom in the eh ace of
i* ashore at Pass# >eroeau. Java.. The new Thorn
total abstinence, as the plan best fitted to s life,
as1 »n ship Gen. Knox, ha* taken
there is no mirriug of principle : nor is m withhay for Norfolk.
holding of dangerous temptation so tnuc a re
Vu where she is chartered to load cotton for Livthe
straiut upon liberty as
giving of a large free
e-poo!-One coasting steamer and two steamers
dom.
Wood morals, like locomotives, w k. best
the
of
hues
well
along
adjusted firm restraint. : engaged in the Mediterranean trade ,ir- finally
Whoever jumps the track has a very unsat sfa to
given up as having b ndered during the November
ry kind or liberty.
gales The pr< batde loss of life inv« lved will ug
la concluding this hurneu notice wt
te and
Goss, Sawyer A Packard, of Bath
pregate 110
endorse the following opinion of the bo k. “It
launched Siturday. u schooner of .W tons, nane :
should be in every Christie 1 home an sa:day
Taccnoe, owned by the Mexican Riiiroad
school, as it is unquestionably the most al liable L'apt Kimlrick will command her
.MeamerLew
contributin'; thus far made to the standard liera ; isfon
having been thoroughly repaired for the win
1> L.-thi -pd f'o
tore of Cnristiau Missions.
ter season, went <>n the route to Mach is last J ri
publishers, Boston.
da. ...A dispatch from Port Townsend W
i
Rot’N D IKK WOULD LKTIEUS
By Lut IS
say* The L -gislature of Washington Terntorv re
a
This
is
?nt
volume,
companion
Bainbridge
pealed the pi lot law on the lHth of November la*t.
ten bv the wite of the author of the book a> -ve
to go into eti -ct ou the 1st of January 1 ssg
.\f
noticed, who accompanied her husband on hii ex
ter that time the
only licensed pilots n Kura
tensive tour of over fifty thousand miles. Mrs
Straits will bathe Victoria pilots of Bntid;' n!um
Bumbridge lias been a successful nowspapr cor ! bia, who will
keep b its running at u ei. 1:
respondent, and these letters were originally writ- ! of the strait* Anv other
per* ns K r ug their
c mati
ten for the Providence Journal and a »
services eve:: f t!i-y show .:
-u.se i;.m the
paper, although they were revised and adc;d to
Board, are irresponsible parties, who have
uoitgal
before submitting them to the public in >ook
All licenses formerly issued by the
right to act
form. There is no trace of padding from tr.de :
1
Pilot omm ism oners ot Port 1 ownsen-i will
expire
boobs, the author eontiuing herself to her \ orona.
ami become null and void ou
January i. 1 s>G, wbcu
and
and
tucb
observations,
giving
experiences
the law eases.
fresh information in a piquant and attractive pyle
As illustrating the character of the b**«ik. aaitbe i
The Assassin on Trial.
good use the author made of her opportunities we
Wednesday Dec J^th was f e thir* fourth day
quote from the closing chapter as follows
of fhe trial ui'Giuteau During the dav the
prison
It was worth going around the world, w rt all
er b-eauie so ab.i-ive ibar b\
order 1 Judge t < x
the privations of a two years’ absence, k it ex
he was pi 1
1 in the criuiinu
k
M
Me
peuse and toils, to get back home again, ac to
D■ 'Gal i
New N ik wa* rccali-'i and went over
realize the depth and ardor of our love for ill bat
some ground rot roverc*:
by :.i* examination <»t
-Ye
owe allegiance to the star spangled banner
fuesdav
Dr Randolph Baiksdaie of tne *'■••itra!
have, indeed, much to learn from ther co Mites,
Lunatic asyh ni at Richmond. Va
testified at
aud there is otherwise room for vast irapr< euent | >JU1H
length, and stated that he believed G ateau
in the social life, and business principles, aadpo
ro op
Dr Callender of the Ten
feiguing insanity
But i.owher* is
litical activities of our people
□ essee Insane
testified substantial!v as did
there such true freedom, such liberty of <vi ; Dr Barksdale asylum
science, such opportunity for talent, such eticmr
Idler- was more expert
testimony Thursday, in
it to !
agement to industry, such measure of eq
heating the sanity of the prisoner. It :s
■1*1
1
women, such admirable system of public sehids, | all the
save one believe Guiteuu t
jury
sane
;
In- wind’s i
such healthy reliirious lite.sucu zeal m
A letter from Guiteau to Don Camei<>n. was
pub
evangelization, such unlimited Batura! ree u os.
lished appealing for money
help bis defense
Still we v sh ,.y
and such grandeur of scenery
Juiteau continued his interrupt -1- from the
our beloved country would learn from Franceiow
prisoners' box as mu. !. as usual
Wh'.\
from Germany .ow
to live with more economy
[)ert was test I
imr GmTeini '.-..Wh m
a*.a
.1
Iw.
to lake life quietly, judiciously mingling reroa
knew tie wasn t insane, bi.i he was
iegallr insane
tion and business,—the old and young an ing
on July .'il.'
Guiteau said t,i* letters t.o’w fame
pleasures together Would that our coutitry light addressed Hot! Charles Guiteau
The Court
learn from England how to organize and mai ain
aim mirthe t eounci1 tu it time miet not he wasted
an honorable civil service; and from Italy hcv to
in irrelevant dtseussii *
listen at the door of nature for the secrets o'tin?
Friday the government announced it had con
highest art China has valuable lessors fc- our eluded its testimony id rebuttal, after
hearing two
people upon industry and Japan cau tea: us more experts who clearly vindicated Guiteaii
from
much upon politeness of manuer. and with rgard
the charge of insanity, but not iroru that ot wick
to the art- of rendering beautiful the conn on
edness, Guiteau was as noisy as usual, and made
things of the most humble life We sho .ldwel
several speeches, iu one of which he sari he
come India’s instruction upon road maki: g otm*
should submit his name as a candidate lor the
of Austria's upon statesmanship, and ever. R sin's
Presidency A long discussion betweeu inusel
counsel to wait, it need bo. for centuries f the
ensued and Scoville made an eloquent ape-mii, tu
ends
natural
of
the
greatest
accomplishment
whicli fie criticised the government management
D Loihrop A Co., publishers. Boston
ot the case as tiitter
There was a s.ight ripple ot
applause when Scoville sat down After lehite
The New Volume 01 the Livino \oE The
on allowing the
to
jury
separate over Sunday, the
new year of Littell's Living Age opens wit the
foreman remarked that the jury did not desire
number for the week ending January <th. : »ver
that, but only to hare better opportunity for ex
ereise
before have the foremost thinkers, invi-stirtors
Saturdays session was occupied in the exauunu
and authors of the time been enlisted in th sernon of Dr Gray, an expert, who testified to the
so grot an
vice of foreign periodical literature
Gtnteau interrupted as
sanity ot the prisoner
usual
extent as at present: and the Living Age*i;ch
Finally the hour of adjournment having
arrived Guiteau. who had been istlesslv ti
i,owing
gives with satisfactory completeness and it *,,n
the proceeding, called out: "Tomorrow will be
venient form, what is most important in this iter
New A ears. lasj
l shall receive to morrow in the
ature, has therefore never been so vabia .5 as jail and shall tie happy lo see all who can succeed
in getting in 1 wish every one a happy New A'ear
now
The first weekly number of the new -,.ar
Gome Scoville. its three "o'clock, lets g., home
contents
of
table
Luxury-An- The Court adjourned till Ttu-sdav
has the following
Tuesday utter Mr Scoville had bnnishcd hi*
cient and Modern. Quarterly Review
Gentry cross-examination
the District Attorney saij this
M t.*-ib
he
Life in Itily, Cornhill Magazine
was the conclusion of the evidence on the part of
Crimean
>wn
the govern me: t
Frio i.-ei * conns
Augele, Gentleman’s Magazine
complained
Life. Temple Bar: The Freres, by Mrs A ex cb*r. that certain witnesses for the prose: nfimi -a ’.lie
;i up
list furnished to the defence had not been
Williank'Vhew on the stand Scoville s
author of “The Wooing O't, 'etc.
was that these
supposition
\\
He w*.* u
ell, MacMillan's Magazine Words of isdot rom witnesses had changed their minds
Goethe, Blackwood s Magazine : togetlje; with submit an affidavit to that effect totheeour IV ed
has
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Lewiston Journal says that if
Maine can sell a couple of million tons of
ice at Sd a ton, she will probably pocket
four millions of dollars of clean profit.
The

ter

Several gentlemen, during the eRrly part of the
present year, purchased a largely controlling inin the first mortgage bonds of the Bucks
port and Bangor Railroad Company, which mortgage is expected to be fully foreclosed next Feb
ruary, and the railroad to come into the posses
sion of the boon-holders
In making the purchase
these gentlemen had in mind the early extension
of the railroad to Eilsworth, if sufficient encour
Of course their
agement should be met with
primary object was to make a fair investment for
themselves. They are satisfied with their investment in its present state
The present railroad
earns enough to pay them a small, but
increasing
interest on their investment
They are under no
sort of compulsion to extend the road, and of
course will not venture to do so at
any great risk
They have already put into the road as much of
their own money as they care to, and any extension must be built entirely by the proceeds of a

•.

1

••

snort ar-

a

“Will Col. Daniel Hall he his

own successor

that, “The politician in this State who

set up for itself.

per cent.

question, or to shed any light on the subject. The Herald says “the party most
formidably talked of as Col. Hall’s competitor is Mr. Seth L. Milliken, of Belfast.” The other aspirants, according to
the Herald, arc Mr. O. C. Moore, of the
Nashua, N. H.,Telegraph, and Mr. Chester Bike, of Cornish, X. H.
The Boston
Journal thinks no change will he made in

lows this thrust with the hold declaration

useless in

fifty

Naval Office at that

ticle to the

captioned:

Bernhardt

a

than

't he Boston Herald devotes

platform with a conventional affirmation of attachment to it.” And it fol-

of

the outside

limit, whereas double that number, aud
probably nine .schooners, will be built

their

does not stand

as

Supreme court, or to provide a better way
for disposing of it, is very evident. The
by Washington Star speaks within bounds

cry of a great party,
which had to abandon the principle in

once

mentioned

are

Four

little business in

“attached to the
charging
they
obstraction of free trade because it was
that

concerned.

of the State need stir-

men

up, and it
that direction

ring

largely understated,

Belfast is

as

schooners

sen

own expense, unfettered by obligations to a
missionary society, and pu,'* ia I his invest'gaD
in it
thoroughly independent spirit, will e iranier.d

his

tour

This estimate is
so

to with which of the two national par-

terest

Mr.

ican

horts the South to be solid for the power
which is their support and for the legis-

news-

paper lias not yet appeared,and probably never will. But the true journalist is

Belfast.

past.

South

The

The tariff

war, when the Southern interests were
Subscribers arc requested to take notice of the
date on tin* colored slip attached to the paper. It
purely agricultural, the Southern element
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
15 May 8*1, means that the subscription is paid to
and the party was anti-prothat date. When a new payment is made, the date dominated,
will In* changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBtection by profession and practice.
But
ERS ARE REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR
DATES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears ! the war lias changed all that, and we now'
are requested to forward the sums due.

Saturday Dec 24tb. the city marshal and
aids seized in Bidtiefoid some 125 gallons oi
always striving for something better, and
This is the largest seiz
rum, whisKey, gin, etc
The liquor was < r the best
ureever made there
tints is enabled to keep abreast with the
quality and was estimated as worth $400
times.
citizess
of
died
Two of the oldest
Hart-swell,
last week. Capt James So. nett, aged 01, and Eii
hast week's Journal contained six col80
Piukhain,
agei.
I jab
Rev H L Griffin, late of South church. New
umns—but two columns less than a full
Britain, Conn was installed Dec 28th pastor of
page—of local matter, city and county,
Hammond street church in Bangor
The Penobscot Farmers' Club, at their annua!
set in nonpareil type.
In the larger type
meeting held n. Bangor Dec 28th. e:<-cted tin* folused by most of our exchanges this matMurch, Hampden;
lowing officers: President. II
Yice Presidents. H B Thomas, Hampden. Albert : ter would have till*
tl a page and a half
Hall, Hermon, T J Chase, Bangor : Prudential
of the paper. In addition there were two
Cummittee. B A Burr. Bangor, Thomas George
Orrington. Samuel Libbey, Orono
columns of specially prepared State news,
Dr E Lewis Sturtevant, a well known agricul
tunst of South Framing ham. Mass., is going to
a column relating to the
shipping interNew York to takecharge of an association recent
editorials
on
local
and
other topics,
of
est,
1 y formed in that state for the purpo>e
expen
mental farming on scientific principles, w-th a
editorial items and notes, and the usual
The eu
view to benefit the agricultural interest
terprise will probably be located at Geneva Dr
miscellany and news summaries. This
8 is a native of Winthrop aud a graduate of Bow
is
but an earnest of what we intend dodoin, class of 1802
Mrs Ada Cary Sturgis, sister of Annie Louise
to make the Journal a welcome vising
Cary, recently sang at Brunswick with gr«-ai ac
itor in Waldo county households, and acMrs. Sturgis is said to have a better
ceptance
voice than her famous sister, but marrying when
to Maine people everywhere.
j quite young, she did not keep up her practice, and ceptable
is now, of course, far behind her
She is engaged
Temperance a Matter of Business.
to sing at one of the Portland churches (State
street) during the winter and will again devote
At the North church t* mperauce meeting, Sun
She will eventually go on the dav
herself to music
evening ll:h. Rev Dr Gladden referred to the
stage.
recent d< endow of the authorities of the PennsylAmong many beautiful Christmas gifts« xehang
vania railroad to employ no men who used intox
ed in the family of Hon A G Li bioke, war* a nice
icatmg beverages aud said that a prominent rail
piano from Mr and Mrs Lebroke to their \ oungebt
road man in this city* had remarked to him that all
daughter Hattie B. Lebroke
the railroads would soou come to the sam* deRockland National Bank has declared a send
cision, as a proper regard for the preservation of
cent
dividend
of
six
r
North
National
annual
p<
their own property* aud the safety of the public
Bank has declared a semi annual dividend of three
would compel such a measure
This suggests
and one-halt per cent
what may in time become the economical solution
Aoout ^uu,uuu in wages 10 i&uorers is pain out
ot the temperance question.
Every manufacturer
every winter by the ice companies which do busiand business man knows that it is not safe nor
ness on the river from Richmond village up.—
to employ men addicted to Dm use of
profitable
Dearly every dollar of which is expended in the i intoxicating beverages Thev sutler not only from
Kennebec valley
the occasional loss of time and labor which such
The gro:r8 receipts of the Bangor Grand Army
habits entail, but also in the dulling of the brain
Fair were £3.335 75, and net receipts £.',310 75,
and the enervating of the baud which follows the
which the Whig justly says speaks well tor the
use of ardent liquors.
If every employer ot labor
liberality ot Bangor citizens.
in this city were to make it an inflexible rule to
The Biddetord Journal sa) s : In our issue of last
employ* no man whose habits are liable to prove
w- ek we spoke of the royalty which >s being de
an injury to his business, it would not be long be
manded of all farmers, who are using a cut undtr fore the situation would be sensed
by tlie emAs far as we are able to learn, there is !
hay rack
ployees, and they would become abstinent from
nothing crooked in the matter, and the rtquired ! necessity. We have talked a great deal about resum will have to be paid.
liance upon moral means to bring about the tem
Any one having in their possession volumes or perance reform, but men’s pockets are touched
pamphlets believed to be the property of the Maine more easily than their consciences, and when
Historical Society, are respect full} requested to their had habits are found to
interfere with their
forward them to the Soviet)'s K<*< ms, t i<y Build
livelihood, the chances are that they will stop and
be
Me
The
wih
also
ased
Portland,
ing,
pit
Society
think
Make temperance a matter of business,
to receive donations as former!) of bowks, pamphand a necessity as much as good streets, or an
lets, newspapers, manuscripts, portraits, family
ample water supple, aud to a great extent it will
and historical relics, etc
take care of itself. [Springfield. Mass Cnion
The Union says : Messrs. Cooper, of East Mu*
This rule is already in force in one
chias, manufactured staves equal to 150,(HK) bar
rels. and beads tor 100,000 barrels during the sea j establishment in
On

on

will consider the recent nominations for
vacancies in county offices. The public do not
expect confirmation, except in cases where the
nominations are non partisan.
Had his Excellency, so far as possible, echoed the will of the
people by reappointing the incnmbentB elected by
the people, probably he would have found the
Executive chair more comfortable.
[Lewiston
Journal
The old officers should be permitted to remain
in their places until the people can elect.
They
were chosen by the
popnlar vote Their election
was the best expression of the
people in the sev
eral counties as to whom they desire to fill the
offices that become vacant next Saturday. We
have said, and we say again, that in Democratic
and Greenback counties Democrats and Greenbackeis should be continued, and Republicans in
Republican counties, until the voters can have a
chaiice to declare the r choice at the ballot-box.
[Kennebec Journal.

THE WOUNDED DOING WELL.

There was Bbipped '-■'er ihe New Brunswick
ail way from the.
Jo the Aroostook Valley,
J
ti Dec. Is.
e; 28Y, 30,000 bushels
potatoes:
000 shingles; 240 tons starch and 30 cars of
■1 merchandise.

council

Thursday

bruised severelv.
Soon after the accident one of the engineers ran down to the Renuebunk
station with the news, and the doctors in
the immediate v icinity being collected together with nurses, brought them to the
scene of the accident where
they were
soon busied attempting to alleviate the
sufferings of the victims.
arm

Lscuuuve
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citizens in their towns, between the ages of 18 and
45
This enrollment is made for the purpose of
determining the number of men iu the State suit
able for military service. Such an enrollment was
made last spiing, but owing to the negligence of
many town officials some of the returns were not
received for months. The enrollment has just
been completed, and shows a large gain over 1873,
when the previous enrollment was made
This
increase is partly due to the fact that Maine was
never so prosperous as now, and her population is
much larger than in 1873, and also to the fact that
the enrollment is-much more exhaustive and
thorough than ever before. The following table
shows the number of able bodied men iu the State
between the ages of 18 and 45 years
Gain
1873.
1880.

wholesome conclusions. [Portland Advertiser.
The Council, by the laws of Maine, have an
equal power with the Governor in such matters,
and they are justified iu
exercising their constitutional rights to check him in his career of partisan
and
ship
dictatorship. |Oxford Democrat.
The nominations for county officers made by
Governor Plaisted provoked very general surprise
and elicited anything but commendation from fairminded men That the Council will refuse to confirm them is beyond doubt, and in this action the
Council uill be sustained by the people. [Portland Press
From fifteen counties where twenty three vacancies occurred, Gov. Plaisted has nominated
new men iu every case but three.
This shows a
sort of "nepotism" on the
part of the Governor,
but then we are not at all surprised
Mr. Plaisted
has during his reign, pursued a different course
from that of any Maine Governor ever elected
[ Piscataquis Observer

John Jackson, Norway,

required

every two years to furnish the Adjutant General with a complete census of all the male

day"

the head.
M. A Atkins, Lewiston,
cut on the head and
leg. E. Weymouth,
conductor of the train, terribly cut about
the head, having a cut about six inches
long on the scalp and another five inches
long, extending from under the eye over
the ear, opening the cheek
wide, delirous
and badly hurt. E. Smith, Great
Falls,
road-master, injured about the head and
leg and bruised. Mrs. George A. Clark,
Xo. ;3 Deering Place,
Portland, injured
about the head.
W. A. Hill, Rockland,
cut on the head and wrist.
T. Caffery,
Blillarsville, cut or; the right hand. S. A.
Roberts, Lawrence, slightiv injured internally. H. S. French, Brockton, leg
jammed. George W. Lane, Leeds, head
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The company propose to tako this risk, occasionally drop into poetry. The former rates the adventures of the Spoondrifte|*;u the j
is Long but not prosy, and the latter is a Rocky Mountains, where they enconntar iostiie
The editor of the Belfast Age hope* the party
however, if the various land owners along
cause.
Indians, and contains the usual misr llby and to which he lately emigrated to will soon lie, and
there
is
some
Prince in literature.
consolation in the lines of the
Perhaps
surveys will give a free
al! traces of anything Green bt obliterated by a
Hon Geo P Sewan of Oldtown. died Friday
variety of illustrations.
the tact, as stated by a prominent naval
d National Deue-or on party Poor
morning at a quarter before 4 o’clock agedTOvears
The January number of Our Little ®t-s aud | coalition dill-hi
right of way. No loans will be asked
The
cost
of
the
Guiteau
trial
is
estiHe became disappointed. 'lien mad and
fellow
and 8 months
He was a practicing lawy cr! and
officer, that “other services are as dissat- from tlie towns and no additional debt
1 "ft a
The Nursery is the Christmas number,^ if it ;
a
in ids a 1st' m the dirk
place
had held many public offices
He was collector
mated as from $100,000 to $300,000—a
1 finally
isfied as our own with the present condi- or taxes will
does not make the little ones who receiv#i|m(»rrv
vacant nr the ranks of g to I old Kepu'iliean party
of the port of Bangor under Franklin Pierce's adfall upon the people. The liberal
margin. The country will not and happy we are greatly mistaken : wh their i which was quickly ami a.ttisfaetorialiy tilled
ministration. and was representative to the State tion of ships and guns
but for all that, benefits
they will derive from railroad grudge the cost of the
Macbias Republican.
legislature for live or six terms. He was Speaker
rope used to hang elders will enjoy the beautiful illustrating au,i j |
we
want
a
of the House ot Representatives from 1881 to 1853.
navy, and Congress would do communications arc too obvious to need
With a population ot .gi.OiHiparsons Amiroscog
of
this
the
delighti4|publicaassassin.
In polities Mr. Sewall was a Democrat
truly
dainty typography
baueei counties ,)t moral
well to hurry up with the necessary
am eon till, one of the
legis- mention, and few, if any, communities
The Argus says that Warren C Perrigo, esq a
tion.
Russell Publishing Co., publisheni^gt,,n.
but eleven p isoaers in
ami legal "suasion, now has
member of the Knox County bar. was on trial
lation. The answer given to an enquiry
The
Boston Post says: “The practical
that in not in
have been offered a railroad upon such
jail —m d that too. in a population
Friday in the Supreme Court for adultery The as to the
nee* against
oil
«t
any law.
the habit ot winking
necessity for carrying a pistol in liberal terms. If the
result of prohibition is free rum.” If that
indictment alleges that the crime was committed
which
drink bears
of
is
strong
not
relation
right
way
What ails the boot and shoe trade that, twen
Considering the
in July, 1875, with one Annie Breen and that in
a frontier town fits the case
ourselves
is
the
over
:
it
is
to
cougratuiata
case,
that
the
Post
-4®J, geveu to crime, we may
IH81<
exactly
surprising
granted the railroad will not be built.
ty-one failures elsewhere reported,
December following l’errigc left the country and
as Happy a new A ear. producteen should bo tirrns engaged in that|\inegg ; Slid wish e> ery body
does not advocate prohibition.
enly returned a Bhort time ago The principal evi- “You may not need it very often, but
can* •*
as
Herald
ed
happy
by
[Boston
dence submitted was a batch of letters written byf..stonJournal.
when you do, you’ll want it d-d bad.”
We publish this week tho first of a sedefendant to Miss Breen, some previous and others
tbev couldn’t foot tftei: \}\\\s.
and wife, of North Monmouth
The decrease on the interest charge of
Probably
Shephard
AsJohn
to
the
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of
Sketches
of
The case has
alleged crime
subsequent
home from W inthrop a few evo
Army Life, by a priwere-returning horse
the national debt during 1881 was
been contmued
took tnght, upset the
When Guiteau saw the plaster east of vate in a Maine
nearly
ear
niogs since the
regiment, well known in
The will of the late Ami Goring, of North Yar
a severe
that
the records
Mrs.
troui San Antonio say
Advices
manner.
injuring
in
to
$18,000,000—due
nsge,
part
bhepharjm
refunding.
mouth, Me gives$2 350 to relatives, and thei3t>,- his head lie exclaimed: “That looks like this city and vicinity, and who will tell
have
readb^ }iea,i
of the Flipper court-martial
000 left, goes to the Kent’s Hill Seminary, Preach
two nourishing literary
Hutnpty Dumpty.” And Guiteau, like in succeeding issues of his experiences at
quarters iu charge of Acting Judge Adv^te olous.
Augu'ta ha*
societies
era’ Aid Society of the Maine Conference of the
The Somerset Reporter’s dearly
who was Judge Advocate at the trial «*)«records and a historical club bas recently been organized
bought
Methodist Episcopal church and the Missionary
is
destined to have “a the front. The series will be found very
the
Humptv Uumpty
the muse of history, for the
and
of
are
Clio,
cover
52500
alter
is
that
pages
fttijingS
insurance does not infoolscap,
experience
uamed
purSociety of the Methodist Episcopal church, alter
understood to sentence Flipper to dis®ijjai frooi
great fall.”
ple of prosecuting the study of English history
the expenses of administration and debts are paid.
interesting.
sure.
the army.

News

of

Belfast

Ship Ivanhoe, of Belfast, from Bombay for Dun.
kirk, was spoken Nov. 19th, in lat 35 S., long. 23 E.

Vicinity.

and

January, black ami bc&stlv;
February, wind nortUeastlv;
March, neuralgic, nipping,*nasi.'
\prii, pulvoise and blasty,
May, wet, prematurely torrid
June, dull, glacial, arctic, horrid.
July, dclugy and dismal:
August, drowned In floods abysmal
September, biting, blustrous, boggy:
October, frosty, frowsy, foggy;
suniinei

Attention is called to the adv. of the

Boston
Root cutters, by Fred Atclothing store, Belfast
wood, Winterport.... Belfast Gas Light oo.

Capt. Charles T. Gilmore, drowned from sell.
Florida last Friday, had a check for $800 on his
person. Payment has been stopped and a duplicate
check will lie given.
•
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insolvent debtor.
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town.

elected,

on

Mon

I),

»f

Godfrey, J. D.; Geo W.
L. E. M Mahan, .J. S.; II J. Lock".
lodge ote l t • have a public lnstallaW. Burgess was elected. Monday cveof tne Masonic Library A-sociatlon.
>•’ Xim
..m
»t'ny Chase L *dge this
Annual meeting of Gorin-oning..
( : inter, next
Monday evening.... The
i
'nd otll
r«
>f King Solomon
i n
lay evening— W. IL Fogler. T. I

T. Osboroe, P. C. of
IE *■'. ♦ Oder, < <»f G.; Robert Burgess, C. of
*
A. c. Burge--, 1’ivas ; (’. E. Johnson, Roc.; J.
B. 1' am
11. J. Locke, >»*nt'nel.
Installation
Cat.

'.

1).

M

;

Geo.

public.
The Waldo county jail regis! Js-i. -now- that the whom number of comf 'tin iear was *203—two more than the
of
or. < )f this number 119 were for drunk-'in t 1’},
larceny i t, vagrancy 15, debt 15,
tax
4, adultery 2, forgery 1, intoxicating
*r I
Trie number «et down for drunkenness is
o Gri b
correct statement and needs a word of
pi'nation. After the passage of the severe vn
*“r

gru;i(\v law of last
>.it

■

winter,

evade the law.

to

class of imposters
They are determined

that

their living .mt .if tin,- public, fo get
jk< r ft-ign drunkenness, for the
purpose of beommirt 1 to ail. In 1SS0 there were 137 combii'Mit- for
vagrancy and but ;»7 for drunkenness.
‘.npari-on of the two years will explain thio.'cr
If the-e drunken imposters could be
put
l1'.
.•*
;■ wiiile under sentence, or worked
uppu ilm highway with ball and chain, it is be
*::g'

n.

v

-i
i.

iii'-v

would shun tlie

Nuii>.
: -t.

ha-

I

county jail.

evefMiingiy mild weather up to
greatly encouraged Maine ice men,
a

uni-ss there i-

cold weather very
Maine, will be a t'ailv -w York men arc alrea
ly growing anxious
! -asting th.dr eyes this way. Mr.
;«!
Hayford, of
a- -iiy,
a
owns a:: i
privilege at I'nity pond,
l- :
viving numerous inquiries concerning: it. but
odd it prove a good season that gentleman will
iarg. amount at I'nity. Sibley & Townsend
w
ova a good privilege at Little River are making preparations and will erect Ice houses should
i-:• •ri demand it.
II. E. Pierce on the 31stof
I*
emoer I"*), began
cutting at his pond on the
» -' si i,-.
Tne ice was then sixteen Inches thick.
1 *
31 of Dec. 1S8I, there was but four inches of
in th
same pond.
Once this fall there was
Inches of good ice in Pierce’s Pond, but the
some

extreme

*p», outsi ie -d

«■

1

fr. -!j

last week ate away fully one
had of it
\VV hear of other parties who are wait
ing developments and who will go into the business
“’hould the season prove as favorable as appear.ur-e-. indicate.
We can always rely upon good ice
crops in Maine.
on

G

>ose

river

Police Notes,
state on complaint of S. L.
»
Ige rs Jacob N. Webster. A case of arson. In
September and October last two barns in Brook**,
belonging to Mr. Dodge, were burned. Webster
waj suspected
by Dodge to have been the incendinrs, and the latter hired Mr. John A. Laughlin and
tw
other Boston detectives to look after Webster,
who i- a sea faring man. The detectives found
H t.'b-ger in Boston and shadowed him for some
turnThey claim that Webster told some crooked
stories, but made no admissions. Webster proceed
cd to Rockland in a vessel, where he was arrested
by sheriff Baker, brought to Belfast and lodged in
jail. The case was to have been tried on Friday at
the Grand Jury room in the Court House, before
Justice Greer, where a large number of witnesses
f *r the State from Brooks had assembled.
It was
understood that the defence would attempt to prove
an alibi; that Webster was in Rockland on thedate
of one of the fires.
County Attorney Wallace, after
I>

some

delay, announced that he was satisfied the
prisoner could prove an alibi and moved that he
be discharged. It ii alleged that Webster will now
proceed against Dodge for false imprisonment and
ious prosecution. Webster was
formerly of
Bucksport, but now resides in Brooks; is .an intelligent and honest appearing man, and was from
mali'

the first believed to be innocent. The two families
have some marriage relationship, ami there is a
feud between them, which may have had something
to do with the matter.Tames F. Kelley, of Rock
land, and Harrison Williams, of Biddeford, were
before Justice Greer last week, for drunkenness
and disturbance. They were sentenced to thirty
days each in jail—Walter Barker, mentioned last
week in the stolen bonds matter, was arraigned on
Thursday of last week and plead not guilty. His
case is postponed to .Saturday next....Wm. Robbins Jr., for drunkenness and disturbance, on Friday, was sentenced by Judge Boardman, to 30 days
in jail... .Deputy sheriff West, on Tuesday, went to
Knox and searched the house of Chas. Bradford
for two bags of corn alleged to have been stolen
from a mill in Waldo. The bags were found in the
straw bed minus the £orn. Bradford was l>efore
Justice Greer on Wednesday, found guilty, and
fined $10 and costs. He went to Jail.
Complaint
made by Orlando Sanborn.

Mr.

next Sabbath

The

A. Nlcnols.
One of

m

Brig Clytie, Capt. Amos Dow, of which
were entertained, arrived at
IVrnamoueo
Brunswick, Ga., Nov. 23d.

...

and milliners close at G r. M. Why not dose the
clothing stores and give all a rest?

Waldo county has 4,979

requirements,
the

which is 1.044

last enrollment

was

ering the above
than in 1873 w het,

answ

more

made.

Meeting. The regular meeting on Monday evening was brief. Alderman John
son occupied the chair in the absence of M tyor
Woodcock.
\n order was parsed abating $2‘vp;
iv Government

of

amount

as

the

liiiguisln-d

\

Earle

vear

t

!»si.25 1..

<■

ind

a banjo player to proprietor and man
He became known to our people many years
ago as one of the proprietors of stone/t Murray’s
circus, and afterwards with his own circus. Mr
Murray was here last season.

from

up

payable

tins

the

por-

stop-

juries—

Hanson T. Gove, Liberty, foreman;
Burnham; Joseph C. Atwood, WinAmaziah Benson, Monroe; D.O.
excused;
terport,
towen. M >rrill; A. II Boulter, Waldo; K I*.Chase,
fu*kM>n: James H. Colson, Sear-port; Edwin A.
£ames. I-ie-hor.^; Timothy W. Hawes, Troy, Anirev\ W. Ib'pkin-. Frankfort; Charles E. Jones,

•Vioterporl.

Mr.

j loseph

Sanborn, Belfa-t.
II. M irs, Es-.p, and \
Tin* tir-t ease called was U W. Berry vs. Tisdale
M. Patterson rca
Miaw and C> rene B. Shaw. Parties live in Belfast.
an original poem.
Numerous andeodly present
V' don to recover $33 for rent.
Defence that Shaw
were left by kind friends.
Mr. Banks is an intelli
ias no property and that Mrs. Shaw is not respon
gent and prosperous farmer, a kind neighbor an- ! -ible for the debts of husband. Verdict of
$U> for
an excellent citizen.
Mrs. Banks was formerly o i olff.
Thompson & Dunton for piff. Johnson &
North Haven, a lady much respected in the comm u
j togers for deft.
nity. The Journal acknowledges an invitation t-- ! J. H. B ta'ey, of Belfast, vs. Benj. A. Curtis,
the festivities.
•ioiiroe. Action to recover for labor while at work
ni deft’s farm.
In September, lSSu, a number of marble head
Defence, bill paid and receipt had.
were mil
Mrs. Grade Bowen.

by
M

J.

Isa

s.

for deceased soldiers were shipped to Illicit}* and have .since remained at the M. C. freight j
hous'Mr. Crowley has recently receive*l order !
stones

for their

delivery.

The stones

are

Jewett, and 1L \Y. Prenti--, Troy; K
Castine, s. E. Iloldeu, Deer Isle.

\Y. Thumb

k -r, fell

buoWNKD. Capt.
imriea T. Gilmore, of thi
j
city, ma-fer of *rh. F lorida, was drowned on Fri
day of last week, on the passage from Boston t j
Belfast. Capt. Gilmore had just completed a von
quick and successful v ‘v.-tgc to Jack-onville ted
back to Boston. On arriving at the latter place h
came home, while the vessel was discharging. M »n
day, Dec. 20th, he returned to Boston for the pur
1
pose of bringing the vessel t<> Belfast, where I i
j brother. Capt. Fred A. Gilmore, was to take c«»m
The mate, Frank NY. Limeburner, toils th
following story *>f the accident. At 3 o’clock Fri
•lay afternoon the vessel was between Boon Islau
and Cape Elizabeth. The wind was blowing fre.-i
! from the W. > \Y., and the sehooner under full sai

miming free at the rate of twelve miles :n
hour. The captain was sitting aft on ou»* of th
bits. Without any outcry or warning the captui
was

was soon

oisappear

over

me run

lino in«* wai«r

The reefing plank was thrown overboard, but lb
captain made no effort to reach it. The vessel wa-

jibed over and the boat lowered, a very hazardou
thing to do at such a time, lint the lost man coui t
not be found.

In fact he

was

seen

for but

a

few

after he fell. It is conjectured that he ha
a fit or aooplexy.
While last at home, just a few
days befor his death, he was ill with trouble about
the heart. The captain's son Fred was on board
and saw his father when he went overboard. II
was also one of the number who manned the boa.
when she was lowered. Capt. (iilmorehud a -tronr
aversion to the sea and often declared that he shout*
moments

drowned. About live years ago when in command of th-* Florida, bound south, the cargo o.
lime in the hold took fire. It was only through tin
pluck of the captain that the vessel and <*rew wen
saved. Since that time he has remained on shore,
and we think this is the second trip he has made since
be

Capt. Gilmore was a sou of James Gilmore, wasai
excellent ship master, a good citizen, a genial man
and will be much missed in this
city. He was ;•
member of Phoenix Lodge of Masons, Waldo Lodg.
and Passagassawakeag
Encampment of Odd Fellows in this city, and of the Maine Mutual Relief Association I. O. O. F. The flags on all the shipping in
the harbor and Masonic Temple were displayed at
half mast on Saturday, steamer
May Queen, for
merly commanded by Capt. G., also flew her bunt
ing at half mast. Capt. Gilmore was about 41* year.of age,

and leaves

a

wife and two children.

Temperance Meeting.
The meeting of th.
Citizen’s Temperance Association at the Cniyers
list vestry Sunday afternoon, was very largely at

tended, an Indication of increased Interest in tin
temperance movement. The meeting was opened
by Rev. Mr. Crownlnshield reading a scriptur
lesson, and a pnyer. George E. Brackett, chair
man of the preliminary committee which met at th
club room Friday evening to devise some mctlio.
to forward the cause, reported that the commute*
recommend the discontinuance of all religious ser
vices at the churches on Sunday evenings, and at.
meet at Hayford Hall on those evenings, in a gen
eral mass convention. Rev. Mr. Itoss, of the North
church, said he could not speak for his society, bin
individually he was opposed to the discontinuance
of his Sunday evening prayer meetings and devo
tlonal exercises. It would not promote the temper
ance cause. He was
ready to work for t‘*mperanc»
and was ready to make a sworn statement against
seller. While returning from a funeral Saturday, he met a procession of drunkards. Rev.
Mr. Tufts, of the Baptist church, who followed,

a rum

also opposed to giving up his Sunday evening
meetings. Rev. Mr. Cunningham spoke for Rev
Mr. Libby, of the Methodist church, and
opposed
Mr. W. F. Thomas spoke for the Universalist so
ciety. and said that church had voted to sacrifice ah
Sunday evening meetings for the cause of temperwas

though! temperance the preliminary work
Rev. Mr. Crowninshield, of the
Unitarian church, was willing to make the sacrifice,
a

nee. He

to

Christianity.

to reach the citizens we must have m iss
temperance meetings at Hay ford Hall. We must
create a public sentiment. Temperance is one of
the phases of Christianity. He thought it the duty
of a church to build up the spiritual and moral
If

we

wish

welfare of the community. If temperance people
have not the enthusiasm what can you expect of
the others? He would like to see ten or twelve
meetings in Harford Hall. Mr. Brackett said if
this plan was not feasible the committee must consider what next could be done. He suggested that
the next meeting be held at the North church. Mrs.
Hunnewell suggested holding six o’clock temperance meetings before the regular church services.
Mrs. Burrill hoped the other meetings would be held
in the audience room and not in the vestries.
Mr.
Tufts gave his experience in Iowa, where the
churches had temperance lectures every Sunday
evening in turn. It was moved that a committee of
two from each church and
temperance society be
appointed to have charge of the temperance work.
On the suggestion of Mrs. Burrill this committee
is to select the speakers. The next meeting will be
held at the North church, upstairs, at 3.45

Sunday

afternoon.

of

Capt. Adoniram
arm.

Wilmot.^*nof Winslow Whittaker, while
work Li a rdiiiule mill on Friday, lo-t his hand

Troy.
.L

n a
t

circular

The hand

saw.

was so

badly injured

amputation.

to cause

complaint of Samuel II. Badger,
s. Chas. <>..
Llewellyn and Calvin Wyman. Case
•f assault came before Justice Rich of Thorndike,
*:» S iturd ty. Parties found guilty and bound over.
Unity,

state

on

The weather of Christmas week was
t tin* April kind.
New Years Day was a.lovely
ty.... \ good deal of tdekneas tlemauds the close
tteuti-uof the doctor--Edwin Boody has taken
a- farm of Charles E. Lane, and
recently moved
to one part ot the house.
.Several parties have
turned from the up river woods ami logging
Brooks.

<

maud.

Philo Hersey for

Alice, daughter
recently and broke her

Im.ESBoro.

all uniform i.

size and bear tin* following name—"v B. Nort-o
G. \Y. Miller. Win. Cullnan, Michael Cullnan, ot
Belfast; C S. Brown, IJncolnvlile. Leonard T\ n
ney and s-r. James Yeaton. N wtiiport: VYarreOverlock and Austin Cunniiikh.ini. fJla-rty ; S.t j
Haggerty, Stockton; J. F. Nickerson, -uanvil!Thomas Wentworth, \\ interport; 1L M. and G. M

F. VV. Brown for pliT.

trial.
left.

Jn

■

•imps,

some

are

there

awaiting

snow, ami others

awaiting snow to go up, and to work
ipou...
produce cun now he marketed on
iceount "f the roads-C. E. Lane has recently
•ecu on a trip to Aroostook, looking for a business
petting.
ith teams

are

But little

(

amim.n.

by

vceived

Another cargo of corn luu just been
the Camden flouring mill-It is

wught that the wind blew harder last Sunday
lght than it was ever known to blow in this place.
lTni<»ii prayer meetings are held thU week)u Monday evening the Ui.iverbalist church and
MH-icty held their annual meeting at their chapel
.Next w eek the Rev. I. Mead is to hold meetings
ich evening at the Universalist chure-h w ith the exptionof Saturday evening when Rev. Mr. Pliil»ro«ik of Rockland is expected to preach-The
Custom House office has been moved to the room
..

..

over B. F. Adams
the most desirable offices in

recently occupied by Mrs. Parker
tore,
the

w

firm, received a bad W"iind on M mday. His
ieft hand came in contact with a circular saw, cutting into the palm. He will probably lose the use

came

over

hio.h

is

one of

village.

Castim;
The new proprietor of the Castine
has begun work on the interior of.thehou.se,
n
enlarging the office aud laying a tile floor. A new

with

a

Fannie V Berry, of
friends

coach load of

the

here is to

bunting aud place**

a

»f three

silver dollar under

Louge, I. O. O. r gave one of their sodaSaturday evening. Every one present pronounced it one of the most enjoyable occasions of
sears

ides

the season.

and gave

hand

I

The
an

ladies broom brigade
exhibition drill.

wore

on

!

February, and take command of his
-learner-Ambrose Thompson and Miss Lucy A.
do" '> were thrown from a carriage last week, es
aping with slight injuries.Mr. Chad. Moody
bed \ cry suddenly recently.
He was a sou of
Joseph Moody, and a brother of Rev. Mr. Cunning
wife, Belfast ...Mr. William Bickford has
contracted to carry the mail fro n this town to Augusta.... A large number of Capt. Hiram Wing’s

Coleord, Chaplain;
Hopkins, Surgeon.

ning last, leaving many useful presents. Remarks
were made by Revs. Simonton and Webb, and Geo.
Gunn, Esq ...Mr. Western Plummer is in town for
a few days, visiting his sister, Mrs. Ness, of the

E.

S.

I,.

Wormed,

M

:

him’-

Irien Is gave him

E.

Gordon Council, No. 704, A. L. of H. elected the
following officers for the ensuing year—George L.
Merrill. C.: E. J'. Nichols, V. C.: F. II. Park, P. C.,
B- B. Merrill, O.: J. W. Black, Sec.; E. S. Cyphers,
Col.; E. B. Sheldon, Treas.; W. F. Merrill, War.;
E. S. Cyphers, Sen.: B. B. Merrill, Chap.
Messrs. W. H. Mathews and Alvin B. West, re
from Leadville, Colorado, Saturday. They

report their mine, the George H.. with tons of paying ore on the dump and are very enthusiastic over

spring,

results next

they expect
the mine with added force and
when

capital.
It Is
of

reported

that

a

despatch

ship Resolute, informs the

from

owners

the captain

that the

crew

hare been examined before a V. S. Commissioner
and discharged from arrest, and that it is suspect
ed that the mate was the chief instigator of the
trouble on board. Mr. Frank Garey leaves to-morrow for New Orleans, to go mate of tin*
ship.
The officers of Mariners Lodge F. A. M., elected
for the ensiling year are—George L. Merrill, W. M.;
A. T. Quimby, S. W.; E. W. Robbins, J. W ; E. S.
Cyphers, S [).; W. M. Merithew, J. D.; ,T. G. Pendleton, Treas ; C. E. Adams, Sec.; A. B. Ferguson,
Marlboro Packard, and Levi Trainly, Trustees of
Charity fund. Public Installation of officers at
Colon llall, Tuesday evening Jau. 17th.
The Methodist chapel was crowded Sunday eveningon the occasion of the New Years Sabbath school

kan-

drinking
«>n

Nickels, of this town, Capt. Field
arrived at New York, Dec. 2DMi, from Cebu, Aug.
-3th. Passed Anjer O.-t. 2 with fresh ira tes, C
ip
of Good Hope N«»v. 3 and St. Helena 12th; Dec. 7,
lat. 14 J9 N, Ion. 48 30 vVr, had a heavy gale varying
A.

71 53 W. had another

nothing

heavy gale, lining
cabin and all the rooms in the forward house with
water, washed away steps from the main deck and
the after

casks; same date spoke
B.irbadoes.

sc hr.

San

Searspurt ship

Georgie Stover; selection, choir; The Obedience of Jesus, Ida Gerrlsh; The Care of Jesus,
Mibel Clay; Did Jesus Love Thera? Maria Stover,
Minnie Godfrey; singing, school; We would See
Jesus, Josie Clay, Lucy Barbour, Ratio Gray;
singing, school; Remarks, Rev. T. Gerrlsh; collecin

1

closing selection, choir; Benediction. The
exercises p issed off very successfully. The solos
sang by Mrs. Godfrey and Miss Morrill were especially fine ...The week of prayer is observed at
>oth of the village churches....Revival services
will be continued at the Methodist church through
the month... .Owing to a delay in its manufacture
the new organ for the Methodist church will not be
received until the ilr.it of February....The village
schools all began on Tuesday of tnis week.... Miss
Mice if >wes, a graduate of the E. M. C. Seminary
has been engaged to teach the school in the lower
listriet....O F. Fellows, esq., has been elected to
iill the position made vacant in the board of superurn;

intending school committee by the removal of Rev.
Geo. Forsyth ...Dr. G. YV. Stoddard and wife of
Belfast were in Bucksport visiting friends on Saturday of last week. YY’o also saw C. Y\r. Haney,
your

popular clothier,

as

he

passed through

town

for Penobscot....Mrs. Ellen Godfrey a
distinguished vocalist of Philadelphia has been
spending the holidays in Bucksport, at the residence
of her father, S. P. Hall, esq ...A grand temper-

en

route

meeting was held at Emery’s hall on Sunday
The congregations are rapidly increasing in
size and many young men are signing the pledge
and becoming members of the reform club. Probably no town in Maine has a more intelligent and
ance
p.

m.

effective temperance force than the town of Buck,
port. They deter?# a hearty support and great

hit it.
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in tin-,

Hon. (J. (J

Libby,

El-

B. Merrill,
Roberts and Miss Francenu A. Berry,

both of Stockton.
In Stork ton, Dec. 28th, by (J. C. Roberts, Esq.,
E. Page and Mary R. Dickey, both of Stock
ton.
In Stockton, Dec. 28th, by C. C. Roberts, E>q
Henry \V. Davis and Mary M. Page, both of Stockton.
In Senrainont, Jan. 1st, by Rev. J. P. Simonton,
Mr Sidney »J. Moody and Miss Dora E. Moody,
both of Li’ncolnville.
In Monroe, Jan. 1st, by D. S. Flanders, Esq., Mr
George Hustus and Miss Alzada Evans, both of
Monroe.
In Swanville, Dec. 31st, by A. E. Nickerson, Esq
Mr. David E. Seeking of Swanville, and Miss Mary
F. Roberts of Brooks.
In Red field, Iowa, Oct. 13th, Mr. II. L. M assure
and Miss Phebe E Du Eli of Centreville. Indiana.
In Camden. Dec. 28th, John A. Boardman and
Miss Ella C. Uphani, both of Camden.
I:i St. Ge*»rge, Dec L9th, T,*»ri»n M Williams of
South Thomaston, and Mis* Celia Haskell of St

Tyler

Gfenurailtua.

Journal thus relates the experiences
Searsp >rt Ciptiin in Borneo—
Benjnrmassin, or B mjarin isin, as some auth >rities spell it, is a priucip uity and river >n the *ut:i

Carver beat Mr Graham at pigeon sbooth g
E .giuiui,
hursda)

Dr
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Vuiinor predicts a mild
aud a backward spring
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Ibidine, tin* first diiver and trainer ot Gold
srnitn Mam. ilictl Dec 30
New 11 imps
i.uve
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i) of them—

ploughing recently
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C ,1. M e’ >mb i'f
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Wilmiagton, Del
(lied

veil known

Frida)

Cattle are feeding in the green fields and pas
iurcs of illkidu Island and Conn< client.
Uou

iceship

G. Russell has declined the chief jusMassacUUsotls supreme Court

VY
ol

me

Senator Hoar delivered a eulogy on the late
President Gai field at Worcester, Friday uignt.

j

VV m G. Le Due, late Commissioner of Agriuie, has been elected member of the National
Society ol Agricult ure ol France
Hun

curl

The endowment fund for the Garfield professor
ship at VY llliams College has reached $35,U0U and
*m,0UU uroie is contemplated
New Orleans

A

vvornau

was

shot dead

Tuesda)

night b) her tour years old bo), whom Bhe had
juot been lnsirueting how to Use the pintol.
The N

York Heraid piiuts nearly a thousand
lives lost at the YTenna theatre tire
appeals among them

w

of the
American

names
*No

The two

Uauy

anu

of the late President Garfield—
are wiih ihetr mother iu CL ve
will return to Williams College after

sous

James,

The)

mud.
the holiua)8.

In the snow storm of Monday snow
depth of about six Inches on a level; but
ills drifted badly and there are many bare spots on
the ridges....Over one half the scholars in the village are sick with the whooping cough and unable
to attend school... .Nelson Turner and son Carrol,
succeed 8. T. Young as traders at East Palermo.
Mr. Young’s lease of the 6tore and premises expired with 1881, Mr. Turner being the owner. The
post office will also change hands_Mr. Abiel
Erskine says that while returning home from a
neighbor’s last Thursday evening, he was fired upon
by some one hidden behind the fence, and that the
bullet whistled unpleasantly near his head. Mr. E.
did not stop to learn who his would be murderer

George.
In Waldoboro, Dec. 10th, Capt. ( has. T. Keen of
Bremen and Clara M. Killer of Waldoboro
In Viualhaven, Dec. 21st, Mr. (.has. 1>. Atherton
and Miss Flora A. Hall, both of Viualhaven.
In Viualhaven, Dee. 25th, Mr. Fairfield Calderwood and Miss Hattie B. Murden, both of V.
In Rockland, Dec. 26th, Mr. Charles D. Wood of
Winthrop, Me., and Miss Mary H. Bird of Rockland.
In Union, Dec. 24th, Mr. Benjamin F. Jones of
Washington, and Miss Mattie C., daughter of J.
M. Gleason, Esq., of Union.

tDlED.
city, Dec. 27th, Emma L. Marshall, aged
years ami 7 months.
In this city, Jan. 3d, Gertie M., daughter of M.
P. and Lucy*Woodcock, aged 11 years and 13 days.
At sea, Dec. 30th, Capt. Charles T. Gilmore of
this city, aged 49 years.
In Norttiport, Dec. 30th, Mrs. Abagail Turner,
In this

14

aged

96

63 years.

In Northport, Dec. 31st, Mrs. Ann Tracey, aged

and 12 days.
fn Searsmont, Dec. 24th,Charles F.,son of Joseph
Moody, Esq., aged 44 years and 6 months.
In Knox, Dec. 31st, Mrs. Albert Palmer.
In Monroe, Dec. 19th, George, son of Sumner and
Nellie Stevens, aged 5 years.
In Monroe, Dec. 25th* Nellie M., wife of Sumner
Stevens, aged 24 years.
In Frankfort, Jan. 3d, Irving IT., son of David
and Maria Curtis, aged 21 years.
In Camden, Dec. 23d, J. C. Davis of Stockton,
aged 60 years.
In Camden, Dec. 25th, George W. Thorndike,
aged 65 years, 9 months and 1 day.
In Thomaston, Dec. 21st, Mrs. L. Frances Russell,
aged 52 years, 4 months and l day.
In Rockland, Dec. 23d, Mr. Fisher Gay, aged 71
rears

W.

There are 1,500,000 cows in New York State and j
average investment, real and personal, in ihe !
dain bu.-iutss is about $(>45 per cow, or over $045,- >
UOU.000 altogether.

Palermo.

ihe

fell to the

The county of D mglass Dakota, was organized
last Winter, *lj) peijury
mere are *200,000 of1
Douglass count) bonds on the New York market.
The bonus are uiterl) worthless

Eighteen young ladies who graduated at the Bos- I
tun Institute ot Tech nolog) last year have found |
lucrative positions as designers in chintz, calico j
years.
wall
or floor
paper

coverings.

Canada speuds $7 tor liquor to $1 for religion,
but her people console themselves with the
thought that they drink oul> about oue fourth as
much per capita as their ancestors.

was.

This winter thus far, has teen a good oue fur
the sheep and cattle in Montana and Dakota—in
all respects a contrast to the last
The snows have
not been deep, and teed is abundant.

Mrs. Alice M., wife of Chas. A. Neal-

Friday last, after a very severe illuess
of a few weeks, aged :17 years. She leaves a family
of live children, the youngest being but two years
old. The funeral services at Union church, Sunday
P- M
Mr. David Brackett, well known in this vicinity as an honorable and enterprising vest manufacturer, has lately disposed of his vest business.
At the last session of the F. W. Baptist quarterly
meeting, hoiden at Monroe, Mr. B. was granted a
license as a preacher of the Gospel. It is hoped
on

number ot )ears ago, (Nil Riley, of Virginia.
hhvi (1 ihe life of a son ot Col Preston au oilicerin
the Hiitish arm)
Col Pn stun died u tew da)s
Ago, und willed $20,000 to Mr. Riley.

In Rockland, Dec. 27th, Adella, daughter of Wra.
P. and Vesta Harding, aged 17 years and 10 m«»s.
In Ro.ckland, Dec. 22d, Allie W., son of Alvin II.
and Lois E. Fogg, aged 4 years and 5 months.
In Thomaston, Dec. 23d, Catherine E., daughter
of Stephen and Bridget O’Brien, aged 19 years, 9
months and 12 days.
In Marlboro, Mass., Dec. 22d, M lss Annie S. Me
Nainara of Rockland, aged 27 years.

SHIP NEWS.

A

—

It took 170

agons daily for the Adams Express
Cotnpaii) to deliver in New York the goods in
misted to its care during the week before Curistmas, each team delivering all da) long
w

_

PORT OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

Dec. 30th, schr. Florida, Gilmore, Boston.
Jan. 1st, schr. Mary Eliza, Bullock, Boston.
3d, schr. F. E. McDonald, Cain, Boston.

spreading to an alarmnig degree all
The pos otlico department at
counti)
Washington has heeu appealed to b> post uiasteis

over

to

COPARTNERSHIP.

protect them from infected mail matter

undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the firm name of Mitciieli.
A Thomas, for the purpose of continuing the business of provision, groceries and manufacturing of
confectionery, at Masonic Temple, High St.

'pHE
1

J. MITCHELL.
W. F. THOMAS.

<

Mrs Cause, living at F orem**\ Los \rg*’o
county. Cal wa»* rt» liveied Dec 30. of six perfectly
formed f. male children
The most remarkable instance of the kiud ever known in the otate

members of her school. This school Is very prosperous under the efficient supervision of Mrs.
Deering, and now comprises about sixty scholars.

The nati mal

c

mv^nGo

of

the socialistic labor

Wednesday, a
party is in session in N«*w York
platform w hs adopted, demanding a revision of «h»*

ham

constitute
wan
|

passed

Nihilists.

the United States
A resolution
expressing sympathy with the Russian

u

ot

“

0 00

8.00.

“

12 00

Latest Fall & Winter Sties

50 all-wool Suits8 50,

“

;i

12 00

-O F-

75 Ulsteretts

100 <loz. Shirts and
150
200

30c., former

price.62c.
pairs Gloves, best qualitx, 50c former price.$1 00
pairs all wool Pants, $2.50, former
price.'..$4 50.

Mil inery l Fancy Goo s!
We have just received

Marked

Way Down!

TO REDUCE STOCK

For

few

ti

stock of

Days Only,

Spanish Lure Ties, Black and White, a large arlety of Ladles and Children’s Collars, silk ■ ndkerchiefs, all prices. Linen llandkerclile (>
Jewelry. Brarelcts from iOr. upwardPerfumer}, Comb«, Brushes, llundglasses, Portemonnales,satchels
Ami many other things whi -a SANTA CL.A s designs as useful presents f,.r i. n lies am I Clil (ren.

CALL ,4T THE

GIVE

PLEASE

FOR BARGAINS.

US

CAL.,,

A

ITacing secuced the services

NEW BOSTON CLOTHING STORE,
II

a

HOLIDAY GOOD!;!

ALL OTHER GOODS

MRS.

E.

M.

of

MATHEWi,

long and favor n>lv known to the ladiea
fatit, we foci confident th.it we can pleat
who will favor us with their patron agi

So

PHCEMIX ROW

II

5

Belall

Mrs. ADELAIDE GILMORE.

AN RFWS BROS

Prrps.

3S

C.

JJ.

announces

&

WHITTEN

that he will begin

FOLKS

a

Mrs

Hail,

I

o
^

course of

DANCES !

in this

Thursday Eve.,

Jan.

City.
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facilities for ah mining in1 tuts o-r ascertaining the
patentability f tmentions.
K. H. EDDY, Solicitor of Patents.
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successful
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person more trustworthy or more capable of securing for them an
early and favorable consideration at tin* Patent Office.”
EDMUND BURKE,
Late Commissioner of Patents.

To the Honorable Court of County Commissioners
for the Count) of Waldo :
Ol’lt petitioners, inhabitants of said County,
huuibh represent that an alteration lu the
JL
road from Vinal llills to Washington Pitcher's in
N 'lThp. rt, in said County, would be of great public convenience. -Said aitiT.iiion beginning at the
foot of the hill near sail 1 Hills; and running ea-tirly
and southern to the pulnie highway near the Pitcher
piaee. And your p, titiom rs pray your Honors to
view the route and make sum alterations as vour

w

E

a

Boston, October 19,1S70.
j
It. II. EDDY, Esq.—Dear sir: Y »u procured for
in
lir-t
me,
18*0, my
patent since then you have
acted for and advi-ed me in hundreds of cases, and
procured many patents, reissues and extensions. I
have occasionally employed the best, agencies In
New York, Philadelphia and Washington, but l still
give you almost the whole of my bu-iuess, in your !
line, and advise others to emplov von.
Yours truly,
DEO RUE DRAPER.
Boston, January 1, ]$&-».—l\rl

a
0

Q)
■->°

oneof the m et capable and
practitioner- with whom 1 have had of
intercourse/'
LH AS. MASON,
Commissioner of Patents.

mav

:;
r

I* 2

TESTIMONIALS.

h

*

J55

sj CO

No. 70 State St., opposite Kilby, Boston,
Secures Patents in tin- United States; also in <ircat
Britain, Prance and other foreign countries. Copies
of the cla.ins of any Patent furnished by
remitting
one dollar.
Assignments recorded at Washington.
A o Agency in the I'nittd States possesses
superior

judgtn .-nt

4

M*;

H~Di)Y,

“Inventors cannot employ
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PATENTS.
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regard Mr. Eddy
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Belfast, I)cc. 49, 18S1.—2w52
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5, 1862,
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consisting of TWELVE LESSONS.
Special attention P genteel deportment. Those
who wish to attend are requested to be present on
he Hrat night.
.1
11 ill! I»,

R.

BABCMtK.

MARTHA

*

Dancing School!

CO

I

Are the Most Effectual Remedy
in the Known World for t tie

PERMANENT CURE
-OF ALT_

CHROMIC

direct.

Lanc aster and iss others.

WALDO ss.
County CoMMissioNKiiS’ com’,/
Dcrt'uilu r L\ nn, A 1>. lt\>l.
)
On the foregoing petition, Ordered, That, tiu*
Coiintx Commissioners' meet at the house of Vinal
Hills, in N-ii thport, on WiMlnes*ta\, the 8th day of
February, 1**2, at ten o'clock i L ie fop n ion, and
thence proceed to view the route set forth in the
ST A T L OF MAIM;.

petition, immediately after u hich it -<oin convenient place in the vicinity, a hearing of the p tidies
ami their witnesses will be iiatl, and stich further
measure- taken i.> the pi ini-.
is the Commissioners sh til judge prop. r.
I it i- furtIn r ord* red.
A
That notice of t!,e time, place ami purp *se of the
C *mmisai 'iit rs’
ic. ting af- n-sai-l, in- given to all
r -fed. by
r ing an
persons an*! * t»rpor.iti'ii.s 1
attested copy i*f -aid pi tit i n with thi-op hr there,
on, upon the T »wn Clerk -f N'orthp *rt, and i»y posting up the same in tliree pnh.i and conspicuous
places in said town, and by p dishing the same in
the iiepuhiic.au J dirn.nl, a 1 nhdiic mwsp iper publi-hed in
lid C"iinty, said pu'nication and *dher
notices to lie thirty days In Civ tin* time appointed
for said view, that all m.ay appear am! In* heard if
they think pP'p* r.
Attest.-—William Reeky, Clerk.
Copy of Petition ami Opn r «d' C.mrt.
I
AttestWilliam Bekuy, Clerk.
-<

jsssrsgor’s

Belfast, Jan. 2,

1882.—1

Belfast Gas

Light Company.

OTICE is hereby given that the annual meeta\ ing of the above corporation, w ill be held at
the office of the Treasurer (at Belfast Savings
Bank) on Monday, January 16. 1882. at 4 o’clock
P. M., for choice of directors and for transacting
any other business that may legally conae before
said meeting. Per order.
JOHN H. QUIMBY, Clerk.
Belfast, Jan. 2,1882.—2wl

Police.

Office <>f iiie .miekiffof WaluhOott, j
mail t»i Maine,
W \Ll>t) ss.. J.11.11 -r\ 2, A. I). Iss2.
)
ins I> TO t.ivi: NOTIC i;,' Hid .tic doth day
i
of Dec
A. D. 1881, a W arrant in Insolvency
was issued mt of the Court of Insolvency ft.r -aid
County <*f Waldo, against tin estate of Ml.UAH
FLYh.of Freedom, in sai l County, adjudged to
he an Insolvent Debtor, on petition «’>f said Debtor,
which petition was died on the .loth day of I) c .A.
D. 1881, to which last named dale interest on claim*
is to l*e computed. That the payment of any debts
ami the delivery and trnn-f r if any property belonging to said Debtor, to him or for ids use, and
the delivery and transfer of any property by him
arc forbidden hy law. That a meeting of the credit-

t r. an 1 if t iscd ns
sa
-iiuate
-l
Ti"uMe- and
Tronic
Weaknesses so common to the bc.-t »f it* sex.
111 bear
all ••'.vr tin- mu try
Thousand- “f la in
witness t the cur dive virtue of t1 Pills. Names
are. prepared
\pres-l>
rpilKV
in<
r Tail t
1 <iir« <•!( >!,
u«

Mi-placements,

v «

<

>

Ovarian

<

furnisheil upon application.

Indorsed and used by

physician-.

i. idie- in the 11m»—t refined circles of soclffy have
pted them a- the best rerned in use far iTrouic
Weaknesses
Many teachers of vocal music, and pul fie singt«» the c.;i t <in
tl'macx of Italy’s
er-. hear witn.
Tonie Pill-, in -tr -ngtln ni c_r the mu-c.ies u wakened
i*\
!a-s al profeai.u-tant use, incidental to t::Lsionals.
‘-■•Id by Oriurifi.-ts or sent by mail lip n r ,,eipt of
Lett rs *e read
price, si p r' \. -i\ it".\e-,
Scud
and aii-wi i''' i b\ a -killful f< male p!u irtj
he icmn'rile mailed
,-w.
r
\
da
a
for
stamp
ill \ i i:u & ( <> ,38 Temple
free.
Addrc-s II i
till.
pi., Boston. Mention this c a r
ace.
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A.

one or more

Notice.
of Waldo
Copxtv,)
State of Maine,
[

Office

of

the

Sheriff

Waldo ss.. Deeemb. r 21, A. L) 1881.)
IS TO GIVE NOTICE, That on the 15th
'piIIS of
I day December, A. I>. 1881, a Warrant In Insolvency was Issued out of the Court of Insolvency
for said County of Waldo, against the estate of
JOHN A. V A SI) E EPS, of Unity, in said Countv, adjudged to he an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of said Debtor, which petition was filed on
the 15th day of December, A. I). 1881, to which last
named date interest on claims is t<» be computed.
That the payment of any debts and the delivery and
transfer of any property belonging to said Debtor,
to him or for his use, and the delivery and transfer
of any property by him,are forbidden by law. That
a meeting of the creditors of said Debtor, to prove
their debts and choose one or more assignees of his
estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency to be
holden at the Probate Office in said Belfast, on the
14th day of .January, A. 1). 1882, at 10 o’clock in
the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
CHAS. BAKER, Sheriff,
As Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said
2wi*
County of Waldo.

Notice of Sale.
license from the Hon. .Judge of
of Waldo, l shall sell
on Tuesday, the 7th day of Febat public
I). 1882, at 10 o’clock A. M., at the resiruary, A
dence of the late ROGERS M. NICKERSON, in
Searsport, two undivided thirds of the homestead
of the late said Rogers M. Nickerson, the same including two undhided thirds of the buildings and
fifty acres of land or thereabouts. Also at the same
time and place 1 shall sell at puolic auction, two undivided thirds of seventy -th e acres of laud situated
iu Swanville, in said County of Waldo, on the westerly side of the r«»nd leading from Swan\ille Mills
to Searsport Village; said land being of the estate
of the said Rogers M. Nickerson, and boundedsoutherly, by land of Eleazer Nickerson, by land of
Nelson Nickerson on the east, of Thomas Smart on
to
Probate for

a

the County
I^UIISUANT
auction,

the west, and by the Greeley farm, so-called,and land

of Reuben Nickerson on the north. I shall also sell
at the same time and place all the personal property of the said deceased, Rogers M. Nickerson, consisting of mowing machine, horserake and other
things and articles of gem ral use.

JAMES M. NICKERSON, Executor.
Dated Jan. 2, 1882.—3\vl

Positive Cure for Cidney & Liver Complaints
and all Diseases rris1 ag th

a

Messenger’s

BANNER

)

of said Debt »r, to prove their debts ami choose

assignees of his estate, will be held at
Court of Insolvency to he hoiden at the Probate
Office in said IJelfast, on the 12th day of January.
A. D. 1882, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
t HAS. MaKKU, Yuri It,
As Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said
2wl*
County of Waldo.
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A Druggist has Sold over 1,000 Bowles.
Kockl\M>, Mk., April; » 1881.
I have sold over one thousand b« tile* f Elixir
of Life Hoot, and have never found a C*where
it failed to

give

satisfaction.

WM. II KITTB DUE.
Nearly Dead and One Dottle Lured lm.
VN'km kiki.I*. .Mass, March 1 * 1881.
J, W. KrrTKKiMrK. Agent Elixir of Life B pt:
Dear sir:— Having suffered intensely ‘or four
having
year- with di-ensc ot tue Kidneys. afto
During that time tried various m- dieim* without
obtaining relief. I was in-lure I to try a ,'ottle of
your ELIXIH OF LIFE Hoot, and it a »rds me
pleasure to say that one bottle of it completely
ah able
1 recommend it a.- the only
cured me.
iveever
and certain cure for kidney troubles I
ir
mediseen.
1 would add that before taking ycine 1 had become so weak that I was alto C to give
work. Hoping that other.- who 1 ivt suffered
up
like myself may be so fortunate as to ry your
valuable medicine. Truly vour.-.
T F. Me dAIN.
•*!»«:a «pnnci toik
im»
IIZfR IT Ifi is lo t Rl iiL

ONE

DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

Elixir of Life Root Comaiy.
bii'T.
IUI.1E
-WAU. DHL'OGISTs SELL IT. W
j

n. 14 ■

Iyr20

,

!»•*« kM TII.

ALES-'TS!

BOOJi

AGBSTfi!

SUNLIGHT and SHAI'OW
r

:rh; John B. Gong fc-cs
*0o-v9n'

This is t’’o t st hook to mu’ e money on ever oC< *d
^
('-v
It h ie.f' tc t.* 7 bo- k over pula si- <!. ForP
Hum-)-, ami 'IT.-..
lnte-rst it iawh’-outn ixjct Al:n:»tcn»
°Vl'’
£:iv “(/ot fjM’ed
1 veryone lati"’is and cr
’V.
Tens of Thom-inds e-enow waamglor it. Itisthc .oocmin-r
hook tor Agents. C r*4.>i!i thousand in press. 1
vrut 1, men and women. Now is t!»e harvest tin kiclustve
.rr.;c v, and >ve al T nn* riven, f
Semi for rc»lars to
A. It. \>
«L Co., liurt.«i Cwia.
4wl

OApnta

Pecoli'cot R;y dffDiWOannual

of the

stockholdc

meeting
the choice of direetot
THEcompany such
other business

transaction of

Notice of Sale.
to a license from the Hon. Judge of
for the County of Waldo, 1 shall sell
on the 7th day of February, A. I).
1882, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,* on the
ail
the
right, title and interest which
premises,
FRANK D. NT('KER"ON, EDWARD D NICKER
SON and MARY A. NICKERSON, ail of Scar-port,
in said County, have in and to Lite following described real estate, to wit: Three-ninths of the
homestead farm of ROGERS M NICKERSON, socalled, situate in said Sear-port, said homestead
consisting in the whole of lifty-five acres of land,
more or less, with the buildings thereon.
JAMES E. MARDEN, Guardian.
Dated Jan. 2, 1882.—-Uv 1

public

ROOT CUTTERS!
Every Farmer
Fred Atwood,

should have

legally

before them, will be held at Hayft D block,
up stairs, on Monday, January 9, 1882, n °,(*lock
I*. M.
A. 0. SIIUM*. Pres.
4
Chas. E. Johnson. Treas.
Parties having bills against said cojf 'mv will
please present them to the treasurer. 4 *w.V2
1

NEW ENGLAND

HQl|£.

The subscriber announces
1 he has
Ji£u leaseil the New Eoylaml II HM. >■' this
011
rit\. a it* 1 will take eiiuree of tH*
:* •. f»' *• house
!.!•».
!ifj33
E * t •«•«'»**
* will be.
hi
Pl,t
tboroilirbly renovated* j1'
first-elnsaeoinlitioii. Sperial attention ffil'"' Ktven
.her
parto people sttem-in.ir tlie S. .1. Court. Fi
ticular-. will be annouiieeil hereafter.
j
( HAS H. ClP5'1'Belfast, Dec. 29, 1881.—Mtf

one.

Winterport,

6wl

°f this
a,'D the

s

i

as m>

come

Probate
PURSUANT
auction

at

as

DURkTKS. INFLAVIMe'ION OF
THK KLAIIDkR. RUH R III si 1)1 POSIT, t*1EEYnris»i. oispM'sM. mini: o*Kiel. AIMS. INI! ILL III>Y. \sK.-s #i
T1IF l KIN All) ORl.ANS.

DROPSY,

for

Jan. 1st, schr. Emma Hotchkiss, Phillips, Boston.

the

About 500 photographs of arm) officers c muiissio. e t »*y PreMd ut Line In have been rec- ived at
th1* Adjutant G lk-ral's flice in Washington, tu be
used ii. the tli ial repoits ut ti e late war.

Deering, superintendent of the East Jackson S. $.,
was presented,on Christmas, with an elegant Bible
as a token of the esteem in which she Is held by the

“
“

SAILED.

Small pox is

that success may attend him in his new lield of labor-The Sabbath School concert, mentioned last
week as to occur on New Years eve, Is postponed
for one week. It will be held in the Grange hall,
and il is expected that the children of the Cong. S.
S. will assist in the exercises.Mr,. Geo. VV.

....Mr. Beni. Knoules last week sold a line Durcow to Chas. II. White, of Thorndike, for $75.
...Work has been resumed In the Page mine.
It
is now proposed to take out a tou of the ore and
phip It to Portland to be tested.

city. .Jan. 1M, by Rev. C. E

bridge J. Rollers'>u and EttaJ. Baker.
in Sears port, Dee. 31st, by Rev. B.

in like a lion and may go out like a rhinoceros.
A
good old lady said she ‘never knew the winter to
rot in the sky."

of his entertaining letters to

6.00,

s

MARRIED.

...

a

Jackson.

you,

was

»iiu44

the Boston

Iv, died

cure

remedy

7l)0 pounder.

of

<MKI>.

FREE OF CHARUE.
This great
discovered by a missionary in South
America. Send a self-addressed envelope to the
Rev. Joseph T. Inman, Station f), Xew York City.

will

>.; F. W

ie.

D

$3.00 §3.50

To all who are suffering from the errors and in.
discretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay, loss of manhood, &»*.. 1 will semi a recipe that

follow-

II iley, S. D ; G. W. Crockett,
K Iley, s. s.; George White, M ir-hal;
C. W. Trevett, Cn ipl tin ; J. B. Me Derm * tt, Tyler.
sj.ice writing the first par
igr.iph we have had
a r mgh wil I snow storm, but whether it will make
goo l sleighing ivm tins to be seen.... January comes
J

$.j.0og6i)0

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Ige, M isouic, were installed by l* i-t M ist t L. D. Curtis, on Friday
•veniug I ist : D. \f
; "pene.er. W. M ; E. Element.
'V
M A Snow, J. W.; N\ E. II ill, Treas ; J. L
ers

H37
45§50
SO/jOc
8g8S

9c; Worcester county, 12>i§13VK<i«;s—Fresh lot-*, 30331c; eastern, 29g30c; New
York and Vermont, 28329c Canada, 27 3-8c; west
eru, 2fi«27c; limed, 22g23e; nearby stock, 33c and
upwards, as to freshness, suitable for table use.
New laid eggs always sell outside of current market
rep >rts, at 35c ¥ dozen, more or less, as to quality
and freshness.
Beans—Hand-picked pea, $3 35 §3 45; mediums,
$3 3533 40, yellow eyes, improved, $2 8533 ¥ bush,
red kidneys, $2 7533.
Potatoes—Choice Iloulton rose, prolific and
peerless at $131 05 ¥ bush; Jacksons, 90c, silver
dollars, 95c3$ 1; Chenangoes, 85390c; early rose,
New Brunswick stock at $3 ¥ bhl.
APPLES—Snow apples, $333 50; Baldwins, $2 50
.$3; greenings, $2 50 33 50 ¥ bid. No. 2 Baldwins,
$! 7632; spys, $3 25§3 75.
Hay and’Straw—Timothy i* quoted at $21322
¥ ton, the latter being called an extreme price; medium hay to ordinary, ranges from $14320 ¥ ton,
including line hay. Straw is dull an.I quiet, and is
quoted at $17 ¥ ton; oat straw, $9310$/ ton.

pipr la-t week, was taken sick the 2<)th
nit- and died t!ie 11 i.
The funeral servie.es were
held it his 1 ite residence the 24th. .Ian. 1st the re

1 notice in the Journal main little items concernthe doings of web fecL(shipmi*tcr.->).
Allow lm
1 came nslioiv from the bar*.
tell a little r?t«»ry.
Edward lvidder, eighteen months ago. .Soon alter
1 came home 1 conceived the idea •»I
aiding a porker, and bought of Mr. John Carr, keeper of our
Dee. gstn 1
poor farm, a three mouths old pig.
killed that porker when twenty one month* old,
and it weighed O'JJ Ins.
Have \«»u any acquaint
ances among the webfeet trine that ran' be .i thal ?
I also soon after 1 got home bou^ut a f >ur years
old colt after Plynmutii Boy, raided by Mr. T»\ itciiel of Jackson
1 have $luo luat says there is not a
euit of nis age between Camden and
Bu«:k>p >rl
that
can
Perry
get to him on the road. If a Journal reporter happens to be
pissing here and will
call in 1 will show him as nice looking a stable as
there is in the county, and as good a p lir of n no \s
and a cow. Also another porker ju-u. oegun for a

one

10§12 Wood, hard,
12gl4 Wood, soft,

tb,
tb,

$5 00, former price $8 00

100 Ulsters

Round Hog #' tb
Straw V ton,
$6.00s8.00
12 314
Turkey V tb,
Veal W tb,
3o
Wool, washed. W tb,
27 Wool, unwashed, & tb, 27

in your

master—

$1.30§l.t>0

common to good, 17321c; ladle-packed. 25
328c; do fair to good, 17321c; do common, loglGc
V fb.
uiikf.se—Fine stock, l.’S'c; factory, 12>igl3c;
fair t-» good, llgpi^c; skim, 339c; western factory, 12313c; fair to good, 10i2'§11‘qc; common, .Vj

in Ar

a new

LambSkins,

O3O

33340c;

horses

an

$10.00§15.0o
B§7

Market.
Saturday, Dec. 31.
Butter—Western, 38g40c; New York state, 35g
37c; Franklin county (Vermont' dairy, 32a33c; fall
made, 27g31c; New York lots, fall made, 27330c;
common to fair, 20g23c; western creamery, fresh,

John Mur Ii, in A. E. Fernald’s
bull ling.... Dr. M m ter, whose death wareported

irtimne:

Jesus, H irryCarley; Consider the Lilies, Toplady,
'liss Etta O. Morrill; Looking for Jesus, Alice
lardy, Alice Webster; Glimpses of Jesus, Marion

l

a

ler in town.

Bias,

Journal Is In receipt of the following from

l

nil

from Norfolk for
The

A story is told of a spring
impregnate l with iron, that

PRODUCERS

Mutton tf'tb,
Oats#'bush,
Potatoes,

at the corner of Main and High streets, Bel hst,
and have just returned from Boston with he

-BEGINNING-

Boston

closing their eyes and drawi ng pigs
St lading ere *t in the il »nr ail die
iftern *oa is not
pleasing p istime....O;ie of tile
'-i arts, recently come to
light again, U to aim nt

two

100 Overcoats

Pierce’s

RETAIL MARKET.

their suites.

on

stove water

so

Hides #' tb,
Lamb^tb,

Millmsry Estab'l bi it of
Mrs. II. II. McDONAlll),

"r

Beef, Corned,
tb,
#1.20
SgiJ Lime* libl.,
*20 Oat Meal #" tb,
5
Butter, Salt, & box,
83 Onions #* lb,
Corn ^ bush,
3,V34
83
Kerosene
Corn
Cracked
bush,
Oil,
tf'jcal., 14320
83 Pollock
Corn Meal
ft>,
bush,
3>* 34
14 316 Pork ^ th,
Cheese V tb,
11312
1.75 Plaster & bbl.,
Cotton Seed V cu t.
$1.00
Codfish, dry, & tb,
5g6 Rye Meal, W ft».
11
Snorts
#"
Cranberries ¥ qt.,
$1.30
ewt.,
§14
Clover Seed,
tb, 1*23*21 s Utfar #"11),
8^310>a
40
Flour W l)bl., $8 50 §10.00 Salt, T. I., V bush,
H. G. Seed W bush, $3.35 S. Potatoes #" tb,
5^36
13 gU Wheat Meal, W tb, 4Si 30
Lard V lb,

f irbidJen their

da\s, ship robing and .straining v ery heavily and shipp.ng large
quantities of water oa deck; 23 l. lit. 34 37 N. ion.

NK, lasting

Geese

of the water, have first class shoes grow
their feet. Such a spring would lie highly prized
here if the snow does not come s »on _V class of
twelve am iteurartists were to be seen in one of our
schools last week. Their eff>rt i.i the fine arts was
not o-m-i lered a success by the teacher, and he has

..

Christmas song, Mrs. E. Godfrey; The Birth of
Jesus, Hattie Hardy; The Christmas Story, Elsie
Montgomery, Olive Lowell, Fannie Ginn, Alice
'lay, Grade M ♦ntgomery, Georgie Bucknam; Child

that is

is

35g75 Flay W ton,

Etf^stf'doz.,
Fowl V

PAID

IN-

See Our Prices.

YOUNG

PRICES

Irietl, t? tb
5g6
Beans, pea,bush 3.0033.25
Medium $2.50<j3 00
"
Vellow-eyes 2 00 s2.30
Butter V tb,
22325
Beef
tb,
038
50300
Barley W bush,
Cheese W lb,
12 314
10 312
Chicken
tb,
Calf Skins V tb,
12#
12«14
Duck *? tb,

teacher.

them.

W and

Apples W bush,

was called.The school in Dis. No. 2. unthe instruction of II. E. Abbott, closed last
week. Mr. Abbott is a native of Tremont, a graduate from Buck-port Seminary, and a first-class

Park, Superintendent, desires to extend the thanks of the society t<>

to

PRODUCE MARKET.

Brown

the programme and Mr. F. II.

etc

rr,HE subscribers beg leave to inform theti izens
1 of Belfast and vicinity that they hat pur*
chased the

Ready Made Clothing

By C. H. 8argent, No. 8, Main Street.

der

Win mtt’OKT.

—

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Correcteu Weekly for the Journal.

eve-

•.

The singing <d the “Empty Cradle” by Lora, the
little five years old daughter of Mr. E s. Cyphers,
was a feature **f the entertainment.
Much credit G
due the committee of young ladies who arranged

fro!ii N

Saturday

unavoidably postponed fora few weeks_A
number of our captains who are engaged almost
i exclusively in the coal canting iiadc, have placed
their vessels in winter quarters, and now propose
!
t" enjoy the pleasures and comforts of home for
the next two months.King David’s Lodge F. A.
M., Installed the following officers Monday 2d lust.,
the Installing officers being Rob’t W. Perry, D. D.
G. M.; J. S. Crehore, W. M.; E. P. Hahn, S. W.;
E. M. Coleman. J. W.; Orlando Stevens, Treas.;
David Howe, Sec.; N. I). Ross, s. D.; Asa Pitcher,
J. D.; W K. Duncan, Chap.; Geo. S. Ames, Marshal; Frank Duncan, S. s.; J. F. Remington, J. s.;
F. F. French, Tyler.
A bountiful collation was
provided, and the eveniug was passed in a social
manner, with speeches and music. The Lodge proposes to hold sociables the coming winter, on the
same plan which pi ovud so
highly successful last
whiter.Rev. C. P. Noah, Unlversalist, preaches
very acceptably to the people here every alternate
Sunday. His second year of labor is nearly closed.
..Mr. Shepherd Harwell met with a severe accident last week.
While splitting wood in the woods
the axe slipped, splitting his foot open
Dr. E. F.

The exercises consisted of songs, recita
and declamations, and wort* very entertaining.

Ship Lucy

on

Lincolnville. Our stage drivers are having a
hard time.
It must be, as one said, “the winter of
their discontent.”.The dramatic entertainment
which was to have been given last Monday, has

concert.
lions

surprise party

been

turned

anticipated

a

marks, designs, reissues,

House.

Searstm nt

•Iorris & Ireland safe has been received, which has
side of the great island of Borneo. I have giv.u
lividu.il compartments, to be placed at the disshort accountsof the principal countries 1 h tve
passed in my voyages which have been
p isal of guests-Barkentiuc J. W. Dresser, Capt.
aeeeptable t»
many Journal readers (at least so they have told
drown, arrived in New Bedford, last Saturday with
me and written me), a d
although I never was in
ruano from Orchilla Island.Rev. M. W. Prince,
Borneo, one of my friends, Capt. Nic.bolis of Sears
of
in
took
his
the
principal
Bucksport Seminary, preached
port Me.,
ship, the Pliineas Pendleton,there,
•l.thodist church on Sunday afternoon.The and gave me many points concerning it. His ship
was the first of the American fleet that had been
Iigh School began on Monday, Mr. E. C. Wood- seen there by the present generation. She was too
ward, principal—Miss Lizzie Wheeler, assistant.
large to sail up the river, and so he had to leave her
at auchor some distance outside, and go up in his
...Mr. E. P. Walker, of Yinalhaven, and Messrs.
own boat.
There was no other
Tno
Proctor & Taylor, of Portland, are In town this ! journey up and down took two orconveyance.
three days.
His
ordered
him
to
after
their
in
his
several interests
this
consignee coolly
week, looking
bring
ship up,
he was chartered for Benjarmassin, and to Benjar!
vicinity.The ofli *ers of Massasoit Lodge L O. massiu he must come.
My friend was no fool, and
>. F. were installed on Monday evening by K. U.
| politely told him that his ship was chartered todisduney, I>. D. G. M., of Belfast, and others, who ( charge her cargo where she Could lie afloat at all
times of tide and the consignee must send lighters
‘•tine across the bay in a small boat.
The officers
and ballast! This spread consternation all over
ire—Win. M. Lawrence. X. G.; John Rae, V. G.;
the place. No such thing as lighters were to be had,
so they had to charter a brig (the only vessel
Varon Chamberlain, Treas.; Frank Perkins, It. S.;
there),
fill her with ballast, send herdowu, ballast the ship,
Dr. Wheeler, P. S.
1
and take his oil. It was a long anil tedious process,
and the two or three days’ dispatch that was promBucksport. The Churchill Readings on Wed- ised him in New York wnen he
innocently signed
|
the charter party, turned into a cool two or three
of
last
were
flue
and
week,
nesday evening
very
or hot ones rather.
He
bound to Man
weeks,
was
Irew a good house—The watch meeting services
ila, and he knew it would be as much as his life
it the Methodist church on
was worth to go there wihout a clean ’*111 of health.
Saturday evening were
There were no authorities, no doctor to give him
well attended and of a very interesting character.
one; so upon -his application for that document they
.On Sunday evening, at the same church, was
sent him down a man-of-war to inspect his crew,
and charged—1 don’t exactly recollect what, but I
riven the Christinas concert adjourned from the
think about two or three hundred dollars! I am not
ms
on
account
of
the
lire
A
previ
alarm.
Sunday
so sure that he paid it
though! I am writing this
Settees
trge congregation was in attendance.
for the benefit of ship-owners and
capt tins who
were placed in the aisles, and every square foot of
may think of sending a large ship ti Benjarmassin
with
the
idea
that
they are going to a little paradise.
room was occupied.
The following is the pro-

V

turn in

r

Freeman MeGilvery Post No. 3b, G. A. R., elected
the following oili -ers at their regular meeting rueday evening: J. W. Black, Commander; E. B.
Sheldon, S- V. C.; E. J. Wen* worth, J. V. C.; F. A.

iii

Selection,choir; Prayer.G. W. Herbert;
-inging, school; Bethlehem Pictures, Infant class;

lingers....C ipt. Andrews, who has been
from China on a two years leave of absence,

Home

•sill

Capt. Drew, in

louse

l Miss

au

schooner

new

to return and work

second Jury.
Albert 1
Mudgett, Belfast,fore
nan; V C Ivui^hts, Unity, Robert Killman, ProsP‘» l, Win. H Lassell, Searsinont; Wales L. Miller,
i.Mf i-t; J ts«»u W. Marden, Stockton; Oramel Murray, M ‘.itville; H .ratio 1*. Marr, Swanville; Fred•riek J*. M ">dy, Liucolnville; Win. U. Pillsbury,
s'.ntiport. Charles Parsons, Thorndike; T. A.
Vorlhing, Palermo.
si ‘’I-:UNumlrariks. Jordan W. Coombs, Belfast,
i-rank H. Park, Se irsport; J. ('. Rose, Brooks;

lie p lid.

each mast.

the parties who were to receive the lumBaltimore attach the vessel for $10,000.

is

tra

taking aeeount of stock.... Peer are som c ises of
the pink eye in horses rep »rta l in this town, but it
is Ii »ped they are of a
mild type.George A.
Veym mill, on complaint «f R »dn *y Johnson, of
Pittsfield, for assmit, was before Justice Rich, on
Friday. Piead guilty an 1 lined $1 and cost, which

kind in the St ite.

C. R »berts

full set **f

First Jury.
re-Tge Allen,

month.

and Mrs. Joseph Banks, of Poor's Mills, Belfast, celebrated the tlfteenth anniversary «>f their
wedded life on Friday of last week. One hundred
and twenty live of their friends an 1 neighbors wer
present, and the occasion was a verv pleasant on.-.

a

is

Judicial Court. The January term
>f this Court began in this city on Tuesday, Judge
Chas. W. Walton, presiding. This is the first term
Judge Walton has held here for about ten years.
Miss Cornelia Pulsifer is the reporter. There are
about forty eases marked for trial. Prayer was offered by Rev. Wooster Parker. The following are

steamers, valued at £1,135,700, are running in Maine
waters.Y semi-annual dividend <»f 2 per cent.,
amounting to *10,00.), has been declared by the S.tu
1 is

>

our

BARGAINS

ineky in the
the first rank
«»t labor in the

running two hay pressa large amount of hay
lers are now very busy

bo called
building
the Edward L. Warren, she is named by Mr
Abner Warren who presented the vessel with a

<’.

*!i.

The

supreme

steamboat Notes. The steamers were making
their landings at Bangor up to New Year’s_
Steamer Lewiston, having been thoroughly repair
ed, is now on the route between Portland and Ma
chias-The steamer Katalulin will probably b
hauled oft'the route between Bangoraml Boston
about Jan. 13th, forrepalrs. While the abore named
steamer is oft', the steamer Cambri Ige will maketwo trips per week-One hundred and twelve

an

destroyed,

$20

now

at

r

>»

ager.

ford S S. Co.,

clothing

wen*

About

Baltimore, has been libeled for $10,WO for
the non-performam-e of charter.
The schooner
io<*k a load of hay from Belfast to Savannah. The
•apt tin got a Boston commission merchant to get a
On arrival at Sacargo <*f lumber for Baltimore.
vannah the captain says he heard nothing from his
•mimission merchant so sought his own cargo. It
appears the Boston parties <lid procure a charter,

c.mty will regret to learn
tlu* death of John II. Murray, the well-known eir
<'U« manager, which rook place in New York last
week. Mr. Murray first entered the show business
when he was 20 years of age, and worked his w:u
of Waldo

l

an

general a'arm.

a

of

hin t ...Some

'ii

is

Saturday evening, and were married at the Congre
gational parsonage, by Rev. B. B. Merrill.

iI

Stockton,

American Inventions and American Mach
principal markets ot the world hold
Not withstanding the high price
United Stabs, the products or' our
ski'I-d artisans and improved machinery compel*
uc e.-stully with those of the ill paid labor ot
Europe, wherein thousands of cases ihe machine*
•'Tiployed are the result of American ingentuty
Uli- awards at the great International Expositions
Paris and Vienna are only enforced tributes to
the superiority of the inventive and mechanical
g* nius ot our comparatively new land, which als
furnishes bread and meat to myriads of our 0:d
VV< rl*l brethren
Vet while some of those who originate much
hat is readily grasped at the world over, for i»s
manifest excellence and utility, realize immenreturiiN for their skill, there are other inventors to
whom th** road to fortune proves a difficult path
While our parent laws are more liberal, and af
tord a better protection to inventors thau those ot
am other country, there is much in
having an in
venfion properly placed before the Patent (’*un
The immense volume of husiics*
missioners
fra sacted in that department requires that th*
solicitor for a patent he able to give his clbit
information as to patentability, conflicting claimmd other obstacles such information as none biu
an expert can. give
To inventors, we would commend Mr R H
Eddy. 76 State Street, Boston, as a leading aid
in st successful solicitor of patents : one who. from
istwoscore rears’experience and his familiarity
with the laws atid’echnicalities in this and foreign
c* untries, is most competent to advise them in re
gard to American and European patents, trade

T1

OSTON CLOTHING STOEIj

montu....

Se.yuhmoni. The firm "f Dickey, Brown A Morse,
a ood workers, are
receiving-ample orders, ami the
indications are luc-y \\ iii iiave a good mu "f business.
The firm has been unfortunate, having been
twice burned out. Mr. W. M. Brown, a member of

a

at

now

1880.

people

The

up stairs fur

Frederick,of Belfast, Capt. Geo. Ames,

•h. Wm.

reported $5(5,233,

l"vl, and

cupboard

which belonged to Miss (’oilier, ivh
ping there.

1879,
reporting that the
uncollectable. R >11 of accounts amountF

a

tion of

wai

collected In the tax

to

went

without

•vortb of books

C ollector Carle

ing b-$G:to.b7 passed.
04

Libby

oook, and dropped a lighted match. The contents
»! the cupboard took fire, when the little girl closed
Hi door and alarmed the house. The lire was x-

good attendance every

a

wagoning.V. II. Clark
s i.i this
vicinity. He h

Mr. W. B. Sawyer is forming a company of boy
cadets here, aud if suifi -lent encouragement is received, bids fair to hive one of the finest military
of th

with

From four to six inches of sn nv fell on Sunday
fight an I M >n l ly forenoon, but there was so much
wind with it that it is now neither sleighing nor

from

Levi Merithew has been making some large,
lately. He sent 1300 lbs. by
steamer K itahdin Monday, consigned to tiostnn and
New York dealers.

organizations

held,

ly

fears

Mr.

La<r spring each town was requested to have * n- !
There was a slight fire at the Methodist parson
rolled all able bodied men between the ages of l> I
age on .Sunday afternoon. A little daughter of
and 45 years. The full report has just been published.

Alonzo CoffinS. D.; R. S. Rich, Jr., J. I>
There
be a public installation and picnic supper on
Thursday evening Jan. 12, 1882. The Lodge is in a
prosperous condition. T.ieir meetings are regularwill

catches of smelts

moil.

Kev. Mr

following officers were elected: Joseph H.
drown, W. M.; J.
Tilton, S. \V\; G. II. Rich, J.
W.; D. A. M ‘Maims, Trans.; Benj. Ames, Sec.;
The

Next Sunday morning the subject of tile serin *.i
by the pastor of the Cougregallon.il church, will be
“Pile Deliverer.” In the evening “Striving.”

sermon.

lu California the weather has been excellent
for all farming purposes, and, with ample rains to
start the grass and to wet the ground for plowing,
the farmers in that State are greatly encouraged
Throughout the West the weather has been ven
favorable
Scarcely any winter yet verv little
frost in the around, and winter wheat sliil grow
The plant is now said to be in a position of
ing
o-mparativa safety against the rigors of aiuter,
and the f -uudation for a good crop next year has
already pri greased very favorably.

Thorndike. Unity Lodge No 58 F. and A. M.
held their annual election on Thursday Dec. 29th

Bark American Lloyds, Capt. Whitmore, from
Progresso, Mexico, for New York, put into Key
West short of provisions.

Missionary concert in the evening. ...The subject of Kev. Mr
Goodctiough’s Sunday evening lecture at the I’nl
vt-rsali.-K church will be “Now.”-Baptism last
Sabbath at the .Methodist Episcopal church. Kev.
E Cunningham preached an able New Year’s ser

dry goods dealers

our

Rev. F. J. Haley’s discourse at the Methodist
church next Sabbath, will be from the text “What
Lacii I yet,” Matt, xix, 20.

This is the week of prayer
the North church, will preach
>rulng from the subject—“Care for

temperance

first appearance there about 18 years ago.

Searsport vessels has paid a dividend
of 82 per cent, on the original cost since the. 21sl
day of last September.
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same

Ph'i-nix L ige, <*f this
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McMahan, same town.
'1
*k. l-!-*-i.*oro, t wo lots, one to Geo.
F’a.aidc.i, an l one to Laura I’. War-

P

D

1

Henry T.

Mar
siuioa and Arthur Con

town,

-ame

B- fa-t..

C

Frankfort,

any, to Geo. W. Clark, same Town. A. L.
Lio.Tty, to Oris S. Wing, same town. David

P

ception

Notes.

Curitcn
Kev.

column.

Saturday nights.

Capt. David Nickels left Monday on strnr. Katahdin for New York, to take command of ship Lucy

ment

All places of business in this city, with the exception of the clothing dealers, w ill close their stores
at S o'clock r. M., during the w inter, with the ex

Speeches

iuntv, for the
ur I ti.. i l-Fr.- l K. W 'rihing, Palermo,
Frar.k i. W othing. same town. Julia \. WorthP
n >. to Frank E. Worthing,
mu* town.
to-

1

F. Thomas,recently in trade near the foot
of Main street, in this city, has formed a copartnership with Josiuh Mitchell, and may be found at
the latter’s store in .Masonic Temple.
It makes a
strong and popular firm. -See their notice in anoth-

of

Jan. 10th.

Plaisted.for some reason unknown save
to himself, withheld the name of Crosby Fowler as
commissioner for Waldo county. His confirmation
was assured as the council promtlyconfirmed all
Fusion appointments in Fusion counties. Mr. Fowler has made a good ofti ial and is satisfactory to the
liepublicaiis, as shown by the large number of
names from that party ou his petition for
appoint-

summer.

visit to friends

The lodge of Good Templars here will give a reception to Worthy Chief Templar T. R. Siinonton,

Governor

Mr. W.

on a

JXTES'W

The proceedings of the city council «f Charles
ton, S. C incidental to the death of President (jarfield, embracing resolutions and speeches by the
aldermen at the time of their adoption, have been
handsomely bound and a copy will be sent to Mrs
Garfield.

German immigration promises to be even greater
Pierce, A. E. Nickerson, John W. Lang, James
"in 1882 than it has been in 1881
A Berlin corres
Wallace, Cyrus Dolloff, George Sweetser. Voted
pondent stateB that 4000 tickets have already been
to hold the next annual fair Sept. 26th and 27th,
issued for passages on vessels bound from Bremen
Tuesday and Wednesday, 1882....The stream and At this country in the spring, and that an equal
pond was clear of ice last Saturday....Diphtheria number will sail from Hamburg
is again In town. The family of Sumner Stevens,
The steamer West Point, lying at West Point,
father, mother and son were all taken at one time. on York river, Virginia was blown np by an ex
The mother aud son tiled leaving Mr. Stevens and
plosion of kerosene, on Tu sdav, and entirely de
a young baby.
They are recovering. Over fifty stroyetl. Nineteen persons were killed The boat
as set on tire,
and after drift tug two miles,
deaths in this town caused by diphtheria since its
parted amidship and went to pieces.

there.

third story of the foundry
building and will be connected with the ground
floor by an elevator. The room will be piped for
steam heating and will be very desirable quarters.

Mayor Woodcock and family have the sympathy
of the community In their affliction caused by the
death of their daughter, little Gertie.
The little
girl never fairly recovered from the scarlet fever

er

for Washington D. C. Friday,

work room will be in the

—

ia\c~

-f

*

this?

Wharves. Woods & Co. have loaded with hay for Boston, sells. Emma Hotchkiss and
Minetta
Bcnj. Hazeltiue has loaded with brick
and hay sells. Florida and F. E. McDonald for
Jacksonville.

of last

Ship Win, McGilvery, Capt. Norman Dunbar, arrived at Liverpool, Eng., Dec. 24th, from Singapore.
Miss Annie, daughter of Mr. W. F. Black, left

Mr. Isaac March is getting his machinery ready
for the manufacture of ships blocks. Next week the
company will be fully perfected and work begin.
The company has work already engaged.
The

Along tiie

t

etc.

ream,

■

beat

The sewing circle of the Methodist society, will
meet with Mrs. F. J. Haley, Thursday afternoon.

particle of snow in this vicinity, little or no frost
i»i the ground, vegetation was growing, and the
grass as green as in April. The next morning,
however, a fall of snow, accompanied by strong
winds, indicated that at last winter had set in.

—

Unit clerk in the general
i:.
la*»-1*>i
Hoosac Tunnel ami Western
: ivr- town four.-lay, to take a p<>“i:
F. 1 F hi. r*»- in the general freight office
•, rg util
I.aki Champlain road at
u, ;>•
ieosuurg. N. Y
\

can

has

The week of prayer is observed here with union
at the Methodist chapel

a

Mrs. Jos. II. Kaler, cf this city, on Saturday,
served up a mess of dandelion greens for her family and visitors. The dandelions were picked in
the open air, of fair size and very numerous. Who

men

meetings every evening

We wish to make a note of the appearance of naand of the weather on Jan. 1, 1882, for the
benefit of the “oldest Inhabitant.*' There was not

The annual reception to Hon W. W Corcoran
of Washington, was given Dec 27 to celebrate his
82d birthday. A number of Senators Represen
tatives and prominent citizens were present

Society

Mr. James B. Swcetser with a gang of
commenced rigging the new schooner.

ture

Mrs. James H. Perkins, of this city, was thrown
from a carriage on Saturday, and was slightly in
jured about the head. The team was overturned
while coming out of the stable.

Monroe. The Waldo it Penobscot Agricultural
held their annual meeting Dec. 28th. This
company has expended the past season $1367 In
premiums, repairing building, itc., and hare a sur
plus of $386 in the treasury above all expenses.
The following officers were elected for the ensuing
year: President, Freeman Atwood; Vice President, Bedlield Plummer; Secretary, E. II. Nealley;
Treasurer, Fred L. Palmer; Board of Trustees,
Robert Mayo, Fred W. Ritchie, Joel Lane, Woodard

Bearsport Locals..

About fifty of the friends of Mr. and Mrs. C. Y.
Cottrell, on the east side, called upon them on Sat
urday evening, the occasion being the fifteenth anniversary of their married life. The china presents
were numerous, and the evening a happy one.

new

...

of short, sham
:»► June hut glummer

sort

Work has begun In McDonald & Brown’s ship-

yard.
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missj.iIJvells.
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Dr. CLARK JOHNSON'S

Indian Blood
<

,

my verdict true ;
1 stuck so long unto my chair, I thought I would
grow in ;
And if l ilo not know myself, they’ll get me there
But

I |§

g5

somehow felt uneasy like, since the first day
l came down;
It is an awkward game to play the gentleman in
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Sunday right-

1. Xeithor government will ever obtain or
maintain for itself any exclusive control over the
said canal; or erect or maintain any fortifications commanding the same or in the vicinity
thereof
■J. In case of war between the contracting par
ties, vessels belonging to either power shall traverse the canal without molestation and pass unmolested to such a distance from the ends of the
canal as may be established
II
Property of persons engaged m the construction of the canal shall be protected by both gov-

:

The

morning
away
bout:
I coolly took my hat and left before the show

^

<

mai.k

of miueon

day

^4

=3
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sets

Sunday suit

But when l wear the stuff a week, it somehow
galls aud frets
I'd rather wear my homespun rig of pepper, salt,
aud gray—
I'll have it oil' iu half a jiff when I get home to-
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ag'in

the court's adjourned for good, and I have
got my pay.
I'm loose at last. and. thank the Lord, I'm going
home to day.
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came

we

had

a

little
was

out

For what 1 said wa6
take offense,
And she was always

I. irer
Diseases. I'ever ,C
A y it e
Itheuniat i s in
J) r o jisy.
Heart
Disease,
liiliousness. Xerrous Debility <(V.

Dyspepsia,

to

I have

rrnjirrties.

deficient-}

In Pl}uline causes Wind and
the food In the stomach. If the mediSouring
cine is taken Immcdlaiel) alter eating the fermentation of food is prevented.
It acts upon the Liver.
It acts upon the kldne}s.
It Regulates the Bowels.
It Purities the Blood.
It quiets the Nervous Sjstcm.
It Promotes Digestion.
It Nourishes, strengthens and Invigorates.
It carries off the Old Blond and makes new.
It opens the pores of the skin and Induces Health)

no

■»

Dre-dcn Xlills, Lincoln Co., Me.

D.-pep-ia

and 1

idige-tion,

and faile i to liud relief until 1 in 1 Dr ( lark d >hn
son’s Indian Blood
rup, which ure itlv benefit'd
>

Miss MARY T. CROCKS.

me.

York, York Co., Me
1 >r.< lark -Johnson's I
n Blood
rup liar- greatbenefited
me
for
iy
Dy-p -p-ia and Dtili u:ty d the
Nervous Svst.-m.
1 would let be without it
J. A
WITH AM.
-•

..

Bingham, Somerset Co., Me.
I have used Dr. Clark do'inson*.- Indian Blood
'syrup for Disease <n the Moniaeh and Liver, and
have been much benetited tlierebv.
Mbs.
lilt IIARDS< >N.

sale of the Indian Blond
syrup it: every town or village, in which j have no
agent. Particulars gtv. n on application.
1>4'*
Agent- wanteu

l«'r

the

onuiaisrs sell jt.

Laboratory 11 West 3fl St., N Y. City.
lyks, MsjT"
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LYDIA £, PINKHARTS
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.
I?

a

Positive Cure
-WT-—■

lor

all those- Painful

Complaint* nnd Weaknesses

best f< male population.
It will cure entirely the worst form of Fern::le Complaints, all ovarian troubles* Inflammation and l ora
;uent
tion, Falling and Displacements, and the c<-?
Spinal Weakness, and is parlieulaily adapted to th<<’hange of life.
It will diss. Ire and expel tumors from the uterus in
an early stage of dev. 1,
ir.cut. Tkc t< 1. 'a: y to cancerous humors there is checked very speedily 1 y its use.
it removes faintness, flatulency, destroys all craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakm ss of the rtomat h.
It cures Bloating, IF-ndaches, N> rVous Fri ‘-ration.
General Debility, Sle -ylessness Depression and Intiiso

common to

our

gostion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pair., weight
and backache, is always permanrnt'.v cured 1 y its u
It will at all times and under a: 1 >•.n-: msta:• x- m 1 in
syst. in.
harmony with the laws that govern the fen.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound is unsur; ars1. d.
LYDIA E. PIN Ik IS ATI'S VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at -'3 and 2. :• v., ,.t m Avenue,
Sent by mail
Lynn. Mass. Price $1. Six bottle or
in the form of pills. also inthe f rm of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers aF letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. JHettf ton this Paper.
No family should be without LYDIA E. FT MO IIA M’S
LIVER PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousness,
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
3
05“ Sold l»v nil Druggists.
lvrlb

to

There Is nothing more painful than tli se
la cm. le r u. v d
diseases; but the
nd
the disease cared by us of
Perry Davis’
is not

cheap • TYnzino

a

Petroleum product t!i: t

be

mu-

Kept

finny from lin* or hent to nuiiil danger
of explosion, nor is it ail untried
experiment that may ilo more harm ( hail

good.

Pain Killer has be.
u
: .tai.- use
for forty years, and th tr iv.: ..1 tesil:.
oay
fr in all par's of tic v. c-i *
[t never
fails. It not only etr -ets a per ..incut cure
but it relieves pain almost lot
t.meously.
Bel :g a purely vegetable r-m'dy. it is safe
In the handy of the in st 1
exp rlenc, d.
The record of cures by the u.
or PainKiller would fill voluin-s. Th- C.
i g
extracts from letters received 1. c.. what
those who have trld It ihir.Ir:
■

Edgar Cady, Owatonna, Minn.,

rr.- --:
Aixiut a year ihico my vote l,.-c c t
dpect
to severe sullenng f
m rhea- c
ftur
rerort was to the 1'jus Kitus,:. v.b
uli'v
reliev ed her.

Charles Powell writes from the Pryors’
Home, London:
1 had b

afflicted three years veil n e- err1 -ia
>i ,aeh. 1 I:.. <Ui-Mrs
estminsp
fo^j ft 1 mu..
u m
air.
I
tried
dev;
your Pain' Killfu. ;.iul A m:-\e
me immediate r lief.
1 In-.,,
-..ined uiv
ati-ength. and ata lrrartUe l.f llmv :.
i.sudl
occupation.
en

th.-it
a?“,v olentBpasmaof
at W
r I

G. H. Walworth, Saco, Me., writes:

I ex:»* rienced inir edi: to u] f Mr m
pr.in in
the Mue by the ute <
icurlhi.N Killkil

E.Yorksays:
I

have used your P ain Kti.; fu f rrh<
and have received proat benti.

umctiFti.

Barton Seaman says:

Have uped Pain Kii.iei: f- r thirty
a’ d have found it a
Jimr./ub,,. ,
rheumatism and lumcDesB.

vf-rs,
Mr

Mr. Burditt writes:

tvJA” «zC^rt?7it<2/river<

111

F.-ive

rf rheum;, tif in.

Phil. Gilbert, Somerset, Pa., writes:
l'r I.n actual upe, I know y.
is the best luedidne 1 can f-r< t.

or

J

ain

Kn.i.r.a

All druggists Loop Pun Killer. Its
price
Is so low that It Is within tim ro.r li of
all,
and It will save many times Its cost in doctors’
bins. 25c., 50c. and si.oo a bottle.

PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
O '-svidonce, [?. I.
1 yr25

STORE FOR SALE.
south china, kknnebk.c county,
Maine, with a full stock of Dry Goods,
Groceries, Drugs, &c., building large, new and
modern, liuilt six years ago, nicely finished tenement in second story, with an addition for storage
on first floor.
Nine miles from railroad station.
The above building is the largest store in the town
of China.
Business $10,000 per vear. Postofflci
in building. No town debt—taxes low. Call on m
address
CHAS. B. STUART, 1>. M.
4w51
South China, Me.

At

WANTED.
FIRST-CLASS CARRIAGE SMITH. Steady
employment and good wages to the rigid
man guaranteed.
Will let shop, tools, and furnisl:
stock on shares If preferred. Reference required
Address
2m4$*
G. WHITNEY, Machias, Me.

A

any

protection by treaty stipulations,

to any other
communications, by canal or railway,
across the Isthmus, and especially to those pro
posed by way of Tehuantepec or Panama

practicable

h ai tiNo treaty in pursuance of the
Furtherde has ever been negotiated.
more, since 1850 the i’adlie coast of the
United States has become the seat of a
great population. As the Panama railroad has been in operation tor years, and
no treaty relating to that line has be< n
proposed, it may fairly be assumed that
the 8th article has lapsed by the common
consent of both governments: and in view
of the largely increased Pacific interests
of the United States, the government at
Washington may properly ask to be released from other obligations assumed
under conditions which have, become obsolete.
Secretary Blaine, in bis letter of Nov.
1!*, to Minister Lowell, presents the following summary of changes desired by
the United States:

My little girl—I can't contrive how it should hap
pen thus—
That (iod should pick that sweet bouquet and fling
t down to us 1
My wife she says that handsome face will some
day make a stir;
An 1 then 1 laugh, because she thinks the child re
sc rabies her'
S: --''I meet me half way down the hill, aud kiss
me any way :
And light my heart up with her smiles when I go
home to day.

I
Kverv part ot' the treaty which forbids tlie
I'nited States fortifying the canal ai.d holding tin*
political control oi it in coj-.ruictiau w:;h the
country in which it is located, to be cancelled
•J. Kvcrv part of the treaty in which Great
Britain and the I'nited States agree to make no
acquisition of territory in Central A mcr ica to remain
in full force
3
The I'nited States will not object to unin
taining the clause looking to the e-tablishinei.t
of a free port at each end <*f whatever caual may
be constructed, it Knglami dc-in < ;t.
today.
4 The clause m which th- two government*
for a joint proagreed to make treaty
More testimony from Kansas is furnished by a tectorate ot whatever stipulations
n! n ight be
railway or
of
the
constructed
at
or
a na. ha- nev»-r
Berlin
is
l‘a
who
correspondent
Tageblatt.
Tehuantepec
t r
lbtravelling in America, and has written his ex- been perfected No treaty stipe
proposed end have been Miggestetl by either party
His difficulty in get
pt rieiice under prohibition.
although citizens of the I'nited States long since
tug ;• glass of beer in one little city iii Kansas constructed a railway at Panama and ire now <-n
It is a
gaged in the same work at Tehuantepec
ceased to be a difficulty when once he was in
fair presumption in the judgment of tin* Frcsi !• id
ituied but his statement concerning Topeka will
j that this provision should be n g.rdc as obsolete
occasion the most surprise—
by the non action and common c •r.sent of the t to
governments.
in Topeka, the capital of Kansas, where the
3
The clause defining the-iC; dic-- from cither
tii \ or and a majority of the people have a preju
end
of the caual wh«re m tiuT of w i,- cup’ ires
die*.- against th«- new law. under the eyes of tiie
might be made by cither beiligercnt «.n ihc i.igu
t* ;i pi*ranee law givers, there is more beer,
whiskey seas,
was left
a1 wine sold than e^er before.
incomplete and the lis’auce u
In proof of this
never determined
In the j-idgment of ih.- !*• *-i
is the fact that a
distillery in the neighborhood of dent,
speaking in the interests of pen fid c >m
*h«* city, which hitherto was accustomed to sue
merce. thi* distance slnei i |>
made s ;d-im1 impend operations during the summer on account of
possible and might with advaid.ige. as a juesii.M
the light detna:.•: fonts products, has been at work
relating to the high seas and oinmen to ail i.a
mght and day this year to keep up with its orders
lions. b(* a matter of stipulation between t' e or*-:tr
Not oniy the Germans, but also the Americans,
powers of the world.
now drink out of spite
At first
against the law
|i '.hen*
wen- attempts to stop the illegal business,
These are all reasonable propositions,
but the trials iu
Topeka resulted in thorough justilied by the circumstances and entifarces
Witnesses declared, lor instance, that they
| had been drinking, not beer, but a new drink. tled to respect fit i attention.
a foam
whose taste and effect they could not
describe, as they were not experts
Local Option
The judges
:t
•-houid try
themselves
In view of these exINTERESTING
STATISTICS
FROM MASSACIICSETT3
all
to
enforce the law have been
periences
attempts
abandoned iu the principal cities
In the state
Nineteen cities of the (..'ommomveahli,
capital the mayor issues licenses for the sale of besides
Boston, have voted by direct bal"lemonade, soda-water and other drinks," at the
lot, “Yes,” and N• >," on tin* question of
rate of £:>o a month, instead of $35 for the regular
license formerly received. That there may be no authorizing licenses for the sale of intoxloubt of the significance of the "other drinks" the
icating liquors.
Eight of them. viz. :
establishments that sell only lemonade and the
Somerville, Newton, Brockton, Haverhill,
ke are expressly relieved from the tax
In
Atchinsou. the most important commercial city of Gloucester, Fitchburg, Lynn, and Newthe Mate, there are TJ saloons in full blast, and
bury port have voted to 11 y i lie experiment
the collector of internal revenue for that district
of local prohibition; the other eleven have
I has issued 7tJO licenses since the 1st of May, while
voted in favor of licenses, but in several
elsewhere breweries and other places have been
H nv
closed without the slightest remuneration to their cases by very small majorities.
owners, who until then had carried on their businearly the public sentiment in these cities
ness under sanction of the law, and with
payment approaches to an even division on the
of taxes and licenses To a "down trodden" Euroquestion is apparent by the following
pean. a condition of tilings by which, under the
statement of their vote.
rule of the same law. in one place the possessions
of a citizen are made worthless, when at the same
Yes
No
tune in the neighboring city more than ever is
-JC»1}
-jr>i)8
Cambridge..
brewed and drunken, seems inconceivable.
Somerville. 373
I j j-j
The bigots have shown their state poor service
Newton.
1.33
1343
in the passage of the new law.
Without attaining
Chelsea.
ss7
iljs
the purpose of an increase of sobriety in the
Taunton.
1337
*7 *>
slightest, they have promoted universal hypocrisy
Brockton.
3Sb
1J31
and contempt for law, and at the same time put a
Haverhill
K33
]!3d
stop to immigration into Kansas, whose eastern
Gloucester. 7o3
so1.*
part belongs to the most naturally favored parts of
Fall River. -J-JJI
||isi,
i tile Union : for the immigration agents, who are
Lawrence. 313s
jN3-s
in the ser-ice of other states at the great seaports,
New Bedford... 1703
I -Jit I
make profitable use of the opportunity afforded
14()*>
Springfield. -J-Jir
lo in
tell
the
Irish
and
GerThey
newly-arrived
*. H.)
Holyoke. 1177
man.-' that a man who drinks a
glass of beer or
10
117 4
Fitchburg.
whiskey in Kansas is sentenced to "six months
Itiiij
Salem. 1710
bard labor
This has its effect, and the immi
*3333
Lynn. 1330
grants go to Iowa or Wisconsin instead, where
Lowell. 3103
3103
< ven
can
his
thirst
as
he
body
quench
pleases.
S37
Newbury port. s?3
But 1 can say to those who would like to try Kan
Worcester.. 3101
3103
sa>. in spite of her
temperance law. that ;n my
travels over the United States, nowhere else have
Total.31 O'*7
\?3 301
| I drank so much beer and wine
It appears then from this statement
Trades Interested in Shipbuilding.
that in these nineteen cities, in an aggre-

i: there's a heaven upon the earth, a fellow knows
it when
He's been away from home a week, and then gets
home airain;
It there's a heaven above the earth, there often.
I'll he hound.
Some homesick fellow meets his folks, and hugs
'em all around.
But let my creed be right or wrong, or be it as it
m ay.
Mv heaven is just ahead of me—I'm going home

|

O.i iiALiNE prevents insanity anti cures
tic fits.
this potato is
the done half, love."

“Darling,
eat

only

Epilep-

half done.

Roach gives the following
regard to the expenditures
made with tradesmen to till his contracts
for the year 1881 :

Anchors.8 9,780 96
Chains. 22,968 42
Boats. 16,650 00
Life Rafts.
6,650 00

Axes.
Deck Lines.
Lamps and Lanterns.
Nautical Instruments.

Flags.
Ringing. Wire, Manilla, Blocks.
Sails and Awnings.

Canvas for Decks.
Plumbing and Brass Work.
Steam Pumps.
Steam Gauges
Upholstery, Bedding. Linen, etc.

Carpets.i.

Silverware.
Stoves, Kitchen and Cooking Utensils.

Crockery

and Glassware.
Gus aud Steam Pipe and Fittings.

Hoisting Engines.

Spars tor Masts, etc.
Paints and Oils.
Joiners' Hardware, Locks, Screws, etc.
Covering tor Boilers and Pipes.
E'eineers'Tools and Instruments.
Drawing Paper. Tracing Cloth, etc_
Cabin and State Hoorn Furniture,
Chairs. Tables. Brushes, Pails. Bis
kets. Cuspadores. etc., etc.
Glass for S tie Lights, Windows, etc
Porcelain aud (ilass Name Plates.

30,200 00
8,200 00
8.670
4.265
1.977
300

00
00
00
00
14,736 00
16.800 00
6,425 00
4.200 00
23 900 00
21,600 00
12,850 00
43,500 00
27.800 00
3.300 00
91,592 64
31.516 60
24,707 40
17.809 60
11,606 41
28,000 00
35.600 00
12.500 00
65.000 00
16.700 00
18.0110(10
it,000 00

3,500

00

15,675 00
5,860 00
2,5(HI 00

8671,310 83
Here are thirty-six different tradesmen
between whom are divided nearly threequarters of a million dollars from this
one shipyard alone. The William
Cramp
<-V Sons’ Co., of l’hiladelphia, do a business that would
give a like favorable

showing.

A dozen yards of the capacity of that
of John Roach & Son, at Chester, Pa.,
would furnish business to tradesmen to
the amount ol' over eight million dollars,
besides furnishing employment to many,
many thousand mechanics. Surely this
showing should stimulate us to legislate
in such a manner as to give a new impetus to shipbuilding in our country. From
tlie tone of the President’s message we
take hope.
[American Ship.
The

New

Cabinet.

The new Cabinet and the old compare as follows :—
Under 1*1-08. Gartield.
Under Pres. Arthur.
Sec. of state, ,1. G. Blaine.
T. F. Frelingimyaen.
See. of Treas, Win. Wltidom. Charles J. Folger.
Sec. of War,
It. T. Lincoln. H. T. Lincoln.
Sec. of Navy, Win. II. Hunt. Wm. H. Hunt.
Sec. of Int.,
S. .J.Kirkwood. S. J. Kirkwood.
I’ost’r-Gcn., Thos. L. James. Timothy O. Howe.
W. MacVeagh. lienj. if. Brewster.
Att’y-Gen.,
At present, three of the members of the Cabinet
are citizens of the three
adiointng States of New
York, New Jersey aud Pennsylvania; and throe
others of the adjoining States of Illinois, Iowa and
W isconsin ; while the
other, who is expected to bo
superseded at no distant day. resides in the South
F *r the second time in the history of t’-e country
'In-re is do Representative of New England in the
Cabinet. Every President except the second Adams
has had at least one New Englander at his council
board. [Boston Advertiser.

vote of over fi 1,000, the majority in
favor of licenses was only dido,
i'ndoubtedlj there lias been a growth in
temperance sentiment, which is reflected
in these returns, but beyond that, this
large vote against licenses in the cities indicates a reaction against the abuses of
the existing system, which leads many
men to vote “No,’’ by
way of protest
against violations and evasions of a law,
which, if properly enforced, they would
approve. [Lynn Daily Bee.

gate

Mr. .John

statement in

|

The

Representative

New
men

Aphorism by a perfectly reckless
and you will ho happy."

belle

standing

invita-

We shall keep

E. Piukham’s Vegetable Compound will
at all times, and under all circumstances, act in
harmony with the laws that govern iIn* female
system
Address Mrs L*. ilia K Pinkham. ‘J33
Western aveuue. Linn. Mass., for circular.

Lydia

The

New

1

have just

returned from

again with

freely

Banging

Save your Doctor’s Bill. When Du Wistar's
Balsam i»r v\ inn Culukv will cure coughs, colds,
bleeding at the lungs, and arrest the fell destroyer,
Consumption, it docs more than most physicians
The use of a single bottle will satisfy the
can do
incredulous that they need look no further for the
required aid.

One Cent to

in

price

from

Thirty-five

Our Prices

There are thousands of people who would give
half their worth to have their health restored.
Do not make any such foolish oilers until you have
tried the Banner Kidney Remedy. “Ki.ixnt of
It cures all diseases ,d ti e Kidneys.
Lil t: Root
Liver and I rinaiy Organs. and costs but one dollar.

A. A. DH'KKY.

\ true cop*.

W. B. MORSK.

hear middle aged people sav. reId cough remedy. X H
Down's Elixir
Why. my mother gave it to me
child,
and
1 use it in my family ; >t
1
was
a
when
Who can name another medic ue
always cures
with such a record as this Di Baxter's Mandrake
Bitters are anothir gold medicine; aid Arnica
and Oil Liniment is just what it is recommended
to be.
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mcnt

yon tp
;t

i.h

it

is

I

(If. lit I.If,
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to

if.

■

18c

to

1

f h eJ3 es t

H'

r»r>e.

Arc

UNDERWEAR
for Ladies and Gents.

All Linen

Napkins

! tom .Vi,-, per dozen

s

superior
Superior
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l:l fiEAD’S M.vdi. ated CORN
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i AST.

1

'•'id
u

g’.V. in
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s

I .no per

rMr" d;■(>■•■: goods in
great varieties,
!: Midi ds of other goods usually
kept
m m ti; st
l.iss ltry (>iiods Store.

and

■

^

5a

their origin to a disordered
state of tlie Stomach and Bowels,
and inaction ot tie.. Digestive Or-

gans, when the

use

of

So no p, S07,imi.

WOiP

the

JAP. WOLF EOBES

AT

L

ot

Blankets !

;

Sciatica. Lumbago,
Backache, Soreness of the Chest.
Gout, Quinsy, Sore Throat. Swellings and Sprains, Burns and
Scalds, General Bodily

and

From 25c to $1.00
“
25c. to 75c.

SURCIBJSLES

Preparation

safe,

-1 N-

shnjtlc

cure

and

Boots,

RUBBERS &

■

••

claims.
I'irecti'>n> in Eleven Languages.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS
IN MEDICINE.

[ have

11

hy the

of these

us

a

ftfiOCCASINlJ

very large assortment. Also

V. S. A.

1 vr (1

mildly purgative

thev

call and see
tor yourselves, Idr 1 shall do
just as 1 advertise every time.
Thanking you all for
your i tail image in the past 1 hope for a
continuance of the same in the future.

THE CURE OF

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness.

*

E. L.

Soro Throe t, Bronchitis

Scaremoayt

Influenza, Asthma,
Whooping Cough,
Croup, and

ViHarge,

>
/

Every affection of fha

s

CONSUL PTDOKl.

Pbysic,

11 venrxs,

( ;

Jaundice,

1

—

er

i—_—

Attorney-CAeneral.

FoflRflry k lacliine Shop!

rl,,iu: BEL LAST FOUND BY AND MACHINE
ataoplsn"* lairly running, and beingequipped

wI

entirely

First-Class Mechanics & Tools,
do work
:,r<‘

our

prepared to
customers direct.

prompt Iv and just

as

BRING

TO

Lowell, Mass.,

A true eopv.

made a specialty. Duplicate
parts or full
nearly till asrricultural implements in use in
vicinity in stock or made to order. Prices will
Jinsmade
low. and we hope and expert to merit and
^
obtain
a liberal
patronage.
POWER WITH ROOM TO RUNT.
C
J. HALL, Leasee
Belfast, March ], 1881.—1*2
n

of

STARTLING
DISCOVERY !
LOST* MANHOOD RESTORED

A victim of youthful imprudence
eausin^ I’renvr
tnre Decay, Nervous
Debility, Lost Manhood, etc.,
having tried in vain every known remedv, has di«
covered a simple self-cure, which he will send

rL»h«m si"'“vlffTrer"*
8t»» >, T.
the.tram

FREE
ad‘,re33 J* H. REEVES, 43
lvr‘3T

Beifast

Book

USING

AND

HAVE

AND

Styles

\ true copy

AT’

VERY 1.0 WEST TRICES.

As tin1 lire sent year for Magazines soon expires,
now is tlie time to have them bound anil thus
pre.
Do not neglect this, and von will soon
serve them.
have a handsome library besides saving your hooks.

Sabhatli School anti other Libraries rebound cheap.
29tf
Itepalrlntc neatly done.
it,/-Work called for and delivered if requested.
Call and see samples and learn my low prices.
It EM EMU EH THE PEACE:
EFT,
(Over Swift’s Shoe Store)
*TH

pci CACT
otLr
nol,

H. H. CORBETT.

Belfast National Bank.
MEETING
THE
TIIKholders
Belfast National
Director.
and the
choice of

STOCK

Bank for the
transaction of anv

other business that may conic letrallv liefore them,
will lie hold at their Hnnklng Boom, ,lan. 10, I ss2,
at 10 o’rlork A. M.
A. IT. BRADBURY. Cashier.
Belfast, Dec. ii. ’891.—3w49.
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I nitiu.

Regi-t,

A.IK ( hu'kf’v store,! uMom Hmum- Square

MAINE,

PHILO HERSEY,

A tty. & Counsellor at Law,
No. l. Harudcn Bloch. Belfast, \U
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Iklf.i.-t, .J.u, 17. t-M
|

GEO. E. JOHNSON.

R. W. ROGERS.

iGHHSQIS & ROGERS,

Attorneys

Law,

at

BELFAST,

MAINE.

C. KILGORE. M.

G.

om,T

(Her

II. II

Johnson A Io.’s Mow.

HIGH STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.
Msiht rolls miMiort'd from hr nfllrr.

COWLES,

P.

M.

G.

D.,

Siiff/ron,

CAMDEN,

MAINE.

P. LOMBARD,

DENTIST
Cornu of Churrh

d*

>

•<

HKLFAST

;.s-

4 AM'

ISAAC HILLS,

SURGEON DENTIST,
No. Ill Main v..

HHfiist,

Mr.

M. 3, ST5LES, JR.,

Land Surveyor and Conveyancer.
Brooks P.O..

JACKSON,

Land

MAINE.

l*i.:(- -t
eying in all it> hr m. li.
vnjiiiivd. ‘did ri.ni-j• i.f
<
n\*‘\ :itn-in_r.
1V« drnrat'-l)
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-ur
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voy* made when

,-d!
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\-uih:i til-,
kind-., U«*nd>.
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«•
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iivited. « •*nv j. nd> t:.
pr m
■
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t ion.

THQ8SBS ik OSBORNE

SAIL

iVEdLlvJLILS,
ANI) UK

VI.KKS

JUNK, PAPER STOCK,

IN

IRON & METALS

Swan & Sibleys Bros.’ Wharf,
ft*~fligh<-si cash price paid
m dais, bones. Jtc.

GRAVES' PATENT
».'»ipro

r.

v

«ir„

•1

__rt

•;iiii;ii^iS33P!i!>

Belfast. M•
-r

old rags,

i-' r*

•.

junk

*,

11 E

eio
ER, late

<<\

>• a

’0

r-port.

the County of Waldo, decoa.-ed, -y giving i.ond
the law directs; -he therefore requests all pri-

in

sons

who

are

indebted

to

said deceased’s estate

»■

make immediate payment, and those vv ho have .m\
demands thereon, t«» exhibit the same f.-i -ettb-niei.t
to her.

<

L \ RIM’S A

B. (

*30.
A. 13. MA1HEWS.
•Mteowh*

Farm
subscriber hereby gives public ;> *ti.v to ali
concerned, that -he has been duly appointed,
and has taken upon herself the tru-t ot \dmniitratrix of tlie estate of
MOSES W. FERCC'-* ».N. late ot lb Hast,
in the ( ounty of Waldo, dee, ased, by giving bond
as the law duvet-; she therefore reqiie-t- all persons w ho are indebted P* said deceased s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
:
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for -ettlen
i A I >1 \

Belfast,

I

[

Dee.

Mo.

B. EEl.’Cl

>\

Hi, DM.

Hrooks of SO aen -. dr-iraldu,
ll located, jrood soil. p.i-turin^.
and water
Hands (>* nulls, mar
kets, schools, illajfc. -t"n ~;111• 1 1!
lh station.
Will 1»-sold at creai
"

t"i-k and tools with it ii tlesired.
Apph
•JOHN W. I \\h, l?r-M»ks, M.:

SEARSEN WANTED.
K

Ilf N DRKI»SK A M KN W\NTK.l)INl«H
ON land
for coasting.
\p_nly to
•IdllN s. KAM.KTT,
Kook laud, Ausr 30, K*?l.—*r.

•rPTHE subscribers hereby give public notice to all
concerned, that they have been duly appoint
ed and taken upon themselves the tru-t of Ex ecu

K

Shipping Avr**nt

FURNACE FOR SALE.

tors of the will ot

JONATHAN "TONE, late ol Enity,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law direct-; they therefore request all
persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to them.
J. EDWIN STONE
V\I5AH STOXF
raitc, Dee. U, 1881.

for Sale!

In

I

to her.

Belfast,

\R\ ER.

PI1K

P4KI4, VI. It..

OK

—

Cl I A RLE> C. ( A R\

rPHE srBSCRIBEIl wishes to inform her manv
1
friends and patrons that she has moved from
Church street to the rooms over Goo. W. Buttress,
in McClintoek Block, High street, where she will
welcome all. Those in want of a first-class Dress
or Cloak Maker are invited to call.
Terms reasonable.
Mies. m. A
SNOW.
Belfast, Sept. 15, lssi.—:kstf.

of the

FSYE,

BELFAST,

of the estate of

REMOVAL.

ANNUAL

BELFAST.

subscriber hereby gives pnbli.
fie,, p
bb
eoneerned, that -he has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the tru-t f Vdmini-tratrix

1|

Supt. Worcester Lunatic Asylum, Worcester, Mass

!

JAMES 1 >, I. \MSON. Jii'lge.
\. A
f l.K I< III II, Register.
te-t

«frdeivd, That notice there:d’ be giv cn hree w oeks
successively in the Republican Journal, printed in
Belfast, in -aid County, that all person- interested
may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Bclfa-t, on the second Tuesday of Januarv next, and
show cause, if anv they have, why -aid account
should not be allowed.
JAMES D. I. \MSOV Judge.

THEM

Bound in She Neatest
THE

6.

National Bank

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
Officeoter

ance.

as

JOHN

\ t

1\T A LlX > s>. In Court i'I Pro1-at-', hold at Bel?>
fa-t, mu the second Tue-dav ol IUeember,
ls-1, LLEWELLYN LINCOLN. Exeeuior of the
will *l CALVIN P. LINCOLN, late ol "ear.-niont.
in s-i.i <'minty, deceased, having pre-rub <1 hi-first
omit of adininistration of -aid •■-tat. for allow

do
between 20
of age, who would like
as
ants in a
for
insane can hear of
positions by applying to

Bindery!

W. C.

Law,

mer

Medicine.

Entirely barn.less; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns, Warts, iUmP-ns and < .illous,
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
cunt: is guahasti:e
Price 25 cents. For sale by all Druggists.
Try it and you will be convinced like thoii".uids
who have used it and now testify to its value.
Ask for Sehlotterbeek’s Corn and Wart Solvent
and take no other.
iyrs

Bm42

lining Machinery & Ship Work
il! be

—ively

not he allow rd.

iy j-.’.

YOUR

THE

Rasonie

FIELD,

P.

I’hi/siriau <i

That notice thtU'eol be given thro* Weekin the Republican Journal. printed at
Beifa-f, in -aid County, that all per-m- ;nt< tv-tod
a
attend
Probate Court to be held at Relfa.-t «-n
may
the second Tuesday of January next, and show
cause, il any they have, why -aid are,.uni -hould

m

in

O il Is'.

U.

MAIN STREET.

lay

1

Sr.

Counsellor at

--

-ii'ce

harmless.

r-

77i

Ofllee with Keating A Field,

J.

n.t f.

ance.
< »nleivd,

YOUNG WOMEN
GOOD HEALTH,
and
years
Books, Magazines, Periodicals, &c. OF hospital the situations attendsuch
ANU

1

Friday.

and

■

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.

Call! Cali!! Call!!!

BOHAN

A 1.1)0
III < "lil t ol Probate, h M a* Re
cennd luesdav
fast, on Hu*
1->1. NELmox oil.KEV Adini11i- t'r.itor f tin*
tate .f ELIZABETH. J. lx >!>< L. hat
of 1».?hi -aid (
ounty, deceased, hav liu presented hi- final
account of adininistration of -aid e-tate ;•
a :*w\

great benefits derived from these Pills. They
are the safest and best phy-ic for children, ore.-m-e
mild as well as effectual.
Being smrnr coated. they
are easy to take; and being purei> vegetable. they

v.

Temple.

V

s< mAt tti:h /; /;< a \s

lyreow-JS

.•

a-

.i. I.

BOSTON

HARRIMAN

A.

Agent. Rejfa.t. (Iffire at ('.

:

1:«)>n|-.u.i, LEWIS
W a: ■'
A
Coin-:;
.used, having present* d her petition Hu an allow,

X I

of

Sold hy all Druyyids and 1 >eab

generally.

li

I

Hum!)

J.t.in.f i. allemleil p.

Huston

FRED

Most skilful

I’riutlcul and Analytical ( hcml>>|s.

si

t

awe out of the personal
-tale ot -aid de e;,-v d.
Ordered, Teat the said P'-titioner ive imtiee foai!
per-ons interested l>v causing t copy-a this order
to lie published three week- -u- « «—-iveh u the ReJournal pri ited at Beiia-t tl it they mav
other Pills
They uic -al'e and pleasant ?>> take, publican
appear at a Prohat*- Court, t«» tn- held at Belfast,
but powerful to cure. Thes purge out the foul hu- i v\ ithi'n and for -aid <
ounty. on the -v
Tuesday
l-*< k bet. re nooii,
mors ot the blood; they stimulate the "iuggi-h or i of January next, at ten o'i the
show
and
if any they have, vi.v the sanedisordered organs into action, and they impart should not ealtse,
be granted
I \ M K< l». !. A Mm >N.
health and tone to the whop- bring. They cure not
Judge.
true
A. \ 1 ;.1:1 <* 111.c. 1; _i-1v i.
A
copy. Attest
only the every day complaint" of every body, but

BY

get

\i
Probate Court held at Belfast, \\ Hid
tin* b ounty of Waldo. .-n ih*• -.nd 1
i>eceml)( r, A. 1>. lvd.

<-i

Cure Your Corns !

Y/ISTAR’S BALSAM OF WILD CHERT.V
with the signature of I. BUTTS
on th- v
rapper.
Ce nts an.I SI.00 a liotllc.
Prepared by SETH W. 1’OAVLE St SONS, Eoston, Mbs. Sold by druggists and dealers
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Complaint, Dropsy,Tet-
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Ordered, That the -aid Cuar i'.an aiw- notice
to all per-mis inti re.-ted by eau-iny a "p
f tin order to be published three week- sneer
v, !\ in the
R, publican Journal printed at Belta-l.l hat t liev ma>.
appe.-tr at a Probate Court, t * !.*e lie'.i a Rbifa-i,
within and for -aid County on th
ond Tuesda\
of January next, at ten ,»'f the clock b, !- ".v m m,
and -how cause, if any tie
h; .,
whv t:.> -.um
-h mid not be *illowe«l.
J n M ! > D. ! \ .M>oN J mitre
A A 1 I.I.1, 'I.MI, li* _-i ft-:■.
Atmeeopv. \tte-t

Diseases, Biliousness,Lh*

j

DR. J. C. AYER &. CO

I

Belfa-I,

l it

am-e.

Indigestion,

i*ki;i vki:i•

A WELL-KNOWN PHYEICIAN
WRITES:
It does 11 ,t dry up
cough, uad leave C..: < aui.
j, the cure v.ilh most
br-hind,
prep:.ratio;; ! ;
loosens it, icanscs the
lun^i ar.d ;dl..j trritatl
thus rt].-.- cause < -f ..jmuLiat
T>0 NOT BE r>F.C:lrIVi:n 1 article 1
,0
y
ill" similar names. B; sure
you

Pills,

Dysenterj, Foul Moniaeh
and Breath, Headache,
Erysipelas, Piles,BheuinatlMii, Eruption* and skin

are

THROAT, LMS ADS OiSEST,
including

In

MM A BR< M dx'*, < Tnardian
A I.h k I{|{ooK>,
minor ehihl uf SAMi L!, ItRdOks. la;-*
t
Palermo, in a b t County
Wald", dc -'a-ed. ha’,
iii- presented her first and tinal af"
t f,»r ,r!"\v

physicians, most eminent elrrgymen. and our best
citizens, send certificates of cures p.-rformed, and
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formidable and dangerous disease"

BEAN,

Probate
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the ounty
Waldo,
December. A. D. issj.

ter, Tumors and Salt Rheum, Worms, Rout, Neuralgia, as a dinner Pill, and Purifying the Blood, are
the most congenial purgative\ct perfected. Their
efforts ahundantly show h«>w much they e\eel all
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For all Ik purposes of a Family

Groceries, Torn, Flour,
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Hardware, Crockery. Earthern,
GXASS. TIN.

A. VOGELER & CO.,
Baltimore, Mil.,
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sale 1 y all dealers in medicine.
Send
pamphlet, free. Living full directions.
HEX Id. J01IXS0X A; LOUR Props., Burlington, Vt.

For

Ear and Headache, Frosted
Feet and Ears, and ail other
Pains and Aches.
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JAM L> D. LA.M>< C\, Jlldee.
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Appetite, Jaundice, Apoplexy, Palpitations,
Eruptions and Skin Diseases, etc., ail of which these
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Sick Headache, Loss of
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Biliousness, Dyspepsia,
Indigestion, Diseases of
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the Countv <»! Waldo,
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Will give immediate relief, and
in a short time effect a permaA
nent Cure.
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They Art Immediate!”.
t'Siey Strengthen.
They Soothe.
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Ml. llfseri, Miami,

\ If. I.IP,PA widow of \N M L MBHY,
late of >tockton, in -aid ( ount\ of Waldo,
'i<“«*:»'«*'I. having pre.-mtid her petition p-r an a
u auee out .-f the
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Female Weakness.
A re Superior to sill oilier Plaster*.

properties
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K nown

Backache or Lame Back.
Rheumatism or Lame Joints.
Cramps or Sprains.
Neuralgia or Kidney Diseases.
Lumbago. Severe Aches or Pa'.*;
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W ,: < herrv and Tar th wild cl
H c
ingredients and arc e ud ’.red with
a few simple remedies that aid ami stimiib’e tfeir
action
Large not ties.
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When y< u have taken cold the best wav to rid
yourself of it is to buy some good preparation that
wi i sureh give um relief
As such, we other you
l>r. tituves’ lii'sam o' Wild Cheery and 'Par
1 i »Success that has attended its me as a pertain toilet
‘"r roughs. colds. lioars -uess
sore throat. broi:
('l*it:s. .V;
warratAs us in rt eoiuirendiitgir as a sure
atai infallible remedy, and when in want d.t
h»ii to give this a tna!
'Pile virtues of wild chern and tar are univer
sally acknowledged by every one P!.' >;.•;• 11 < ■.r*
scribe them, an i they almost invaria'd- tor: the
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I’pon the fore.mtin^ petition, Ordered, that the
petitioner .Lfive notice to all per-ons interc-te*I. bv
•aiHiua a -• ,py of -aid petition, with this order
fhciv.m. i-. be published time week- surees-ivelv
hi the Ib'pul iiean .Journal, a p*iper printed at Pei
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Fare to Boston
Bound Trip
Fare to Lowell.

.-rant him a license fo sell and i-oiivey by public
•ll'ction ur private -ale -o niueli of the real «*-' ue
lid tleci-a-ed, v- will -atisfy -aid debt.- and in
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ieot.il charm*- and charm*- of \dminl-ts ati-m
•JAM MS s. 11 Alt PPM AN
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William J Coughlin, ot Somerville, Mass says
In tie- fall id Kb i was taken with m.i eiun<; oj
I h a my
the rsus followed by a severe cough.
appetite and ih sh. and was confined to my bed li:
l>7< 1 was admired to the Hospital
The doctors
said I had a hole in my lung as big as a half 'foliar
At one time a report went around that 1 was dead
1 gave up hope. Inti a friend told me of I)R V* IL
L! V M HALL'S BALSAM FOE Til E LC X OS
1
go! :i bottle, when to my surprise, l commenced
to fee!
better, and today 1 feel better than for
three \ears past
I write th.s hoping every one aillicted with dis
eased LtiLg
will take DE WILLIAM BALL'S
B A LS A M. a'd tv convinced that ('ON Si 'Ml1I'lOX
I can positively say if lias
CAX BE (TEED.
lone mm* good than all the medicines 1 have
taken sin*
my sickness."

urn,

day

s
H AIHilMAN, Kxerutor of the eH.ihof do\ \ Til AN I.I.U Kl I. lat- <d N- o-t
lipor;.
sail County, deeea-ed. re-nret fully represent
thut the -rood-, chattels and credits of -aid de«vad. are n<.t -ullirienl l«> answer hi- ju-1 debts and
‘■harm s of administration b\ lh« -i in of one tleai
-and dollars.

ecc< utric on a stationary engine derives its
from the fact that it i< situated on the tank

From

KATAHDIN
(>t|il. \\ in. K. lto(\.
ioinmenclng Monday.
2Mn, will make
3
3
TRIPS PER WEEK
I. ea\ing Beffn t for Bo-ton, Monday-,
Wednesdayand Friday at 2.:>o r. w.
Leaving Boston for Beifa-t Mondavs. Wedni
>01.
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CAMBRIDGE,
(apt. Otis incrnltaiti.
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garding that reliable

name

I'n// mu/ H infer A rrmii/i

Maine.

Searsmont,
June 2.1,1881.—2'.'

•Another lie nailed, as the wag remarked when
the lnereh mt nailed up a sign. “At cost

oue

A man out in Montana sneezed with such vio
lence that ho broke one of his ribs
His nose was
stronger thsu his hack

repairing will tinditto

W. M. BROWN.

SANFORD STEAMSHIP CO

Cpoii the foregoing petition. Ordered, that the petitioners givi notice to all persons interested, bv
causing ,, ropy of said petition w ith this order there"ii, to be published three weeks sue<vs-ivelv in the
Republican Journal, a paper printed at P,cl fast, that
they may appear at a Probate ( ourt io lie bold at
tne Probate Ollbv in Belfast
aforesaid, on flic -,ec
"'id Tuesday of January next, at ten o’clock in
I he forenoon, and show cause i f any
they base, u h v
tbe same '•fmuid not. be granted.
JAMEs I). |. AM SON. Judge

the Lowest for CAS!!,

to
or

as

*9

of the South say

Maysville. Kentucky, has three daily papers, and
the other inhabitant will issue his. just as soon as
he can get type and press from Cincinnati

Reduced

arc

persons building

Ail

one

How often

ATKINSON, late of Montville,
County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
the law directs: he therefore requests all per
sons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demand-' thereon, to exhibit the same for settle
mont to him.
ORAMKI. MCKRAY
Montville, Dec. 17, lHSl.—
the

in

At at oiirf of Probate, held at Belfast, within and
t*>r tlie l ounty o| Waldo, on the -i-cond Tuesday
of December, A. H. ISSI.

their advantage to give us a call. We want, a lot ol
Pine, Brown, Ash, Spruce and Birch Lumber.
Should it bo a dry year and a fleet our water power,
we shall add steam power to our mill, and shall at
ways he ready to do :tl[ jobs that come along.

South.

of the most eccentric men who
ever appeared in a national cabinet, writes "ti lth
know
1
him pretty well
Imagine a rather graceful man of the medium size, with small feet, it xi
hie ankles, wtdl turned limbs, and t lie figure of a
t'receh aristocrat
I might make this description
more vivid to a very few of your readers ii i would
the
of
a
figure
say
Philadelphia aristocrat of 70
This body is always carefully dressed
years ago
William Pinkney, in bis most gorgeous daj 8. never
paid more scrupulous attention to his clothing
Mr Brewster always wears gloves in the street or
in his carriage, and knows where they are instinctively H is shit t eufls and collars are invariably spotless, and you may sometimes tiud ruffles in his shot
bosom or peeping out of the top of ins shirt Tins
is particularly Pinknejish. Brewster, with Ids
blue coat and brass buttons, wears a huir or white
vest of rich material, and gaiters cover ills feet
He
is a courtier in all his aspirations
if he under
takes to call you a swindler and a murderer, he u ill
doit with the grace of a fencer to whom the rapier
comes as natural as the cooking-spit.

Door Butts, knobs, Locks, Latches, Sash Fasts,
Door Springs, llllnd Hangings, Castors, Picture
knobs. Wire Screens, Screws, Flowered and
Plain Ground Double Thick Door Glass and
Window Glass.

Dollars.

I have not space to enumerate the
articles, hut will guarantee that I
hav e the best assortment ever shown
by any one concern in Waldo county.
Please examine the prices! quote lie
low in tile diHerein departments.

son

hand in connection with ttie above

on

PAINTS, OILS, COLORS, JAPAN,

Boston

a

Great Variety ofHuliday GooOs!

Money, says the Philadelphia Chronicle, makes
friends
Aye. and enemies, too. when you lend it

“An entering wedge," remarked Fogg, as his
and heir demolished a slice ol pumpkin pie

OS WELL

HATCH and CIHAll T. ROWE,
the estate of .MANDKKD E. and
A. HATCH, children of LKANDKR J
HAT< H, late of Morrill, in said County, deceased
respectfully represents that said wards are seize,
and possessed of the following descril ed reales
tatc, viz: a certain parcel of land situate iu sah
Morrill, it being an undivided half part of the Rowe
lot, so-called, formerly occupied by one LORENZt
ROBINSON, until bis decease, that it would be foi
the benefit of said minors to have the said real es
tate sold and the proceeds thereof put at interest.
Wherefore your petitioners pray your honor t.
grant them a license to sell and convey at pri\at<
sab- the said real estate described as above, for tie
purpose aforesaid.
Hated tlii' i:*tl» dav of December, A. I>. l.vd.
ISAAC E. HATCH.
CRI AII T. ROWE.

Door and Window Frames, Door and Window
Screens, lllaek W alnut and Ash Extension Tables, I'limps, Gutters, Mouldings, Bracketts,
and Water Wheels, Pine, Black Walnut and
Ash lumber always on hand,
.lob Work of
Snsh Primed and Glazed.
every description.

The Milwaukee (Wis ) Evening Wisconsin says;
“In all our experience we have never heard so
many favorable reports from all classes as wo
have concerning St Jacobs Oil.
To say the good die young is a
tion for the small boy to be bad.

Probate for the County

of

ISAAC
Trustees of
BERTIE

Doors, Sash & Blinds,

-Be tiir

:

Judge

rrMlK subscriber here hr give» public notice to all
X concerned, that he’has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Executor ot
the will of

E.

tuons

that other Southern states are going to
follow the example of Virginia, and drop
out of the list of states that have been
classed as the “Solid South.” Emory
Speer, of Georgia, says that that State in
the next election will go against the democracy. General W. F. Fitzgerald, candidate at the late election, of the independents, for the attorney generalship of
Mississippi, says that with one fourth of
the support given Mahoue in Virginia,
the independents would have carried
Mississippi. During the last election—he
says the independents spoke in all parts of
the State, and the Democrats instead of
disturbing tile meetings went to bear the
speakers. He is confident that in the next
election there will be a general breaking
up of the Democratic party in that State.
In Tennessee there is renewed interest
among the Republicans, and they are confident that with hard, determined work
they can carry the State. In North Carolina and Kentucky there are also strong
movements towards the liberal party.
One very encouraging feature is the fact
that the young men of the South are becoming tired of tlie Old Bourbon rule,
and in large numbers are leaving a party
which they have supported against the
dictates of conscience. The South is fast
learning that a free vote and honest count
will aid her material prosperity.

Brewster is

To the Honorable
of Waldo.

Manufacturers and Dealers In

For (folds, Coughs, Bronchitis and all affections
of the Lungs, take Ayer's Cherry Pectoral

too

PROBATE NOTICES.

DICKEY, BROWN 4 MORSE,

“Then

••

H'-se.
Fire Buckets.

or

as

day.

Steam Windlasses— Am Ship Windlass Cn Providence, It. 1.
Capstans (steam aud hand) Am. Ship
W indlass Co.
Lite Preservers..

Pain Killer.
This remedy

well

The garnest. cheeriest little chap you'll ever want
to see!
And then they laugh, because I thiuk the child re
semhies mo
The little rogue ! he goes for me like robbers for
their prey ;
Ile'ii turn my pockets inside out when I get home

Blieksp.'l l. Hancock Co., Me.
This is t" ertit'y that 1 had < 'mode Di.irrliu-a for
fifty year-, ami have u>ed all the niedi< ine l liave
heard iv.i.inmen<k*d. tried a.! the doctors within
thirlv mi;. -, a.id paid out overt a
hundred dollars,
all to I .* purp'»-«-.
I procured from an agent, some
"f Dr. (Jiark .Johnson*.- Indian Blood Syrup, and it
helped me immedintidy. Tin- di-ea-<- has now entirelv left me, and 1 eon-nh i' mv-elf well. I advi-e
all sufferers t" try it.
WILLIAM CKANT.
;
with

as

man :

.■

troubled

doubt my wife looks out.

My little boy —I'll give 'em leave to match him. if
they can :
Its fun to see him strut about, and try to be a

I; neutralize- the hereditary taint, or poison in
t!ie Blond, which generate- >croful.:, Kry-ipelas,
and all manner
t
-kin disease- and internal
humor-.
Then* are no spirit- «*nij:'l"yed in it- mamifact
m -I delicate hah**,
lire, and it ''an h«- taken h\ tl,
or hy tlii- aged and feeble, care onttj bt^ing required
in attention t-> directimitf.

was

day

to-day

Perspiration.

1

1
Both governments will use the.r influence to
facilitate the construction of tin* canal, and to secure the establishment of tree ports at either end
of the cat al
f>
Both governments guarantee the neutrality
of the canal and that it shall remain tree and open
on equal terms to the commerce of the world.
t>
All friendly States and especially* the Central American States*are to be invited to join in
this guarantee
7. The protection and favor promised in articles II and 1 shall be extended to tin* persons
company first proposing t«. commence the work
and furnishing evidence of ability to complete it
S. The two governments agree to extend their

well as any woman could—to see that things
are done:
For though Melinda, when I'm there, won't set her
foot outdoors.
She's very careful when I’m gone, to tend to all
the chores.
But nothing prospers half so well when 1 get off
to stay.
Vnd 1 will put things into shape when I get home

It Stimulates the Ptxaiinc In the Saliva, which
the starch and sugar of the food into
A
of

ready

to

ernments.

As

converts

glucose.

words aud

to

one—

M»KJ) HVIi: l»?0.

Varied

at

ought

commence;

(2,000,000 Bottles
ss<'s

quick

whereat she

But then she's first to give up when she has had
hersav:
Ana she will meet me with a kiss when I go home

Tfis Bast Remsdy Known to Man.
Tins Si/ntji ]>‘><S'

naught

Clajton-Bulwer Treaty.

The convention of April I!', 1850, was
concluded by John M. Clayton, secretary
of state, on the part of the United States,
and Sir Henry Luton Bulwer, minister
at Washington, on the part of Great
Britain. Secretary Clayton was appointed by President Taylor in March, 1840,
and was succeeded by Daniel Webster
after the death of President Taylor iir
July, 1850. The treaty was ratified by
the Senate before Mr. Clayton retired
from the Cabi; et.
The treaty referred especially to the
proposed Nicaragua ship canal, and contained eight articles of agreement, which
may bo summarized as follows:

My business on the jury's done—the quibbling all
is through
I've watched the lawyers right and left and given

CO

=3
CJ

Farm Ballads ]
Home To-Day.

BY WILL CAKLETON.

Syrup.

hi

The

[From
Goin*

V

to

SECOND II \M> FURNACE, coo, 1 make anil
in complete order, will he sold cheap. Apply
JOHN It. WADL1N, Main Street

Babbitt Metal for Machinery.

I1YPE METAI., the best antl-frictiou metal foi
X lining machinery boxes, for sale at
THE JOURNAL OFFICE.
iOUtf

f

